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SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Meeting Minutes
November 20, 2018
CaU to Order
Vice Chair Watson called the meeting to order at 3:03 p.m. noting the meeting was in
compliance with RC § 12 1.22(F).

Roll Call
Members present:

Mr. Watson, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Furbee, Ms. Hash, Mr. Williams

Members absent:

Ms. Hartop, Mr. Howarth, Ms. Heresb, Mr. Rappold

Members j oined the meeting after roll call: Mr. Evans, Dr. Wbi.te

Approval of the November 20, 2018 Agenda
Ms. Hash moved and Mr. Williams seconded a motion to approve the November 20, 2018
agenda. Without di scussion, the Board unanimously approved the November 20, 20 18 agenda.

Executive Session
Mr. Williams moved and Mr. Furbee seconded a motion to move into Executive Session to
discuss two matters. First to discuss the SSU/SEA Collectively Bargained Agreement and
second to discuss pending litigation. Vice Chair Watson called for a roll call vote and without
discussion, the Board unanimously voted by roll cal I to enter Executive Session. The Board
entered Executive Session at 3:04 p.m. Those in attendance for the Executive Session were
Sonie Hash, Joe Watson, Scott Williams, David Furbee, Eddie Edwards, Jeff Bauer, Elinda
Boyles, Eric Braun, Mike McPhi llips, Becky Thiel, Dave Zender, and Malonda Johnson.
Member White joined the meeting and Executive Session at 3:22 p.m. Member Evans joined the
meeting and Executive Session at 3:32 p.m. Mr. Will iams moved and Mr. Furbee seconded a
motion to leave Executive Session and return to public meeting. Vice Chair Watson called for a
roll call vote and fo llowing a unanimous roll call vote, the Board exited Executive Session at
4: 12p.m.
New Business

1. Resolution E06-18, Approval of SSU and SEA 2018-2021 Collectively Bargained
Agreement, approves the tentative agreement reached following fom1al negotiating sessions
between the University and Shawnee Education Association (SEA) in accordance with
ORC4117. The agreement was ratified in its entirety by the SEA membership. Mr. Watson
stated that this agreement should be celebrated as it represents a real partnership between the

university and faculty. We are both truly working together to meet the fiscal challenges
ahead and build a stronger Shawnee State University for its students and community. Mr.
Williams moved and Dr. White seconded a motion to approve Resolution E06-l 8, Approval
of SSU and SEA 2018-2021 Collectively Bargained Agreement. Without discussion, the
Board unanimously voted by roll call to approve Resolution E06-18.

Comments from Constituent Groups and the Public
None

Adjournment
Mr. Furbee moved and Mr. Edwards seconded a motion to adjourn.
The Board was adjourned by acclamation at 4: 13 p.m.

RESOLUTION E06-18
APPROVAL OF SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
AND
SHAWNEE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
2018-2021 COLLECTIVELY BARGAINED AGREEMENT
WHEREAS, in accordance with O.R.C. 4117, fonnal negotiating sessions were held
between the University (SSU) and Shawnee Education Association (SEA) resulting in the patties
reaching a tentatively accepted agreement regarding wages, terms, and cond itions of
employment; and
WHEREAS, the tentative agreement was ratified in its entirety by the SEA membership;
WHEREAS, the Pres ident recommends that the Board of Trustees approve the tentative
agreement;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees approves the 2018 - 2021
SSU/SEA collectively bargained agreement (CBA) and extends appreciation for the successful
negotiations to the members of both negotiating teams.

(November 20, 2018)

Summary
Ratified Collective Bargaining Agreement between Shaw nee State University and
the Shawnee Education Association

Total Projected Cost of 2018-2012 CBA
BOT Retreat - June: +2-4 % Target
Ratified Contract - November: - 0.19

Economic
Medical - Savings while accounting for 7% increase trends
•

% share of proj ected annual cost to the university

•

Fourth tier percentages implemented to better reflect the plan usage (Single; Employee+ Child
(ren); Employee+ Spouse; Employee + Family)

•

HOHP percentage contributions increase to the market

•

H0HP plan design moves from 90/10 to 80/20

•

HOHP out of pocket max reduced

•
•

PPO plan design remains at 80/20
PPO Cost share percentage set at high end of public sector market

•

PPO Deductibles and Out of Pocket Max increase

Base compensation: Predictability and ensuring ability to pay for increase
•

Salary system remains at 2015 market rates;

•
•

0% in years one and two;
Lump sum and/ or one step in year three,

contingent on enrollment increases

Supplemental contracts: Reduced Cost
•

Chairs - After transition year, flat rate w ith average 20% reduction; 3-hour reduction in release

•

time provides an additional class for eleven of our best faculty
Program Directors -After transition year, flat rate with average 20% reduction

•
•

Overload - Remains at market from 2015-2018 agreement
Summer Classes - reduced by 5 %; online classes are at a further reduced rate (similar to

•

overload)
Funded on line class development from savings

Non-Economic
Distance Learning

e

•

Adjusted to accommodate Learning House relationship

•

lncents faculty to participate in on line programs

•

Scalable with part time faculty and non-union full time online instructors when successful

•

Can purchase off-the-shelf programs

Promotion and Tenure
•

Commercialization added to criteria

•

Early tenure removed and transition to tenure system completed

•

Clarified and streamlined submission and review process

•

Post-tenure review strengthened

Retrenchment
•

Clarified emphasis on qualifications and capability for non-union faculty versus union faculty in a

•

reduction-in-force
Operationalized the steps needed to smooth the process (if necessary)

University - Union relat ionships
•

Eliminated "fair share" fees per Janus Supreme Court decision

•

SEA President can request to speak before Board action at committee or full Board of Trustees
meetings

Tentatively Agreed Collective
Bargaining Agreement
Shawnee State University &
Shawnee Education Association
August 2018 to August 2021
For drafting purposes:
•

Purple language is new "Tentatively Agreed" upon language

•

Struck through language is old language being removed

•

Highlights are cross references that need to be double checked

I__

*** Once ratified and approved by the BOT, the contract will go through a final format and editing phase

from both the University and SEA to prepare for publishing.
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ARTICLE 1. AGREEMENT AND INTENT

Section 1.

Agreement between Shawnee State University and the Shawnee Education
Association.

A. This is an Agreement by and between SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY ("University")
and the SHAWNEE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ("Association"), which is affiliated
with TI-IE OHJO E DUCATION ASSOCIATION and THE NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION.
B. The purpose of this Agreement is to set forth the wages, hours or terms and other
conditions of employment as set forth in Section 4 117.08 of the Ohio Revised Code for the
employees represented by the Association. All personnel policies and practices in conflict
with the provisions hereof are superseded by this contract and discontinued.
C.

Both pat1ies to this agreement recognize the Shawnee Education Association is the sole
representative of the faculty in all matters affecting wages. hours. or terms or other
conditions of employment and continuation. modification. or deletion of an existing
provision to this collective bargaining agreement.

Section 2.

Purpose and Intent.

The purpose and intent of the parties to this Agreement is to affirm their acceptance of good
faith collective bargaining as a means of providing quality education and maintaining high
standards of academic excellence at the University.

Section 3.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).

If applicable language is missing from this Agreement, the parties will resolve any such
o mission through the memorandum of understand ing (MOU) process.

Section 4.

Non-Discrimination.

A. The University shall not discriminate against any member of the bargaining unit on account
of membership in, or activity on behalf of, the Association or its State or National
Affiliates. Similarly, the Association shall not discriminate against any bargaining unit
member who is not a member of the Association or its State or National Affiliates.
B. The University and the Association jo intly pledge that provisions of this agreement shall be
applied uniformly to all members of the bargaining unit without regard to race, color,
genetic information, religion, age, disability, national origin, ancestry, sex, pregnancy,
sexual orientation. gender identit) gender expression. veteran status. political affiliation or
military status.

C.

Confidentiality. All personally identifiable and medical information relating to any of the
groups identified in Article 1 Section 4. B. shall be considered confidential and wi tl not be
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released except as required b) local. stntc or federal !av,.

Section 5.

Uniform Application.

The provisions ofthis Agreement shall be applied in a uniform fashion to all bargaining unit
members.

Section 6.

Severability.

A. Detennination of Invalidity. The parties intend that this Agreement shall be construed
under the laws of Ohio and applied in a manner consistent with applicable statutes and
regulations properly enacted thereunder. In particular, this Agreement shall be governed
under O.R.C. Section 41 17 .10 (A).
B. In the event a court of competent jurisdiction shall determine that any provision of thls
agreement is contrary to any such statute or regulation, such provision alone shall become
invalid and of no effect. The remainder of this agreement shall not be deemed illegal or
unenforceable. The parties agree to meet within thirty (30) days following any decision
which renders any portion of this agreement null and void for the purpose of negotiating an
alternative provision on the same topic which is lawful.
C. Necessitated Revision. If a state or federal law is enacted covering members of the unit
affecting one or more provision(s) of this Agreement, the parties agree to meet as soon as
practicable but no later than one ( 1) year after the effective date for the purpose of
negotiating a substitute provision, if necessary.

Section 7.

Entire Agreement.

Thls contract supersedes and cancels all previous Agreements including all memoranda of
understanding (MOU), verbal or written, between the University and the Association and
constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties.

@
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ARTICLE 2. NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
Section l.

Negotiating Teams.

The collective bargaining procedure shall be conducted between representatives of the
Uni versity and the Association. These representatives shall be called the negotiating teams.
Each team may consist of no more than four (4) members. Each party represented in the
procedure shall detenni.ne who will be its team representatives, but shall not select members of
the other party involved in the p rocedure.

Section 2.

Negotiating in Executive Session.

All negotiating sessions shall be in executive session, meaning only members of the teams,
consultants as provided for in this procedure, and others as mutually agreed to between the
teams shall be in the room during negotiating sessions.

Section 3.

Consultants and Others.

Both parties are welcome to employ the services of consultants outside the negotiati ng sessions,
may designate up to two (2) alternates, and with mutual consent, may invite observers to the
negotiating sessions. Within the negotiating sessions consultants and alternates may serve as the
spokesperson for the representative side. Observers may be present but will not typically
participate in the discussion unless mutually agreed to by both parties.

Section 4.

General Provisions.

The following provisions will be in effect unless otherwise agreed to by both parties:

A. Initiation. Either party may serve the other party by written notice of the desire to negotiate
at least ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the current Agreement. The request from
the Association shall be sent to the University President; a request from the University shall
be sent to the Association President. Notification of the intent to bargain will be provided
by the Association to the State Employment Relations Board (SERB).
B. Each party will designate a negotiating team member who is authorized to tentatively agree
to proposed language during bargaining. This designation may be changed with prior
notice to the other party.
C. Ground Ru les. Each side shall appoint two members to meet prior to bargaining and
establish alternative ground rules for negotiations by mutual agreement.
D. Agenda. After the proposals have been exchanged at the first meeting; the agenda for
subsequent negotiating sessions shall be established. By mutual agreement, the order of
items on the agenda subsequently may be changed.
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E.

Time Table. Meetings during any week or changes in the frequency of time or place of
meeting shall be made by mutual consent of the two tean1s at the end of any meeting. The
time and place of each subsequent meeting shall be established before any session is
concluded.

F.

If both the University and Association agree to conduct bargaining during regularly
scheduled class hours. the parties shall make reasonable efforts to insure continuity of
instruction during such sessions. When conflict is unavoidable. members shall be permitted
lo reschedule or cancel office hours to attend negotiations. and shall be pe1111itted to be
absent from other non-class acti\'ities. As a lasl resort members may cancel their classes by
following normal class cancellation procedures.

G. Exchange of Information. Upon request, the University and the Association agree to
provide each other with infonnation pertinent to topics/subjects that may be discussed
during the negotiating period.
H. Written Proposals. To avoid misunderstanding and to facilitate communication, all major
proposals and counter-proposals shall be provided in writing.

I.

Caucus. Either team may call for a caucus during a session. A caucus shall be for a period
of no more than thirty (30) minutes unless otherwise agreed to.

J.

Tentative Agreement. As written articles or provisions are negotiated and agreed upon, they
shall be initialed as tentatively accepted (TA) by the authorized representative as designated
in Section 4 B.

Section 5.

Agreement.

A. When all articles have been tentatively accepted, the entire tentative agreement will be
presented by the Association to its members for ratification.
B. Upon ratification by the bargaining unit in accordance with Association Bylaws, the
tentative agreement shall be submitted by the Administration to the Board of Trustees for
review and approval.
C. Upon the Board's approval of the Agreement, the Association President, University
President, and Chairperson of the Board of Trustees shall sign the document. The signed
Agreement shall constitute a legally binding contract between Shawnee State Urtiversity
and Shawnee Education Association.
0. Individual faculty employment contracts shall contain a statement indicating compliance
with this Agreement.
E.

Any modifications, alterations, additions and/or deletions of and/or to this Agreement prior
to its expiration shall be set forth in writing and signed by the President of the University
and the President of the Association orb) wrinen authorization to their des1gnees t~
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speci fie issue. No modifications, alterations, additions and/or deletions shall have any
effect unless set forth in writing and signed by the parties herein identified.

Section 6.

Impasse.

A. If by thirty (30) days prior to the expiration date, agreement cannot be reached on all issues,
then either party may call for the services of the Federal Meruation and Conciliation
Services (F.M.C.S.). If one party requests the services ofF.M.C.S., the other shall join in
the request. Mediation shall continue until the expiration date of the Agreement unless both
parties mutually agree to a specific extension date.

B. The parties agree that this impasse procedure supersedes the dispute resolution procedure
as set forth in Section 4117.14 of the Ohio Revised Code, but it does not waive the
Association's rights under Section 4117.14 (D 2) of the Ohio Revised Code.
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ARTICLE 3. MEMBERSIDP FEES AND DUES PAYROLL PROCESSES
Section 1.

Association Membership.

A. Both parti es to this agreement recognize the Shawnee Education Association is the sole

representative o f the fac ulty in all maners affecting wages. hours. or terms or other
conditions of employment. Associati on membership is annual with the membership year
being September I through August 31. Once a member emolls such membership shall be
continuous thereafter for each subsequent membership year unless the individual cancels
their membership.

B. Any individual who wishes to cancel their membership must notify the Association
Treasurer in wTiting between August I and August 15th. A member may cancel their
membership outside of the afo rementioned cancellation period but shall be responsible
fo r all remaining dues and assessments of the current membership year and by such
cancellation acknov,1Iedges that he/she is forgoing any rights specifically reserved to
members of the Association.
Section 1 2. Payment of Dues 8F FoiF Shore Fees.
A. The University will provide notifications of new hires and status changes impacti ng

bargaining unit members to the authorized Association officials.

B. The Association Treasurer shall provide the University Payroll Department the amount of
bargaiRing ooit Association dues and fair share fee payers amol¼llt no later than September
I 5th two (2) weeks prior to the first pay of the aeademie year. The Association Treasurer
will coordinate with the University"s payroll department to detem1ine the appropriate
withholding schedule. The Association Treasurer will also provide the University Payroll
Department with a complete listing of all bargaiA:ing un:it Association members. and fair
share fee payers.
C. The faculty member may opt to remit full payment in a lump sum or by payroll deduction.
Upon receipt of a written authorization signed by the faculty member, the University agrees
to deduct the dues fair share fees, an:d assessments from the pay of bargai:B:ing l¼ll:it
Association members. This written authorization will remain in effect from year to year
unless a new authorization form is submitted to the Payroll Department and received no
later than two (2) weeks prior to the first pay of the academic year.
D. f:>tles:. The University shall deduct dues in the amount specified by the Association from the
pay of all Association members upon receipt of individually signed authorization forms.
The deductions will be taken in 18 equal payments over a nine (9) month period beginning
with the first pay in October. Upon receipt of clear wrinen request from any Association
member to discontinue membership in the Association and to discontinue dues deductions.
the uni versity will be relieved of its obligation to make payroll deductions. _ 0

--
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E.

On a monthly basis, the University will transmit to the Association Treasurer a payment for
dues deducted for each Association member equivalent to one-ninth ( 1/9th) of his/her
annual membership dues.

F.

fair Share Fees
I.

Facttlty members wee elect aot to become mBR'lbers of the Shawaee Education
Association will be assessed a fair share fee for the Association's representation
of sueh non members dHring the term of this Contract. No noe member filing a
timely demand shall be reqwred to subsidi2:e partisan, political or ideological
causes aot germooe to the AssociatioR:' s \¥Orie i:A the realm of collective
bargaining.

2.

The fair share fee shall eot be more than 100% of the certified dl:les of the
Associatioe.

3.

The Association shall pro:vide the payroll department with the list of fair share

.fee payers the first '•¥eek of JarnuH)' of each )'ear. For e,cisting full time fae\¾lty,
the deductions shall begie. ,v-ith the secoad payrnll period ia Janl:10:I')' aBd be
withheld ifl eqttal biweekly paymeflts o¥er the remainieg pays of the regular
aeaderaie :year.

4.

For nei,1i· full time faculty, payroll dedl:lction of the fair share fee shall begin with
the seeoad pO)'foll period in Jao«ary or siirty (60) days after the beginning of
employmeet, v,rrnchever is later.

5.

The Ueiversity agrees to trtlftsmit all amottnts deducted to ilie l\.ssociation Ofl a
monthly basis.

6.

Tee Association represents 1o the Uru.,·ersity that an internal rebate procedure
has been estabHshed ie accordance vfi.th Section 4117.09 (C) of the Ohio
Revised Gode, that a 1,vritten procedHFe for challenging the amomit of the
represeRtation: fee has been established and will be gi·f·en to eaeh member of the
bargO:iain:g Wllt v-rho does not join the Assoeiation, a:Ad that such proeedure ood
notice shall be in compliarlCe with all apf>licable state aed federal laws Ofld the
Coestirutiofl5 oft.he Umted States aed the State of Orne.

7.

Upon timely demoed, fair share members ma~' apply to the i\ssoeiation for an
ad1t·ance reduetion/rebate of the fair share foe pursuOflt to the in:tern:al proeedme
adopted hy the Assoeiation:.
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G.

On a monthly basis, the University will transmit payment to the Association Treasurer
together with a list of names of members of the Faculty whose Association dues er-faH:
share f.ees have been deducted and, upon receipt, the Association shall assume full
responsibility for the disposition of all funds deducted. The University's obligation to
make deductions for membership dues or fair share f.ees shall end upon termination of
employment.

H. The Association agrees that it shall indemnify and hold hannless the University, its
officers, trustees, employees or agents, against all claims, damages, causes of action,
awards, costs, expenses, and any and all damages arising or resulting from, by reason
of, or touching upon the University' s agreement to the provisions of this article.
providing for a fair share fee payable to the Association, aed the U!ll'rersity' s actions
afld conduct witl1 respect to these provisions.

Section i 3. Payroll.
A. Pay periods are established by the University. The University will continue to pay
bargaining unit members on a bi-weekly basis. If the University changes to a different
payroll system (i.e. pay on the 15 th or 30Lh) the University will give the Association
members at least six (6) months advance notice.
B. Norma l payroll distribution methods shall include the options of direct deposit or payroll
debit cards. Association members will be required to have payroll checks deposited
electronically or on payroll debit cards. Pay vouchers will only be available online and
will not be mailed via postal services. The University will provide assistance to an
employee to obtain this voucher, if necessary.
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ARTICLE 4. ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
Section 1.

Rights of the Association.

A. Conduct of Association Business
I.

The President of the University and representatives of the Association shall meet as
requested by either party.

2.

The President of the Association shall have the right to address the Board at all public
meetings of the Board. If the SEA President wishes to speak on an issue at a Committee
or full Board meeting in advance of the Committee or Board taking action on that issue.
the SEA President shall provide the Secretary of the Board with notice of the issue in
question and the SEA·s position on the issue. The Commit1ee or Board Chair. in his/her
discretion . may grant or deny the SEA President" s request.

3.

At the beginning of each academic year, the Association President will provide to the
University a list of those members of the Association who are authorized to speak on
behalf of the Association and/or to transact business on behalf of the Association. The
University recognizes that the Association is the sole representative for matters
concerning this Agreement. The Association President shall also provide the
University the names of the primary and alternative contacts for communication
purposes.

4.

The Association may provide the University with the names of tv.10 (2) bafgai:niag unit
Association members, in addition to the President of the Association and the OEA
representative for matters related to complaints, disciplinary actions, grievances and
other disputes. Association representatives may aid in informal resolutions to disputes,
file and process grievances, and/or represent bargaining unit members in any internal
disciplinary or grievance procedure or any other dispute with the University.

5.

The Universiry will provide time during orientation meetings of new bargaining unit
members to introduce the Association to ne\.\ bargaining unit members. During this
time the administrators \,\ill absent themselves from the meeting. The University will
provide the Association with ten ( 10) days advance notic.:e of all orientation meetings.

B. The Association President shall have access to the following:

C.

1.

Agenda and minutes of all Board of Trustees meetings at the time of dissemination;

2.

University policies and procedures

Upon written request, public documents as defined in Section 149.43 O.R.C. shall be made
available to the Association. The University may assess the Association the standard copy
fee charged to other campus organizations for any copies requested.
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D. The Association shall be permitted to use the University's classrooms, lounges, grounds
and facilities at no cost for Association business. University facilities shall be provided at
the rates established by University policy. Any additional cost incurred by the University
shall be paid by the Association upon submission of an appropriately documented charge.
If the University decides to implement a parking fee, this section shall not be interpreted to
exempt bargaining unit members from such a fee.
E.

The Association shall be authorized to use University-owned office and instructional
equipment and supplies. The Association shall reimburse the University for the use of
office supplies.

F.

The Association shall be permitted to use the University' s interdepartmental mail facilities.

G. The Association shall be permitted to use the University telephone and long distance system
in order to conduct official Association business. Long distance charges shall be paid by the
Association.
H. The Association shall be permitted to use the University's printing services on a cost for
use basis. Billing for these services will be handled through the established billing
procedure of the University. Charges to the Association for such services will be the same
as those assessed other campus groups and individuals.

1.

Duly authorized representatives of the Association who are not employed by the University
shall be permitted to transact official business with Association members on University
premises during normal business hours, provided such business does not interfere with the
employees· duties.

J.

The Provost will provide the Association with fumi ~hed office space to use to conduct
officiaJ Association business and smre files . file storage spaee tYithin the Uni,•ersity
aeeessible by the SEA suffieient for three (3) Umversity pro,·ided lockable file eabi:fiets.
1

K. The University shall continue to provide the Association with rights to communicate with
members over a designated SEA e-mail list. The terms and conditions for participation on
that list shall be considered an internal SEA matter.

Section 2.

Rights of Association Representatives and of Bargaining Unit Members.

A. All bargaining unit members, whether they are members or fair share, shall have the right
to the active assistance and representation by a representative of the local. state or national
organizations of the Association in any dispute with the University regarding the
interpretation or application of this Agreement. Bargaining unit members may request
Association representation at any time during any meeting. This request will not be denied
and the meeting may be rescheduled in order to aJlow sufficient time to arrange
representation and identify the appropriate parties to participate in the meeting.
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B. A bargaining unit member may waive representation by the Association in disciplinary
proceedings or grievances. ff a bargaining unit member chooses to do so, the bargaining
unit member shall sign a waiver form provided by the Association.
C. During any investigatory or disciplinary meeting at which an authorized Association
Representative is present, the Association Representative shall have the right to:
1.

Request clarification of any questions asked of the bargaining unit member;

2. Help to clarify any responses to questions by the bargaining unit member;
3. Request clarification and explanation of any charges;
4. Request clarification of the nature and reliability of any evidence offered in support of
the charges;
5. Assist the bargaining unit member in presentation of his or her own evidence;
6. Gather information deemed relevant by the Association to the bargaining unit
member' s defense;
7.

Discuss the issue with the bargaining unit member in a private meeting;

8.

Act to calm the bargaining unit member if needed.

D. During any grievance meeting or 1.:onJuct hearing (ref. articl~ 18) the Association
Representative shall have the right to represent the bargaining unit member and to speak on
behalf of the bargaining unit member filing the grievanee.
E.

Any conferences, communications, or records between Association representatives and
bargaining unit members regarding grievances, complaints or any other matter related to
this agreement or collective bargaining that takes place on or off University premises shall
be considered private and confidential to the extent permitted by state and federal law.

F.

The Association shall determine, in accordance with the standards of the Ohio Education
Association, the National Education Association and relevant laws any and all such matters
related to its own internal procedures.

G. The Association sha11 determine in accordance with its own internal policies the conditions
under whjcb Association sanctioned or Association grievances may be brought forward.

Section 3.

Release Time.

A. The University shall provide release time with full pay for the SEA President nine (9)
credit hours each year, but not more than six (6) credit hours in any one semester. The
University will cooperate with the Association President in the scheduling of his/her
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workload. This release time may be distributed among other Association representatives.
B. If both the University and Association agree to conduct bargaining during regularly
scheduled class hours during Fall an d/or Summer Semester members of the Association ·s
bargaining team shall have the right to attend such meetings without loss of pay. Both
parties shall make reasonable efforts to insure continuity of instruction during such
sessions.
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ARTICLE 5. SCOPE OF THE UNIT
Section 1.

Bargaining Unit.

A. The bargaining unit shall include:
I.

All full-time faculty including tenure-track, continuing contract, tenured (ref. Article
11 ).

2.

Full-time instructors - non-tenure track (ref. Article 10).

3.

Department Chairpersons (see exceptions in par. B below)

4.

Endowed chairs.

5. Program Directors (see Article 13).
B. The Administrative Department Chairpersons in Nursing and Teacher Education are not
in the bargaining unit.

Section 2.

Types of FuU-time Faculty Employment Classifications.

A. The determination of new or vacant positions as either tenure track or non-tenure track will
be made by the Provost after consultation with Dean and Department Chairperson.
B. Other Full-Time:
Endowed Chairs and faculty members funded partly or fully by grant funds are members
of the bargaining unit. (See Article 15 for salary exceptions for holders of Endowed Chairs
and faculty fully funded by a grant.)

Section 3.

Exclusions from the Bargaining U nit.

A. Full-time Temporary (FTT) Contract for One Semester:
1.

Faculty members holding a full-time temporary contract for one ( I) semester are not in
the bargaining unit. FTT contracts may be awarded to a qualified candidate for one ( 1)
semester. Such persons:
a.

Shall not teach more than fifteen ( 15) contractual hours in this term, and;

b.

Shall receive prorated salary based upon such assignment.

c.

Other than benefits that may be mandated by law, employment-related fringe
benefits are not included as part of any fu ll-time temporary one-semester contrac~
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2.

Persons on FTT contracts are assigned only teaching responsibilities. If employment
extends beyond one (1) semester in a full-time temporary capacity, the employee will
be considered to be on a full-time non-tenure contract for the remainder of the
academic year and wi ll be considered a bargaining unit member.

B. Visiting faculty (VF) will have full-time contracts that clearly indicate their visiting status.
Such contracts will not exceed three (3) years except in exigent circumstances with
approval of the SEA president.
1.

Employment of a VF shall be recommended by a faculty selection committee. Salary
and University-provided benefits shall follow the terms of the Agreement for the
duration of the contract.

2.

VF contracts will be awarded only for the temporary filling of vacancies due to
bargaining unit faculty on leave or inability to obtain qualified faculty for an
established bargaining unit position. All VF appointments require approval of the SEA
president.

3.

VF contracts expire on the last day of the spring semester (after submission of grades.)
VF teaching in the summer term immediately following the expiration of their
academic year contract shall be compensated according to Article 15, University
Funded Salary System.

4.

Visiting faculty whose contracts will not be renevved for the followi ng year must be
notified in writing by the Provost by March 15. Failure to notify the VF by this date
does not result in automatic renewal.

5.

Visiting faculty status may be changed to tenure track at any time. In such situations.
the VF will be notified by the Provost.

6.

Part-time (limited service or adjunct) faculty. Faculty who teach twelve ( 12) or fewer
contractual hours per semester and no more than nineteen (19) contractual hours per
academic year.

C.

Academic Administrators (including those holding academic titles).

D.

Full-Time Online Faculty (FTO)
1.

FTO-s are full-time non-tenure track facu lty members whose duties only include
teaching online courses. whose office hours are held enti rely online. and who hold no
academic rank.

2.

FTO·s have no obligation to be present on campus and are not required to perform any
research. scholarship. service or commercialization.
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3.

FTo·s "viii receive annual contracts which may be renewed at the discretion of the
University.

4.

Salaries of the FTo·s shal l not exceed those of bargaining unit members or similar
qualifications and years of experience. See Initial Salary table in Article 15.

5.

During year I of this contract FTO·s shall not exceed 10% of total full-time faculty.
During year 2 of this contract FTO's shall not exceed 15% of total full-time facult y.
During year 3 of this contract FTo·s shall not exceed 20% of total full-time faculty.

Section 4.

Administrative Right of Return or Integration into the Bargaining Unit.

A. Academic admirustrators (President, Provost, Associate Provost(s), Academic Deans, and
Administrative Chairpersons) have the right to step down from their position as
administrator and enter the ranks of the faculty under the following conditions:
I.

The administrator possesses the academic credentials and qualifications to meet or
exceed the rank of Assistant Professor in a current department at SSU.

2.

Bargaining unit members who are appointed to non-bargaining unit administrative
positions at Shawnee State University shall have the right to return to the bargaining
unit at the same rank and tenure status as the time they accepted the position.

3.

The returrung administrator' s salary shall be determined based on the applicable rank
and experience (including the years served as academic administrator) as identified in
Article 15, Section 2.

4.

Right of return to the bargairung unit is guaranteed only for administrators who were
bargaining unit members at Shawnee State Uruversity. This right of return shall apply
regardless of the status of faculty lines in the department but no existing faculty shall
be eliminated as a consequence of tbjs return.
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ARTICLE 6. UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
Section 1.

Purpose of Article.

The purpose of this Article is to delineate the respective roles of the SEA and UFS and promote
the voice of faculty in University governance.

Section 2.

Respective Roles of SEA and UFS.

A. Both parties to this Agreement recognize the Shawnee Education Association as the sole
representative of the faculty in all matters affecting wages, hours, or terms and other
conditions of employment, and the continuation, modification, or deletion of an existing
provision to this collective bargaining Agreement. Both parties to this Agreement recognize
the University Faculty Senate or other organizations jointly approved by the UFS and the
Board of Trustees, as long as they exist, as the representative for a ll academic matters that
do not pertain to or affect wages, hours, or terms and other conditions of employment.
B.

Both parties recognize and affirm the importance of faculty participation in the governance
of the University on all matters related to the overall academic mission of the University
that do not pertain to or affect wages, hours and other conditions of employment. Any
changes in policies or procedures that directly impact the academic mission of the
University shall be in accordance with the Faculty Senate Constitution.

C.

Revisions to University policies that directly impact provisions of this agreement and/or
wages, hours or other terms and conditions of employment as defined by ORC 4117 will be
discussed addressed between the Association and the University in a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU).

Section 3.

Academic Department Governance.

A. Each academic department is encouraged to maintain or develop a Departmental
governance document that defines the decision making process within the department on
matters of curriculum and academic policy. This document should be periodically
reviewed by the faculty in the department and is not grievable. Departmental governance
documents may not contradict the provisions of this agreement. Depru1mental governance
documents shall not address issues that impact provisions of this agreement and/or wages,
hours or other terms and conditions of employment.
B. This Academic Department document may address such issues as:
1.

Departmental curricular matters such as curriculum revision, requirements for major
and minor ru1d program development to be submitted to the Educational Policies and
Curriculum Committee (EPCC).

2.

Departmental budgetary matters (e.g., distribution of travel funds, procedure for library
acquisitions, etc.).
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3.

Guidance on the participation on faculty se lection committees.

4.

Development of course/program assessment plans, collection of assessment data,
writing assessment reports, and reviewing assessment data (for program and
institutional accreditation).

5.

Procedures for adopting or revising common course syllabi and other common
instructional materials.

6.

Establishment and functioning of department committees.

7.

Procedures for department meetings (e.g. frequency, etc.).
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ARTICLE 7. ACADEMIC FREEDOM. Extramural Speech, FIRST AMENDMENT
RIGHTS AND ACADEMIC RESPONSIBILITY
Section 1.

Introduction.

A. The University and the Shawnee Education Association are committed to the concepts of
Academic Freedom and Professional Responsibility of Faculty, as set forth in the following
sections.
B. This pro\ ision shall apply equally to creative works. visual. spoken. written and/or
electronic communications. induding. but not limited to social media and personal cell
phones.
C. Academ ic Freedom shal l extend to all l lnivcrsity employees including facu lty when acting
in a teaching capacit) .
D. Both sides ma) refer to the relevant AAUP Policies and Documents (in fonnally known as
the ··Redhook.. ) for guidance in interpreting and applying the pro,·isions of this Article -as
those concepts rn=e set forth i:n the 20 l OPolieies €Ind Proeedures e-f!he Ameriem~
Association of University Professors e1:1stomarily lmow+1 a5 the ",A1\UP Redhook," to the
extent they are not inconsistent with the specific terms of this Agreement.

Section 2.

Academic Freedom eed FiFst Ameedmeet Rights.

A. Th-is pro¥ision of the agreement shall ap13ly to any 13erson 1,\'ho is em13loyed by the
Uni·,ersity in the role of fac1:1lty whether that 13erson is, or is not a member of the brn=gaining
lHH:t.(e.g., ad:j1:1Hets, aeademie administrators 1,vhen teaehing, g1:1est leetl:lrers, etc.).
A. Academic Freedom: Academic freedom protects the right of faculty in the performance of
their duties as University professors to:

1.

Freedom in their classroom when discussing subject matter that is reasonably related to
the relevant course material and established curriculum;

2.

Choose curricular materials and pedagogical techniques within the reasonable
boundaries of professional discretion subject to relevant standards of academic merit,
teaching effectiveness, and consistency with catalogue course descriptions;

3.

Freedom in research and publishing subject only to standards of academic merit;

4.

Freedom Participate and speak freely in department. committee meetings. and other
activities in the perfo1mance oftheir service to the University: all University go1,•emanee
proeesses; OB Unilf'ersity affairs in one' s Departmeflt and , the Faculty Senate, the
eommittees of the fac1:1:lty SeBate, oe matters before the faewty Senate, in go¥ernance
eommittees or ooy other Uni¥ersity committees, on ed1:1cational mid eurrioolar iss1:1es
and OB matters of p1:1blic eoncern;
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B.

5.

Choose to participate or not to participate and to speak freely on matters of concern to
the Association.

6.

This provisioa shall apply equally to electForuc COffilTllliHCatioRs.

Extramural speech: When bargaining unit members speak. \.\Tile or produce creati\'e work as
individuaJs rather than employees. they will be free from institutional censorship or
discipline. provided they clearl) indicate the~ are not representing the institution. ~
Amendmeat Rights: Bargaining unit members retai-R #le right to speak and act vAthi:e the
bouRds of the First AmeRdmeat. as it applies to private citizeas outside the scope of their
official duties. Under no circwnstances may a bargainiag unit member be saactioned or
Gisciplii½ed because he or she engaged in coastirutioaally proteeted speeel~ or eonduct. for
e~1:ercising ilieir First 1\mendment rights ia their capacity as prh•ate citizens, iacluding
social media and personal cell phones, sa·re in those instances in which the bargaining unit
member claims to speak on behalf of the Uni1rersity.

Section 3.

Academic Responsibility and Professional Ethics.

A. The concept of academic freedom must also be understood in the context of academic and
professional responsibility of the University professor as a responsible educator.
B. When speaking in their capacity as University professors:

1.

Faculty shall respect the rights of their colleagues and other members of the University
community to voice their views;

2.

Faculty shall respect and defend the academic freedom of students;

3.

Faculty will not introduce materiaJ into the classroom that is unrelated to the subject
matter;

4.

Faculty will not engage in behavior that materially and substantively disrupts
established University procedures. Disagreement, controversy and argumentation will
not constitute evidence of material and substantive disruption of University processes;

5.

Faculty will not engage in speech or behavior that is abusive, threatening or
defamatory; or reasonably interferes with the ability of other members of the
University to perform their duties;

6.

Faculty shall observe all institutional regulations that are consistent with this
Agreement;

7.

Faculty shaU not claim to speak for the University but may identify the University for
affiliation purposes only;

8.

FacuJty shall adhere to standards of academic honesty as defined by the relevant
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professional association.
C. Allegations of misconduct against bargaining unit members in relation to this section shall
be addressed in accordance with Article 18.
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ARTICLE 8. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Management shall have the following rights, except as expressly modified by the terms of this
Agreement: ma.AagemeRt shaH ha¥e all of the rights: pro¥ided for by the Ohio Revised Code,
Seetiefl 4117.08 (C), as they may be ameadeEi from time to ti.me. as listed below:

A.

Determine matters of inherent managerial policy which include, but are not limited to
areas of discretion or policy such as the functions and programs of the public employer,
standards of services, its overall budget, utilization of technology, and organizational
structure;

B.

Direct, supervise, evaluate, or hire employees;

C.

Maintain and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of governmental operations;

D.

Determine the overall methods, process, means, or personnel by which governmental
operations are to be conducted;

E.

Suspend, discipline, demote, or discharge for just cause, or lay off, transfer, assign,
schedule, promote, or retain employees;

F.

Determine the adequacy of the work force;

G.

Determine the overall mission of the employer as a unit of government;

H.

Effectively manage the work force; and

I.

Take actions to carry out the mission of the public employer as a governmental unit.

Should Ohio Revise<l Code SecLion 4117.08 (C) be amended during the term o r this Agreement
tlu·ough the addition Lo or elimination of management rights contained therein. such change(s)
shall be negotiated during the term of this Agreement.
The University's failure to exercise any of its rights or its fail ure to exercise such rights in a
particular way shall not be considered a waiver of such rights.
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ARTICLE 9. INITIAL APPOINTMENTS
Section 1. Initial Rank Assignment for New Bargaining Unit Members.
A. Assignment ofrank for new bargaining unit members shall be recommended by the
bargaining unit search committee in consultation with the Department Chair and Dean and
approved by the Provost and the SEA President or designee.
B. Based on the recommendation of the search committee, new tenure-track bargaining unit
members may be hired in at a rank higher than that of Assistant Professor for exceptional
past teaching, service, and scholarship at the college level, or exceptiona l experience as a
practitioner o utside of a higher education setting.

C. The rank of new tenure-track bargaining unit members with experience at other regionally
accredited institutions of higher educatio n will be evaluated using the standards for
academic rank at SSU found in this Article.

D. No new bargaining unit member may be employed with tenure. Regardless o f rank. new
bargaining unit m embers employed without tenure must fo llow the tenure process
described in A11icle I I.
E. New tenure-track barga ining unit members whose appointment to tenure track commences
on or after the first day of classes of Fall semester 20 19 may recei\'e cred it towards tenure
as follows:

I.

I year towards tenure fo r each year served in a tenure track position at Shawnee State
Uni versity at any time in the past. and/or for each year served as visit ing fac ulty at
Shawnee State University. and/or for ew ry year served as FT! al Shawnee State
Uni versity.

2. I year towards tenure for every 2 years served as a ten ured faculty member at ano ther
accredited institution of higher education: no more than 3 years of credit v.;ill be
awarded under this subsection.
3. Credit towards tenure wi ll be indicated on the hiring v,;orksheet and o n the initial
employment contract.
4. New tenure track bargaining unit members may choose not to accept credit toward
tenure and strut the tenure and promotion process at year 1. This cho ice must be made
at the time the initial contract is signed and cannot be changed.
F.

Full-time instructors (FTI) and full-time temporary (FTT) are non-tenure track and not
eligible for initial appointment above senior instructor. Provisions related to FTis are
found in Article 10.

G. Visiting faculty (VF) will be assigned rank according to their credentials. Using the same
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review process as used for bargaining wut members, VF w ill be placed on the initial salary
schedule (Article 15, Section 1).

Section 2. Initial Rank Criteria.
The criteria for the assignment of initial rank are:

A. Instructor: To be employed at the rank of Instructor (non-tenure track) at the University,
the candidate must have the following credentials:
Bachelor's degree or higher in area of teaching specialization, professional experience
related lo the teaching area, and, where applicable, certification/licensure in a specialized
area.

B. Senior Instructor: To be employed at the rank of Senior lnstrnctor (non-tenure track) at the
University the candidate must have the following credentials:

1.

Master's degree or higher in area of teaching specialization and professional experience
related to the teaching area and, where applicable, certification/licensure in a
specialized area; or

2.

Bachelor's degree in area of teaching specialization and professional experience related
to the teaching area and, where applicable, certification/licensure in a specialized area,
and three (3) years of full-time teaching (or applicable) experience as an instructor at
a regionally accredited institution.

C . Rank of Assistant Professor: To be employed at the University at the rank of Assistant
Professor (tenure track) at the University, the candidate must have the following
credentials:

1.

Doctorate or discipline-appropriate degree in area of teaching specialization from a
regionally accredited institution, or

2.

Master's degree in area of teaching specialization from a regionally accredited
institution, and three (3) years of full-time teaching experience at regionally accredited
institution or five (5) years of professional experience in the area of speciali zation, or

3.

Bachelor·s degree in area of teaching specialization from a regionall) accredited
institution and ten ( l 0) years or more of professional experience in area of
specialization and evidence of documented exceptional accomplishments in the iield.
This category requires approval of the SEA President and Pro,·ost and will be used
sparing!).

D. Rank of Associate Professor: To be employed at the University at the rank of Associate
Professor (tenure-track) at the University, the candidate must have the following
credentials:
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I.

Doctorate, discipline-appropriate degree in area of teaching specialization from a
regionally accredited institution, or

2.

Master's degree in area of teaching specialization and six (6) years of full-time
teaching experience as an Assistant Professor at a regionally accredited institution; or
if there is evidence of exceptional scholarship, professional, and/or teaching
experience may be considered as fulfilling or partially fulfilling the teaching
experience.

E. Rank of Professor: To be employed at the University at the rank of Professor at the
University (tenure-track), the candidate must have the following credentials:

F.

1.

Doctorate or discipline-appropriate degree in area of teaching specialization and five
(5) years of full-service teaching experience as an Associate Professor at an accredited
regional institution; or

2.

Master's degree in area of teaching specialization and nine (9) years of full-service
teaching experience as an Associate Professor at an accredited regional institution or if
there is evidence of exceptional scholarship, professional, and/or teaching experience
may be considered as fulfill ing or partially fulfi lling the teaching experience.

Associate, Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctorate degrees are those degrees awarded by
institutions of higher education which were regionally accredited for the degree awarded at
the time it was awarded by agencies recognized by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Education.

G. Determination of which degrees are considered as "in the area of teaching specialization"
and which degrees are considered --discipline appropriate" is the joint responsibifay of the
department faculty, Dean, and the Provost.

Section 3. Initial Salary Placement.
A. Jnitial rank and sala ry placement shall be determined using the Worksheet Summary which
will be completed by the faculty search committee.
B. In determining initial salary placement as identified in Article 15, discipline related work
experience may be considered all or in part as "applicable experience" equivalent to
teaching experience. The years credited shall be reeommeHded indicated on the Worksheet
Summary which is completed by the faculty search committee and approved by the Dean.
the Provost, and the SFA President based on the following:

1.

One ( 1) year for each complete year of service as a full -service faculty member at a
regionally accredited institution of higher education.

2.

One (1) year for every two (2) years taught at the secondary level in disciplineappropriate content area (non-teacher education faculty);
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3.

One ( 1) year for every one ( I) year taught at PreK-12 levels for employment in
Teacher Education.

4.

One (1) year for every one ( 1) year of full-time substanti ve work experience, including
professiona l practice and/o r post-doctoral work, directly related to the area of teaching
specialization. Generally, pre-baccalaureate experience is not credited unless
otherwise agreed to by the committee and the Dean.

5.

One ( I ) year for every two (2) years of full-time substantive work experience in a
closely related area of teaching specialization. Generally, pre-baccalaureate
experience is not credited unless otherwise agreed to by the committee and the Dean.

6.

One (I ) additional year may be credited for exceptional or distinguished experience as
agreed to the committee and the Dean.

Section 4. Additional Contract Conditions on Initial Appointment.
A. The Dean in consultation with the search committee may recommend to the Provost that
individuals be hired with specific conditions placed on his/her contract, such as completion
of the discipline-appropriate degree by a specified date~ willingness to provide online
instruction attaining eertatH emollmeat le•,•els, ach:ieYi:ng other beaehmarks of his/her
program's s1:1ceess, etc.
B. Any condition approved by the search committee. lhe dean. and the provost shall be
included on the Worksheet Summary for the candidate, and the appointment letter. and on
the i,nitial eootraet of emploYffieot.
C. Statements of conditions on the appointment letter must include the deadline by which the
condition must be met. the criteria used to determine whether a condition has been met. anti
the penalt~ for not meeting a condition. Conditions of employment, other thElfl eompletion
of degrees, shall be used f.or eootract oonrene\1i•al in accordanee with the iaa::i•,ridua:l
ba:rgeining lIDit member's employment contract or the conditi01~s ·,•rill be remo·,.ed at the
end of the fourth year of employment.
D. Upon emplo~•ment, only those eonditions reeommeeded by t:ee committee in eons1:1ltation
1t1i•ith the Dean shall become part of the conditional eontraet(s) issued to that bargaining ooit
meFBber.
E.

Bargaining unit members employed into a tenure track position but with conditions will be
placed at the rank for which the current credentials are met. Upon satisfaction of the
conditions, the bargaining unit member will be ree, al uated and reclassified at the
appropriate higher rank and salary step that would have met the minimum conditions for
the initial employment. This action will not be retroactive o r treated as a promotion fo r
salary purposes as provided in A rticle 15.

Section 5. Application.
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This Article shall be used to determine the initial salary placement and salaries for new
bargaining unit appointments as identified in Article 15. This Article has no application in any
other situations including academic reorganization where existing bargaining unit are
reassigned to new or different academic programs.
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ARTICLE 10. FULL-TIME INSTRUCTORS (NON-TENURE TRACK)
Section 1.

Full-time Instructor (FTI) Contract Status (non-tenure track).

A. FT1 Contracts
I.

A FTIIN++ shall be awarded a contract for the academic year beginning the first
Monday in the fall semester and continuing to the submission of grades at the end of
the spring semester.

2.

FTI/N++ contracts are awarded to faculty whose primary duty is to provide classroom,
laboratory, and clinical instruction for credit and whose faculty employment contract
specifies appointment to a full-time non-tenure track position with the rank of
instructor or senior instructor.

3.

FTl/N++ teaching in the summer term immediately following the expiration of the
employment contract shall be compensated according to Article 15.

4.

Benefits and remuneration for FTI/N++ contracts shall follow the terms of this
Agreement.

5.

The employment of full-time instructors (FTD or NTis will not exceed 20% of wrnl
bargaining unit members. No academic department. program. or unit shall consist of
more than 35% FIis. Ouriftg the term of this Agreement the Uni,,ersity •,1.itl make aA
effort to redt:1ee the percentage of FTls in Uni1t1ersity College to no more than 50%.

B. FTI Workload
1.

The normal academic year classroom teaching load for non-tenure-track bargaining
unit members (full-time instructors - FTIIN-1+) on the semester system is 30
contractual hours. During the academic year, no FTIIN++ faculty member shall be
assigned a workload beyond eighteen (I 8) contractual hours in a particular semester
without his/her permission.

2.

Teaching load for FTis/N+fs shall comprise up to 90% of their total workload. The
remaining time shall be dedicated to service in the form of com.mjttee meetings,
scheduled office hours. etc.

3.

FTIJN++ may teach any developmental or 1000 or 2000 level courses. FTI,lN++ may
teach 3000 or 4000 level courses when a vacancy arises due to exigent circumstances
during the academic year and the department chairperson or program leader
recommends. FTl/NTTs may also teach senior seminar or supervise student
teaching/clinical practice. In any instance of FTl,lN++ teaching these courses, the
University wiJI consult with the SEA President prior to such assignment.
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4.

FTIIN++ shall not be designated as department chairs or program directors, clinical or
academic program coordinators. However, they may be assigned other supplemental
administrative duties. The Unii,•ersity ,Ifill re,·iew the status of aHy FTI/NTT whose
contracts Me rene1Ned for academic yeM 2015 2016 who was ser,•iag m one of the
aboi,re leadership capaoities to determine if the position should be adjusted from non
teHure to tenl:H"e trade status. If the Unii,rersity determines that FTW-JTI should
coRtinue to seF¥e in one of these ca1=1acities, the position wi-ll be deemed teAure track
and the bargaimng unit member holding that positioa will be retained aHd be
considered tenure track.

Section 2.
Qualifications for appointment to a Full Time Instructo r position nee ten11Fe
tFoeli position.
A. The credential and experience requirements for an FTI employed at the rank oflnstructor
include: a Bachelor's degree or higher in area of teaching specialization, professional
experience related to the teaching area, and, where applicable, certification/licensure in a
specialized area.
B. The credential and experience requirements for a FTI employed at the rank of Senior
Instructor include:
1.

Master's degree in area of teaching specialization and certification/licensu:re in a
specialized area where applicable; or
Bachelor's degree in area of teaching specialization and professional experience related
to the teaching area &Rd 1.vhere apf)lieable, certification/llcensure ma specialized Meo.
and three (3) years of full-time teaching experience as an instructor at a regionally
accredited institution of higher education and v.h~rc applicable, cerlifa.:aLion/licensure
in fl specialized area.

C. Acceptable academic degrees are those awarded by institutions of higher education which
were regionally accredited for the degree awarded at the time it was awarded by agencies
recognized by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education. The Provost and
President of SEA, or their designees, must mutually agree that degrees from foreign
institutions are the equivalent of regionally accredited degrees.
D. Determination of which degrees are appropriate and "in the area of teaching specialization''
is the joint responsibility of the departmental faculty. Dean, and the Provost in consultation
with the SEA President.

Section 3.

Promotion.

A. To apply for promotion to Sr. Instructor an FTI with the rank of instructor must meet the
following academic and experience requirements:
1.

Master's degree in area of teaching specialization certification/licensure in a
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specialized area where applicable; or
2.

B.

Bachelor's degree in area of teaching specialization and professiona l experience related
to the teaching area and certification/ licensure in a specialized area where applicable
and three (3) years of full-time teaching experience as an instructor at Shawnee State
University.

The FTI must submit a letter requesting promotion to Sr. Instructor to the Dean. Such
promotion requires a written recommendation from the Dean and approval by the Provost
and shall take effect the fall semester of the following academic year.

Section 4.

Eligibility for Tenure Track.

A. FTis are established as non-tenure track positions and are not eligible for tenure . However,
if an FTI meets the criteria for the rank of Assistant Professor (as identified in Article 11 ),
the FTI may apply and be considered for an announced tenure-track (TT) vacancy in
accordance with the University' s faculty employment procedures.
B.

In cases where FTfs have been hired through an open search, and possess the correct
qualifications for open tenure track positions. the department ma) recommend hiring the
FTI for tenure track to the Dean without an additional search. The Dean may consider the
rrr s overall record in determining whether a search needs to be conducted.

If hired into a tenure-track position the faculty member ma) recei, e credit towards tenure
as described in Anicle 9 or be eligible for early tenure as described in Article 11 . aRd MpoR
eornpletioa of three (3) years serviRg as a tem.lfe trade: Assistant Professor at the UnPrersity,
the former fTI bargaini0g l-Hlit member will be eligible to apply for early tem,re as
addressed in and Artiele 11 , Seetfon 3.

Section 5.

Contracts Renewal/Non-renewal.

A. A FTI shall be issued a non-tenure track contract for an academic year. There is no limit to
the number of contracts that can be awarded to a FTI however, non-tenure track
employment does not automatically renew.

B. After the FTI receives two (2) one-year contracts, the University in consultation with the
department chairperson, may award additional non-tenure track contracts with durations of
3 years. If, at the end of the three (3) year contract, the University determines there is a
need to reduce the contract duration. the Dean will consult with the Department
Chairperson prior to making the final determination to issue a 1, 2, or 3 year contract based
on departmental/programmatic needs.
C. If the University does not renew the FTI contract that member shall be notified by the
Provost of such decision by March 15.
D. During a FTI's individual contract period the faculty member may only be terminated for
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cause.

Section 6.

Notice of Contract Renewal/Non-renewal.

A. Notice to the FTI of renewal or non-renewal of employment shall be handled as follows:

I.

Personal delivery to the bargaining unit member; and/or

2.

By certified U.S. mail to the bargaining unit member's last address provided by the
member for payroll purposes.

B. The University's obligation to serve notice is met if the date of personal delivery, or the
postmarked date of mailing, is on or before March 15 for non-renewal.
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ARTICLE 11. PROMOTION AND TENURE
Section 1. Tenure Considerations in Academic Year 2018-2019
A. Promotion and/or tenure applicalions submitted in the a<.:adernic year 2018-2019 wi II be
evaluated using the procedures. process. and criteria in the 2015-2018 CBA. not this one.
Section .J-2. Tenure System.
A. Definition of Tenure: Tenure is defined as a continuous employment relationship with the
University that is officially recognized as such by the Board of Trustees. Tenure is granted
by the Board of Trustees upon successful demonstration by the bargaining unit member of
fulfi llment of the requirements for tenure in accordance with the criteria and procedures of
thls agreement. Tenured faculty may only be disciplined or terminated for just cause.

B. Defmition of Continuing Contract: Continuing contract is a continuous employment
relationshlp with the University that has been established by a bargaining unit member
based on collective bargaining agreements in place prior to the creation of the tenure
system. Discipline or termination of faculty with continuing contract may onJy be for just
cause.
C. An award of tenure must be earned by faculty members and on the basis of their past
performance during the tenure-track period as evaluated by tenured facu lty, Department
Chair. the academic administration, (i.e., Deans, Provost), the University President, and the
Board of Trustees. Tenure cannot be acquired automatically by length of service. Tenure
cannot be acquired or denied automatically by procedural error.
D. The awarding of tenure is one of the most significant aspects of the performance evaluation
system of Shawnee State University. A favorable tenure recommendation shall be based on
a record of demonstrated achievements in teaching, as well as, scholarship (which can
include creative activities, etc.), and/or service and/or commercialization for which the
evidence of excellence in teaching, substantial or outstanding scholarship and/or service
and/or commercialization is clear and consistent.
Section a-3. Eligibility for Promotion and Tenure.

A. A tenured bargaining unit member must meet the following requirements in order to be
eligible to apply for p romotion to the Rank of Professor:
Discipline-appropriate degree at the Master' s level or higher in the area of teaching
specialization and five (5) years of full-service teaching experience as an Associate
Professor, three of which must be at Shawnee State University.
B. A tenure-track bargaining unit member must meet the following requirements in order to
apply for promotion to:
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1.

Rank of Associate Professor and Tenure:
Discipline-appropriate degree at the Master's level or higher, in the area of teaching
specialization and six (6) years of full-time teaching experience as an Assistant
Professor, at least three of which must be at Shawnee State University.

2.

Rank of Assistant Professor:
Discipline-appropriate degree at the Master' s level or higher in the area of teaching
specialization, three (3) years of full -service teaching experience as a senior instructor,
all of which must be at Shawnee State University.

C. Bargaini ng un it members at the rank of Associate Professor or higher who are not tenured.
must meet the following requirements to apply for tenure without promotion:

Discipline-appropriate degree at the Master·s level or higher in the area of teaching
specialization and a combination of credit toward tenure and years of full-service
teaching experience at the current rank at Shawnee State University that equals at least
six (6) years.
D. Detennination of which degrees are discipline-appropriate and "in the area of teaching
specialization" is the joint responsibility of the departmental faculty, Dean, and the Provost
in cons ultation with the SEA President (see Article 9, Initial Appointments).
E.

All tenure track faculty employed by Shawnee State University shall be considered to have
the discipline-appropriate degree in the area of teaching specialization. Any related
eompeH:SatioA acij1:1stmeflts will eeeome effeefrve fall semester 2015 and ,viJI Rot be

retroaetive.

F.

Senior Instructors currently employed in tenure-track positions will be reclassified if they
meet the qualifications for Assistant Professor. The following actions will be taken in this
reclassification process. No adjustment as a result of this reclassification will be treated as
a promotion as identified in Article 15:
1.

Those faculty meeting the credentials identified in Article 9 will be reclassified at the
higher rank (i.e., Sr. Instructor or Assistant Professor).

2.

Those being reclassified will be placed on the continuing salary schedule at the
minimum step of the higher rank or the step closest to the current salary that provides
an increase.

3.

These bargaining unit members who are on conditional contracts must meet the
conditions of their individual contracts prior to reclassification.

G. The reclassification and compensation of bargaining unit members employed on a
conditional contract are addressed in Article 9.
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Section J.-4. Eligibility for Early Tenure and Promotion to Associate Professor.
A

I'hi~ section shall apply onl) to tenure track faculty whose appointment to tenure trnck
commences prior to the first day of classes of Fall semester 2019.

B. Upon recommendation of the bargaining unit member' s mentoring committee after
successful completion of the third year review, the bargaining unit member may apply for
early promotion to Associate Professor and Tenure in either year 4 or in year 5.
C. In such case, the bargaining unit member shall follow the promotion and tenure application
1
process and timeline identified in Sections• 6 and
D. If the bargaining unit member is unsuccessful in his/her attempt for early promotion and
tenure, the bargaining unit member will be permitted to reapply in year six following the
timeline and application process for promotion to Associate Professor and Tenure in this
Article.
E.

Application for early tenure will be permitted one time.

Section 4--5. Criteria for Tenure and Promotion in Rank.

The Common promotion and tenure criteria reflected in Appendix A have been established by
the consolidation of criteria previously developed by academic departments. The purpose is to
provide standards through the duration of this agreement to ensure consistency in the rigor and
equity of promotional decisions across the Colleges.
A. Promotion to the rank of Assistant Professor requires the candidate to demonstrate that be
or she has met the criteria for excellence in teaching. (ref. Appendix A)
B. Promotion to the rank of Associate Professor and Tenure (with or without promotion)
requires the candidate to demonstrate that he or she has met the following:
1.

Excellence in teaching and outstanding achievement in scholarship; or

2.

Excellence in teaching and outstanding achievements in service; or

3.

Excellence in teaching and outstanding achievements in commercialization; or

4.

Excellence in teaching and substantial contributions in two of the three other
categories -- scholarship, service, or commercialization

C. Promotion to the rank of Professor at Shawnee State University requires the candidate to
demonstrate that he or she has met the following:

1.

Excellence in teaching, outstanding achievements in scholarship, and substantial
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contributions in service and/or commercialization.
2.

Excellence in teaching, outstanding achievements in service and substantial
contributions in scholarship andlor commercialization.

3.

Excellence in teaching, outstanding achievements in commercialization and substantial
contributions in scholarship and/or service.

D. In each of the cases above, excellence in teaching is considered the primary qualification
for promotion and shall be weighted accordingly.

&-

The required criteria for promotion and tenure are found in Appendix A. Candidates must
provide the requisite evidence for teaching, scholarship, a:fld-service and/or
commercialization as applicable since their last promotion at SSU or since the date of hire
if they have not been previously promoted first promotion (e~ceept for pro,·isioRs ideetified
in Seetioe 14 in this Artiele).

F.

All applications for promotion and/or tenure submitted by tenure-track or tenured faculty
members must adhere to the Promotion and Tenure Timeline as identified in Section IO of
this Article.

G. The application process for promotion of full-time instructors (non-tenure track) is found
in Article I 0.

Section ~ 6. Tenured and Tenure-Track Promotion and Tenure Application Procedure.
A. In the event that an eligible tenured or tenure-track faculty member desires to apply for a
promotion and/or tenure, he/she shall make application with the Provost by the close of
business on the 15th working day offal! semester of the year prior to the academic year in
which such contract would commence, if granted. The application shalJ be submitted by the
bargaining unit member electronically as two (2) pdf files (one file ,viii contain the
application. the second fi le \,viii contain the appendix) with bookmarks to each section. on a
thumb dri\'e provided by administration (Dean) and be organized and contain the
information listed below:

B.

Application Section I (limited to 30 pages)

l.

A completed promotion application form which is in Ap endix ??? and available on
the Office of the Provost's web site;

2.

A cover letter limited to one page which must address:
a.

the candidate' s eligibility for promotion and/or tenure (see Section ~ 3 of this
Article) and

b.

the basis for the candidate' s application for promotion and/or tenure (see Section
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5 of this Article) and;
c.

a short (optional) summary of any additional information not contained in other
sections of this application that may be pertinent to the candidate's evaluation;

3.

A detailed and current vita;

4.

A letter of support from the chairperson of the department;

5.

Three (3) additional letters ofre:fereRee of support from professional and/or academic
colleagues

C. Application Section 2: Teaching (limited to 20 pages)
I.

A detailed narrati ve (not more than 15 pages) which demonstrates how the evidence
submitted by the candidate supports hi s or her case for promotion and/or tenure. This
narrative is of primary importance in demonstrating how the candidate meets the
criteria for promotion and tenure. Candidates must demonstrate to an audi ence of
peers (from both within their discipline and outside of it) how they meet each or the
criteria for excellence in teaching. Candidates must reference or expl ain hov.,- each
source of evidence included in the Appendix to the application substantiates their
claim to excellence of teaching. Candidates cannot include sources of evidence in the
Appendix to the application without commentary.

2.

A written candidate-developed summary that provides an analysis, which should
include charts. graphs. and tables as appropriate. and discussion of all student
evaluations since the last promotion or the entire period of time being reviewed in this
application. not to exceed 6 years prior to submission of this application.

3.

For individuals not holding continuing contract or tenure, a Dean or Department
Chairperson's in-class evaluation for each year since the last promotion or time of hire
if this is the first application fo r promotion (not included in the page limit).

4.

lf any of the student evaluations or dean 's/chair·s evaluations are mi ssing. the faculty
member must include a narrative explaining why these items are missing.

D. Application Section 3: Scholarship (if applicable) (limited to 5 pages)
A Rarrative e>cplaiaiflg ho•N the bargaining Hfl-it member has met the eriteria for O\itSta:AdiRg
or s\ibsta:Atial seholarship as applieable, iRelHdiRg a list of sourees of evideRee to be
inel\ided i:n the appendiK to the applieation. A deta iled narrati ve which demonstrates hov.
the evidence submitted by the candidate supports his or her case for promotion and/or
tenure. This narrative is of primary importance in demonstrating how the candidate meets
the criteria for promotion and tenure. Candidates must demonstrate to an audience of peers
(from both within their discipline and outside of it ) how they meet each of the criteria for
outstanding or substantial scholarship. Candidates must reference or explain how each
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source of evidence included in the Appendix to the application substantiates their claim to
outstanding or substantial scholarship. Candidates cannot include sources of evidence in the
Appendix to the application w ithout commentary.

E.

Application Section 4: Service (if applicable) (limited to 5 pages)
A narratiYe eKplaining how the bargaining urut member has met the eriteria for
outstanai-Rg or substantial serYiee as applieable, ineluding a list of sourees of eYiaenee
to be ineluaea in the appendi>£ to the applieatioA. A detailed narrative which
demonstrates how the evidence submitted by the candidate supports his or her case for
promotion and/or tenure. This narrative is of primary importance in demonstrating how
the candidate meets the criteria for promotion and tenure. Candidates must
demonstrate to an audience of peers (from both within their di sci pl ine and outside of
it) how they meet each of the criteria in outstanding or substantial service. Candidates
must reference o r explain how each source of evidence included in the Appendix to the
application substantiates their claim of outstanding or substantial service. Candidates
cannot include sources of evidence in the Appendix to the application without
commentary.

F.

Application Section 5: Commercial ization (if applicable) (limited to 5 pages)
A detailed narrative which demonstrates how the evidence submitted by the candidate
supports his or her case for promotion and/or tenure. This narrative is of primary
importance in demonstrating how the candidate 1neets the criteria for promotion and
tenure. Candidates must demonstrate to an audience of peers (from both within their
discipline and outside of it) how they meet each of the criteria in outstanding or
substantial commercialization. Candidates must reference or explain how each source
of evidence included in the Appendix to the application substantiates thei r claim of
outstanding or substantial commercialization. Candidates cannot include sources of
evidence in the Appendix to the application without commentary.

G.

Appendix: (no page limit); All of the fo llowing are to be included in the appendix to the
application. organized in a manner so that each category can be easily found by individuals
reviewing the application.
1.

A table of contents for the appendix clearly showing which application section and
criteria is being demonstrated by each source of evidence. The table of contents must
include bookmarks to each item.

2.

Sources of evidence for teaching criteria

3.

Sources of evidence for scholarship criteria (if applicable)

4.

Sources of evidence for service criteria (if applicable)
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5.

Sources of evidence for commercialization criteria (if applicable)

6.

If the candidate is applying for Associate Professor, a copy of the promotion and
tenure plan, progress reviews, and pre-tenure and promotion review

7.

Original summaries of all student course evaluations from Shawnee State University,
including student comments since the last promotion or the entire period of time being
reviewed in this application. not to exceed 6 years prior to subm ission of this
application.

Section 6 7. Committees Involved with Promotion and Tenure.
A. Mentoring Cornrruttee

I. A Mentoring Committee shall be established by the department chair for each tenure
track faculty member by September 30. Faculty may suggest members he/she would
like to have on the committee.

B.

2.

The Mentoring Committee shall consist of three (3) lv\ O (2) tenured members of the
faculty member' s department and the department chair. If a department does not
currently have at least th:Fee (3) n-vo (2) tenured faculty members, tenured faculty
members may be selected by the department chairperson from other departments
within Shawnee State, or from another regionally- accredited baccalaureate-granting
institution of higher education.

3.

Members of the Mentoring Committee serve until the faculty member is a·Narded
accepted or rejected for promotion and/or tenure. In the event that a Mentoring
Committee member is not able to continue or declines to serve, another tenured faculty
member may be appointed to the committee by the department chairperson. Tenured
faculty members may serve on more than one Mentoring Committee at a gi\ en time.

Departmental Promotion Screening Committee: The Departmental Promotion Screening
Committee (DPSC) is established and convened by the Department Chajrperson by the
fou1th week of fall Semester each academic year to review and evaluate applications for
promotion and/or tenure submitted by the department' s eligible candidates. The committee
structure shall be:
1.

Each department will elect four (4) two (2) representatives from the department to
serve on the DPSC. At least one ( 1) of the representatives shall hold the rank of
Professor. The remaining representatives shall hold the rank of either Associate
Professor or Professor. The Department Chair shall serve as Chair of the DPSC.

2.

If a department does not currently have twe one Professor, a Professor may be selected
by the department chairperson from other departments within Shawnee State, or with
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concurrence from the Dean, from another regionally-accredited baccalaureate-granting
institution of higher education.
3.

The Departmental Promotion Screening Committee (DPSC) will assess the promotion
folder and present a summary of the candidate' s promotion folder and assessment of
whether or not the candidate has met the relevant criteria to the tenured members of the
candidate's department.

4.

The tenured members of the candidate' s department will then vote by secret ballot to
recommend or not recommend the candidate for promotion and/or tenure. Candidates
may not vote on their own promotion recommendation. In the case of application for
Professor only professors in the department shall vote. At least three professors are
required for this vote. If a department does not have at least three Professors, then
additional professors may be selected by the Department Chairperson in consultation
with the Dean.

5.

The results of the department' s tenured faculty vote inc1uding comments (which shall
be typed verbatim by the Department Secretary) from voting members and the report
and assessment from the DPSC will be forwarded to the Dean and the College
Promotion Committee. All materials shall be submitted by the date indicated in the
Promotion and Tenure timeline found in Section ¥l l 1 of this Article.

Section

1

8. College Promotion Committees.

A The Departmental Promotion Screening Committees formed by each department within
the College shall select one representative and one alternate from among their respective
membership to form the College Promotion Committee each academic year.

B. CPC members will at a minimum, hold the rank being sought by the candidate(s), as
such, if any candidate is applying for promotion to professor, all members of the college
promotion committee must hold the rank of professor. Should a department not have any
professors available or willing to serve, the senior tenured member of the department. not
applying for promotion, shall represent the department on the college promotion
committee.
C. The Dean shall convene the CPC by the date indicated in the Promotion and Tenure
Timeline found in Section ¼ I I . The members of the CPC shall elect a Chair. The Dean
will not be a member of the committee and will not be present during committee
meetings.
D. The application materials of each candidate will be evaluated by the College Promotion
Committee from their respective college.
E. The department representative or alternate must be present at the CPC meeting in which a
vote is planned. A majority vote of the membership of the CPC is required for the
approval or rejection recommendation of a candidate for promotion.
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F. The CPC Chair shall provide a written report and summary of the committee' s decision.
The repo,t must indicate whether the committee determined the application was
complete. any deficiencies identified by the committee. and the recommendation of the
committee. This report shall be voted on by the committee and signed by the CPC Chair
and all members of the committee. Committee member signatures shall indicate that the
report represents an accurate summary of the committee' s decision. The CPC Chair shall
also insure that procedures and criteria as defined in this agreement are adhered to and
are equally applied. This report shall be provided to the candidate. The CPC Chair shall
also have initial responsibility to insure that candidates are not s ubject to unlawful
discrimination.
G. The CPC Chair shall submit all promotion materials including results of the CPC vote to
recommend approval or rejection of the promotion to the Dean with a copy to the
candidate. The report will become part of the candidate·s promotion folder for the
remainder of the proceedings.

11. The Dean will review and make a recommendation to the Provost in accordance v\ith
section I0.

Section 8 9. CPC Reconsideration Procedure.
A. If a candidate has not been recommended for promotion by the College Promotion
Committee, he/she shall have the right to request reconsideration of the CPC's decision by
written request to the CPC Chair with a copy to the Dean by the tirneline identified in
Section +G 1~.
B.

The Committee will meet w ith the candidate to reassess the candidate' s application for a
promotion and/or tenure. The candidate will be given an opportunity to address deficiencies
noted in the CPC' s report.

C. The Committee may request clarification, supporting documentation, or explanation of
promotion folder materials from the candidate. The candidate may provide the CPC a
wTitten statement as part of their effort to clarify or explain the previously submitted
promotion folder materials or to correct errors. The candidate may also add an) missing or
additional material requested by the committee which wiU become a part of the promotion
folder for the rest of the proceedings.
D. This committee will make its final detennjnation and notify the candidate and the Dean of
its final recommendation by the date indicated by the timetable in Section +G I~.

E.

GrieYooces shall only be filed after the final determination of the President. Grie\•ances
arising from this process may not be based on a disagreement regarding the professional
judgment of a c8fldidate' s committee or of the college committee' s assessment, or the
assessment of the CPC Reconsideration regardi-ng the performaeee of the candidate in the
tlHee areas of teaching, seholarship or service as those terms are defined i:e th-is agreement.

(:,;}
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Grie¥cmces may be filed alleging a Yiolation of article(s) in this agreement and/or in cases
•,i;here the President lias overtl:Kned a positi,,e recommendation of the college committee or
appeals committee. (moved to section 11 )
Section ~ 10. Administrative Review.

A. Role of the Dean:
1. For each candidate, the Dean wi ll review the promotion folder and all documents
including:
a. The results of the depa11mental vote along with an) ~Titten comments and the
DP C recommendation
b. The results of the CPC vote along with any written comments and the CPC
recommendation
c. The candidate·s written request for CPC reconsideration ( if applicable)
d. Any documents requested by the committee or added by the candidate during the
crc·s review process or during reconsideration
e. The results of the decision after reconsideration (if applicable)
2.

The Dean may call a meeting to consult with the CPC. the DPSC and/or the candidate.

3.

The dean will prepare a written recommendation and rationale for support or
opposition of tenure and/or promotion which includes the summaries of the findings
and any discussion which occurred. The report will be submitted to the Provost with a
copy to the candidate and wi ll become a pa11 of the candidate' s promotion folder for
the rest of these proceedings.

B. Role of the Provost:
I. For each candidate, the Provost will review the promotion folder and all documents
including those listed under Section lOAand the dean·s report and recommendation.
2. The provost will submit a report containing his/her recommendation in support or
opposition to the candidate's request for a promotion and/or tenure. This report shall
become part of the candidate's promotion folder for the remainder of these proceedings.
3. The Provost shall have the responsibility as Chief Academic Officer to insure that the
procedures and criteria as defined in this agreement are adhered to and are eq1:1ally
equitably applied. The Provost shall also have responsibility to insure that candidates
are not subject to unlawful discrimination.
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4. The Provost may consult with the Dean and may call a special meeting of the College
Promotion Committee, the DPSC and/or the cand idate prior to making his or her
recommendation.
5. Should a candidate not be recommended for promotion by the Provost, after receiving a
recommendation for such by the committee, he/she shall be provided with the rationale,
in writing, for the denial.
C. The promotion folder, all documents including those listed under Section lOA. the dean·s
report and recommendati on. and the Provost's report and recommendations will be
forwarded to the President no later than the date indicated in Section -W-- I 2.
D. The president may consult with the Provost and Dean and may call a spec ial meeting of the
College Promotion Committee, the DPSC and/or the candidate prior to making hjs/her
decision.
E. The President shall have the responsibility as Chief Executive Officer of the University to
insure that the procedures and criteria as defined in this Agreement are adhered to and are
equally applied. The President shall also have responsibility to insure that candidates are
not subject to unlawful discrimination.
F.

The President will present written notification of his/her approval or denial of a promotion
to the candidate by the date indicated in Section ¼ 12. Should a candidate not be granted a
promotion by the President, he/she shall be provided with the rationale, in writing, for the
denial.

G. The President's approval of a candidate ' s promotion and/or tenure will be forwarded to the
Board of Trustees. Upon the approval of the rank of Associate Professor, the President wil1
recommend to the Board of Trustees the awarding of tenure.
Section 11. Grievances (moved fro m section 9)

A. Grievances shall only be filed after the tinal determination of the Presidem.
B. Grievances arising from this process may not be based on a disagreement regarding the
professional judgment of a candidate·s committee or of the college commitlee·s
assessment. or the assessment of the CPC Reconsideration regarding the performance of
the candidate in the -1:hfee four areas of teaching. scholarship. commerciali zation or
service as those terms are de fined in this agreement.
C. Grievances may be filed alleging a violation of article(s) in this agreement and/or in cases
where the President has overturned a positi ve recommendation of the CPC. college
committee or appeals committee.
D. Grievances regarding denial of promotion to full Professor may only be tiled in cases
where the President has overruled the CPC in two successive applications.
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Section M 12. Promotion and Tenure Timeline for Candidates.
A. Upon initial appointment to tenure-track status the bargaining unit member shall be issued

a one-year contract. During the contract period, the bargaining unit member may only be
dismissed for just cause. The bargaining unit member shall be reviewed in accordance with
the renewal, promotion and tenure guidelines of this agreement.

B. The bargaining unit member will be reviewed by their mentoring committee during the first
year. There are three possible outcomes of this review:
1.

on-renewal: If a decision is made not to renew the contract of a bargaining unit
member during the first year of employment, the bargaining unit member shall be
provided with a statement of reasons, but the University is not obligated to show cause
when deciding not to renew the contract of a bargaining unit member in their first year
of appointment. Notice of non- renewal shall be provided by the Provost by March 15.

2. Probation: If a decision is made to place the bargaining unit member on a I -year
probationary contract. the bargaining unit member shall be provided with a statement or
reasons. but the University is not obligated to show cause for its action. Notice of the
recommendation for a ]-year probationary contract will be provided by the Provost by
March 15. The probation may only be grieved for procedural error. alleged \·iolation of
Academic Freedom or discrimination.
3. Issuance of a 2-year contract: If a decision is made to issue the bargaining unit member
a 2-year contract. notification will be provided by the Provost by March 15.
C.

For bargaining unit members placed on a probationary contract after the first year:
I.

'J

3.

Bargaining unit members placed on a I -year probationary contract may be terminated
or disciplined only for just cause during the term of the contract.
During the probationary) ear. the bargaining unit member will be reviewed by the
mentoring commit1ee to detennine if deficiencies or issues that resulted in the
probation have been corrected and if the bargaining unit member is making adequate
progress toward tenure.
There are two possible outcomes of this review:
a.

Non-renewal: lf a decision is made not to renew the contract of a bargaining unit
member at the end of the probationary contract. the bargaining unit member shall
be provided with a statement of reasons. but the University is not obligated to
show cause for its action. Notice of non-renewal shall be provided by the Provost
by March 15.
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b.

Issuance of a 1-year contract: lf a decision is made to issue the bargaining unit
member a I-year contract. notification wil l be provided by the Provost by March
15.

D. For bargaining w1jt members placed on Upon renewaJ of a eoatract following the first year
of appoiRtmeet, barga.j.n-iag unit members on tem:1:re traelc shall be issued a two-year
contract after the first year or on a one-year contract issued after the probationary year.
l.

During this period of time the bargaining unit member may be terminated or
disciplined only for just cause.

2.

In the third year of his or her appointment, the bargaining unit member shall be
reviewed by the mentoring commit1ee in order to determine whether or not adequate
progress is being made toward tenure and shall receive notification of the decision
from the President Provost of the University by June l. There are three possible
decisions as a result of this review.
a.

Inadequate progress: The bargaining unit member shall be issued a one-year
terminal contract and shall be provided with a statement of reasons for that
decision. The statement of reasons will accompany the notification from the
Provost.

b.

Adequate progress: The bargaining unit member shall receive a three-year
contract.

c.

For members whose tenure track appointment began prior to the Fall 20 I 9 the
committee may recommend early tenure: The bargaining urut member who has
completed all tenure requirements shall receive a three-year contract and is
eligible and with the recommendation of the Mentoring Committee, but not
required, to apply for promotion and tenure during his/her fourth or fifth year.
Regardless of which year a faculty member agplies for tenure, a decision not to
grant tenure will follow the provisions in Section _,. 4 of this Article.

E. During their fourth, fifth and sixth years of appointment the bargaining unit member shall
only be disciplined or dismissed for just cause as addressed by Article 18.
F.

In the sixth year of appointment the bargaining unit member shall be evaluated for tenure in
accordance with the criteria set forth in this Agreement except in instances where earl)
tenure is sought or an extension has been granted.
1.

If a decision is made not to grant tenure the Uruversity shall provide a statement of
reasons.

2.

If the decision not to grant tenure is based on criteria other than teaching, scholarsrup,
and service, then such a decision must adhere to the disciplinary guidelines set forth
above.
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G. This timeline depicts the path a candidate will typically follow to achieve promotion in
rank and tenure.

Year t of 1-Year Contract
The Dept. Chair will coordinate the
By September 30
establishment establish and chair ef a
Mentoring Committee.
By last day of 13 th week of Fall semester
Progress meeting between candidate and
Mentoring Committee which will be
organized by the depai1ment chair. During
this meeting a draft Promotion and Tenure
Plan will be developed. 171e candidate will
begin to implement Lhe p lan.
Department Chair sends copy of draft
P&T plan to Dean.
Dean submits approval of P&T p lan to the
By the start of Spring Semester
candidate and Mentorinp_ Committee
Formal Progress Review of candidate
On or before February 15
by Mentoring Committee;
Chair of Mentoring Committee submits report
and recommendation on contract renewal to
Dean; Chair of Mentoring Committee provides
written notice to faculty member of Mentoring
committee' s recommendation of either a 2year contract or a probationary 1-year contract,
or non-renewal.
Dean recommends contract action to Provost and
By March I
sends a copy to the bargaining unit member
Provost issues Notice of either a 2- year
On or before March I 5Lh
contract, probationary 1-year contract, or nonrenewal to all parties.
Year 2: Either First year of 2-year contract OR probationary 1-year contract
By mid January February 15 (2-year contract)
By February 15 (I-year probationary
contract)
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Progress Review with Mentoring
Committee; begin development of
promotion folder per the P&T Plan
Formal Progress Review with
Mentoring Committee;
Chair of Mentoring Committee prepares
and reports progress and recommends a 1year contract or non-renewal to Dean.
Chair of Mentoring Committee provides a

v..ritten notice to candidate of Mentoring
commi t1ee' s recommendation
Dean reviews all documents;
recommends additional I-year or nonrenewal to Provost and sends a copy to
the candidate.
Provost reviews all documents; issue!. decision
notice of additional I-year contract or nonrenewal to all parties.

By March 1 (I-year probationary contract)

On or before March 15 (I-year
probationary contract)

Year 3 of employment (2 nd year of 2-year contract or 2 nd 1-year contract)
Candidate submits draft promotion folder to
By First week of Spring semester February I
Mentoring Committee;
progress meetings as needed between
candidate & Mentoring Committee.
Formal progress review by Mentoring
By March 15
Committee;
Mentoring Committee forwards draft
promotion folder to Dean with recommendation
for 3-year contract or 1-year tenninal contract
and copy to the candidate. The committee will
also submit an assessment of whether the
candidate is ready to apply for early tenure if
applicable.
Administrative Review by Dean; recommends
By April I 5
3- year contract or I-year terminal contract
to
and supplies written notification ~
candidate
Administrative Review by Provost; decision
By June l
of 3- year contract or 1-year tenninal contract
to
and supplies written notification ~
candidate.
Year 4: First year of 3-Year Contract (1 st year eligible for early P & T if
applicable}
Pre-tenure & Promotion Review:
By the last week 10th week of Spring
Mentoring
Committee reviews candidate' s
Semester
Promotion Folder; no changes to P&T Plan
are permitted after this reYiew Dean' s
approval; copy of the final P&T Plan
submitted by Department Chairperson to
Dean
Dean submits approval of P&T plan to the
By the last day of Spring Semester classes.
candidate and Mentoring Committee
FolJow tenure and promotion timeline
Candidates eligible for early tenure
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who decide to apply this year

Year 5: 2 nd year of 3 -year contract
Follow tenure and promotion timeline

Candidates eligible for early tenure who
decide to apply this year
Any time

Additional progress meetings with Mentoring
Committee as desired by candidate

Year 6: 3 rd Year of 3 year contract
Follow promotion and tenure timeline
Promotion and Tenure Decision made by
June 1

Year 7: First Day of Fall Semester
Promotion or Tenure in effect, OR serving 1 year, Non-Renewable Contract

H. A tenure traek faeulty member e1<perieneing a personal iflterruption during the timeline for
tenure may request a oae year e*teflsiofl of the timeline. The request should be made in
,miting to the appropriate Dean. The Dean imU eonsult with the Meetoring Committee and
the department ehair. If the e*teHsioe is appro,•ed by the DeaH, the Mentoring Committee
will deYelop a modified timeline for that faeulty member aHd submit it to the Dean. A
tenw-e Lrack faculty member who has taken parental. adoption. or Family and Medical Leave
or who otherw ise has taken an absence for health. fan1ily, or personal reasons during his or
her tenure track period may request an extension of the timeline. typi cally fo r one additional
year. The request should be made in writing to the appropriate Dean. The Dean will consult
with the Mentoring Committee and the Department Chair. If the extension is approved by
the D ean, the Mentoring Committee will develop a modified timeline for that faculty
member and submit it to the Dean. Extensions of mo re than one year ma) be granted when
appropriate under the circumstances.

Section H- 13. Summary of Promotion and Tenure Event Calendar. (Make into table)

Betl efBusi:Bess en 12•eay 15111
ealendar day of Fall Semester

APfllieet:i:en fer PFemetiee D:ue

Few-th •.veek of Fall Semester

Premeaee Foleers w;ailable for fe•liew BBEI Dep~eet&I
Premotiee Sereenmg Committee(s) eleeteEi and
assemhlee

8$r,reee folirt:h aee B:i:Bth week of
f al I 8eme&ler
By Teeth Week of Fall SemestOf'

DPSC Fe11iew pFemetiee foltlers aee ee11elep summaries
lseFW&ftletl to Elep~ent faeu-lty fer 110te
DepamBemal ·rote is ~ea. Results are fef\1,'&ffleEI to the
Dean. re¥iew by the College PFemetien Cemmittee
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:Ble•;eeth Week of FaU Semester

Dean eoe"l•eees College Promotioe Commiltee(s)
v.hiel:1 rev]e,.,, the promotlon application. result
depart.H'¼ental rnte. and any other prom,otioH
materials.

First Week of Spring Semester

Candi'4ates rt!cei, t! ,.,. riuen notified noli fiealioR ey
a-em tke College Premetiee Committee of CPC
reeemmemiatioe

Th.if'6 Week of St,riBg Semester

Last day te FeEtl:lest reeeesideratien of promotion deeial

Sixth Week of Sprieg Semester

CPC deel:IHleRts BBd summaries ferwardeEi to the Deae,
w-ith eepy to eaedi'4ate, Deaa re¥iews BBd fef\Yaffis
reeemmendatioe to the Pre¥est.

:BigMh Week of ~rieg Semester

Pre•;est ferwBfds doe1:1B1eets aed reeommendatiee to the
President

,By Jaee 1

Presideet's deeision en ~romotioft; eeg.fy eandidate in

ey tke College Promotion Committee

End of Business on 12111-eay 15111
calendar day of Fall Semester

Application for Promotion Due
Promotion Folders available for review and
Departmental Promotion Screening
Committee(s) elected and assembled

Fourth week of Fall Semester

DPSC review promotion folders and develop
summaries Forwarded to department faculty
for vote

Between fourth and ninth week of
Fall Semester
By Tenth Week of Fall Semester

Departmental vote is taken. Results are
forwarded to the Dean. re\ ie\¥ ey the
College Promotion Committee

Eleventh Week of Fall Semester

Dean convenes College Promotion
Committee(s) which review the promotion
application. result departmental \'ote. and
any other promotion materials.

First Week of Spring Semester

Candidates receive written notified
notification by-from the College Promotion
Committee of CPC recommendation

1

,
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Third Week of Spring Semester
Sixth Week of Spring Semester

Eighth Week of Spring Semester
By June 1

Last day to request reconsideration of
promotion denial by the College Promotion
Committee
CPC documents and summarie forwarded to
the Dean, With copy to candidate, Dean
reviews and forwards
recommendation to the Provost.
Provost forwards documents and
recommendations to the President
President's decision on promotion; notify
candidate in writing

Material is due by Friday at the close of business on the week(s) mentioned above.

In cases of conflict between this timetable and other dates in the Article, the dates on the
timetable take precedence.
Section P--. 1

Promotion and Tenure Process Details.

A. Formal Progress Reviews
Formal progress reviews are face-to-face meetings between the faculty member and the
Mentoring Committee. The purpose of the formal progress review is to develop a
written evaluation of the faculty member' s progress-to-date as compared to the
promotion and tenure plan. Changes may be made to the promotion and tenure plan
until the plan is finalized in year 4. Written summary of these reviews will be provided
to the faculty member for inclusion in his/her promotion folder.
B. Probationary Contract (1-year)

1. A bargaining unit member who receives a I-year probationary contract shall work
with the Mentoring Committee to correct weaknesses that were identified in year 1.
2.

A formal progress review with the Mentoring Committee must occur by February 15.
The timeline for the review and recommendation for contract renewal or non-renewal
as identified in Section -W I~, Promotion and Tenure Timel ine will be followed. The
bargaining wlit member will be eligible for an additional I -year contract. This will
be considered the 3rd year of employment that places the bargaining unit on the
normal path for promotion and tenure.

C. Pre-Tenure and Promotion Review
The pre-tenure and promotion review is conducted during the first year of the faculty
member' s 3-year contract (4th year employment as Shawnee State faculty member). Jts
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purpose is to complete a sumrnative evaluation of the faculty member' s progress to date
and to establish the final P&T Plan, incorporating the results of the summative evaluation.
The department chairperson is responsible to provide the results of the pre- tenure and
promotion review to the Dean fo r approval. No changes may be made to this final
promotion and tenure plan after the pre tee\:lfe aed promotioe review after the Denn has
given approval. The pre-tenure and promotion review will be provided to the faculty
member for inclusion in his/her promotion fo lder.
D. In Year 6, the candidate submits the promotion & tenure folder containing the materials
identified in Section .:.. 6 ohhis Article. The candidate will receive notice in v-;riting of the
decision related to the award or denial of promotion and/or tenure by June l.
E.

Year 7: promotion in effect and notice of Board of Trustee award of tenure received or
serving 1-year tenninal contract.

Section +J. 15 Non-renewal.
A. The University is not obligated to show cause in the decision to not renew the contract of a
tenure track faculty member in their first year or in the 2 nd year of employment if on a oneyear probationary contract.
B.

In the third year of employment, the tenure track bargaining unit member shall be reviewed

in order to determine whether or not adequate progress is being made toward tenure and

shall receive notification of the decision from the Provost by June l .

C.

l.

lf the Provost's decision not to renew the contract of the bargaining unit member is
based on a finding of inadequate progress from the mentoring committee, the
bargaining unit member shall be issued a 1-year terminal contract and shall be
provided a statement of reasons for that decision. If the decision is based on other
considerations the bargaining unit member shall be provided with a statement of
reasons but the university shall not be obligated to demonstrate cause.

2.

If a decision is made to renew the contract of the bargaining unit member, the
bargaining unit member shall receive a 3-year contract.

The decision to not rene\\ within the first 3 years of appointment to tenure track ma~ only
be grieved for procedural en-or, alleged \'iolation of Acadl!mic Freedom. discrimination or
in cases where the University"s decision is contrary to the commit1ee·s positi,e
recommendation.

D. In the sixth (6th) year of employment
1.

[f the candidate is not granted promotion and tenure, the Provost shall issue a I -year

terminal contract. If non-renewal is based upon the areas of teaching, scholarship, and
or service and/or commercialization the University does not have to demonstrate just
cause.
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2.

E.

F.

If the decision for non-renewal is based on criteria other than teaching. scholarship.
and service and/or 1:ommercial1zat1on, then such a decision must adhere to the
disciplinary guidelines set forth in Article 18.

Notice of Non-renewal. Notice of non-renewal fo r any reason shall be issued via:
I.

A personally-delivered document, and/or

2.

By certified U.S. mail to the faculty member's last address provided by the member for
payroll purposes.

TI1e University's obligation to serve notice is met if the date of personal delivery, or the
postmarked date of mailing, is on or before March 15 for non-renewals of faculty in their
first year or probationary year or June 1 for faculty in their third year or after a decision not
to award tenure.

Seetiee 14. TF&nsitieeeJ Peth to Promelien end Tenure.

A. Bargai:R:iHg 1:1:11it members holding the rank of Assistant Professors as of A1:1gt:1st 2015 wlth a
hire date f)ROr to August 20, 20 12.
1. e ligibility for f)romotioe to Assoeiate Professor aAd tenw=ed statl¼S

a.

AU bargainiAg unit members eo-..·ered in this seetion are eligible for f)FOmotion to
Assoeiate Professor a-ad teew=e six (a) years after their initial date of hire With the
reeommendation of the assigned mentor or d0f)artment ehatff)erson.

b. Ra:AJ( at time of hire or time in the AssistaBt Professor rank ,...,rn not he eonsidered
in determining eligibility. Th-is seetion s!1aH take preceaenee oYer the eligibilit)'
tlmelines in 8eetion 10 of tftis Artiele.
e.

Apf)lieation fer f)Fomotion aed tenw=e may be made 01:1£ing the eargaiAieg 1:1:11it
member's siJ<ts )'ear of ser.·iee so that promotion and tenure (if granted) will oce1:1r
on t,he first day of the faJl semester of the bargaining uAit member's se,.·enth year
of service.

d.

Bargain.ing 1:1nit memeers coYered iA this section are Rot req1:1ired to apply for
promotieA and teAw=e at tl:le first date of eligieility. They may apply at any time
after becomiAg eligible aeeording to the academic year sehedu,le found in See~ion

+-h

e.
f.

Barg&i:nii=tg URit members l:lolding eontinuing eontraet who do not Bf)ply for
f)FOmotion aAd ten1:1re may eontint:te on eoetinui:Ag eontraet starus aAd Will reta:i:A
their euffent rank of Assistant Professor.
Those eargaini:Rg 1:1:Hit men'¼bers not l=ioldiAg eontim.Hng eontraet wl=to do not apply
for f)Fomotion and tenure may continue as tenw=e traek employees. They will be
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isst1ed a tfifee year eontraet. Upon eompletion of three years iR the rank of
Assistant PFOfessor, these bargaini:Ag HB:it members may eleel to apply for early
tem.1:re as identified in SeetioR 3.
2.

Promotioe ood tenHre proeess. timeline, afld criteria
a.

All bargainiag uAit members co¥ered in this Section who ap13ly for promotion to
A5sociate Professor aed tenme will f.ollow the appJication process in Seetion 5.

b.

All bargaieiRg U:ftit members co¥ered iR this Sectioe 1.Yho apply for promotion to
Associate Professor aRd tenme 1,vill be e•,zaluated based OR all of tJ:ieir aetivities
since the time ofai.re regardless ofraek at hire or time as OH assislafltprofessor.

c.

All bargai:AiAg l:lB:it members co;•ered in this SectioR who apply for promotion to
Assoeiate Professor and teeure ,.,,,mee e1,•aluated using the promotion criteria
established b~· this Agreement.

B. Assistant Professors hued betweee August 20, 20 l2 aed January l , 2013.
I.

Assistoot Professors 1Nill be permitted to appJy for a I year exteesion to the tenure
track timeliRe in order to ha-.·e adeqHate time to prepare a promotion folder for the
applicatioR for promotion to 1'\ssoeiate Professor and eljgibility for temHe.

2.

The Assistaet Professors may, iestead of applying for a l year eKtensioe, elect to apply
for early tenHFe as ideetified i:R Seetion3, or fo llov, the PromotioR and Tenw=e Timeline
in Seetion 10.

3.

If the facwty member wants a oRe year e)c1ension, he/she must apply in WTiting to the
Dean by March 15, 2016.

C. Bargaining unit members holeing t:ee rarnc of Instructor or Seruor Instructor as of August
2015 with a h:ire eate f)rior to Augt.tst 20, 2012.

1.

e ligibili~· for promotion
a.

Bargainieg unit members eo¥ered in this section are considered to ee tenHFe track
statt.ts ood are eligible for pro1:notion to the Seni.or lnstruetor or Assistant Professor
three (3) years after theii= i:nitial date of hire.

b.

Ap13licatioe for promotion may be made ellfing the bargaiftieg HB:it member's
thire year of service so that promotiea w=i ll oeeur on tJ:ie first day of Fall semester
of the bargaiRing Ufiit member' s fourth year of service with recommeedations of
their desi:gaated mentor or dCf)a.rtmeot chairperson.
Bargaining Wlit members co1, 1ered in this section are not required to apply for
promotioH at the first date of eligibility. They may Oflply at arty time after
becoming eligible followieg the timeline identified in Seetion 11.

e.
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d. Bargainiag uni:t members helding eentmwng eentract staais ,,,.·he de eat apply for

prom0ti0n when they become eligible may continue oa eontinwng contract statHs.

e.
2.

Bargaining uA:it members not holding continui:Rg eontract '"''ho do not apply for
promotioe when they beeome eligible will be issued three year eeatra£ts

Promotion and tenure proeess, timeline, aad criteria
a.

l\.ll bargaining uait members eo¥ered ie this seetion 1,vho apply for promotion will
follow the applieation process and timeline in this Agreement.

b.

All bargain:ieg Hait members eo..,·ered in this seetion who apply for promotion v,ciJI

be e1,1aluated based on aU of their a£ti111ities sinee the time of hire regardless of rank
at h:ire or time in ew=rent rank.

c.

All bargaining ooit me1nbers co,,.ered in this seetion who appl)' for promotion will
be e,1aluated usieg the promotion criteria i:R this Agreemel'lt.

d.

If pro1Hotion to Assistant Professor is granted, the bargainieg unit member may

elect to apply for early tenure as identified ffi Section 3.

Section ~ - 16 Post Tenure Review.
A. Definitions

1.

A post tenure review (PTR) is not discipline. Its is focused on supporting excellence in
teaching by offering an alternative pathway to address identified teaching deficiencies
and provide opportunities for improvement in teaching skills. Bargaining
unit members who have been granted tenure or continuing contract shall continue to
be responsible for maintaining competent and effective performance in teaching

2.

In cases of gross negligence of duties, jncompetence in job performance, er a

sigruficant failure to meet obligations to the University, or at11 other conducts or
actions that are addressed in Article 18, the Uruversity may initiate corrective action
through the procedures of Article 18 without utilization of the post tenure review
procedures. The PTR proeess is not an altemath·e to diseiP.line i-n aceordance with
Article 18.

B. Trigger
l.
2.

If the Dean has reason to be concerned about Lhe teaching performance of a bargaining
unit member. the Dean may attempt lo re ohe the matter through an informal
l:onference.
PTR can only be triggered by documented deficiencies in teaching. Deficiency in
teaching is evidenced by repeated student complaints about grading policies and/or
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teaching performance which are found to have merit, or student evaluations of a
tenured or continuing contract bargaining unit member that indicate a decline in
teaching effectiveness over two or more consecutive semesters. If either of these
conditions is met, the Dean may proceed as indicated in paragraph C.
C.

Prior to initiation of PTR:

1.

If the Dean believes a faculty member is deficient in teaching as defined in B. above,

2.

At this meeting, the bargaining unit member shall have an opportunity to provide an
explanation or rebut allegations of deficient job performance

3.

If, after listening to the faculty member' s explanation of the situation, the Dean still

4.

If after one full semester, the Dean and the Department Chair believe the faculty
member bas not improved, based on the Action Plan, a PTR may be initiated by
written notification to the bargaining unit member and the Departmeet Chair.

5.

The notice must include records of the counseling and all evidence of the perceived
deficiency.

the Dean shall notify the bargaining unit member of these perceived deficiencies and
call a meeting with the faculty member.

believes there is a deficiency, he/she shall counsel the facuJty member that
improvement is needed. The Dean, the Departm~nt Chair. and faculty member will
develop an Action Plan to demonstrate teaching improvement.

D. PTR is conducted by the Meatori:A.g Committee a PTR committee

1.

2.

3.

Upon receipt of a PTR notice, the department chair shall establish reeom'eee the
bargaifl:ieg unit member's origi:A.al mentoring committee a PTR committee.
The committee shall consist of the depru1ment chair. one full professor from the
department appointed b) the Dean. and t\\o faculty members chosen by the person
undergoing PTR, one of which must be from the depa11mcnt. All members of the PTR
committee must be tenured. If no full professors are available in t he department. an
Associate Professor may serve in this role.
The PTR committee must meet within +-0 20 working days of the initial PTR notice.#
the barga:ini-ng urnt rnember did not ha,•e a mentoring eofflffl:ittee or former members of
that com:rnittee are eo longer at the University or 1,Yilling to seF¥e, the Departrneat
Chair shall follow the guidelicees ice Section 6. A. of this Artiele for forming a
MentoriHg Committee.

4.

The meetori-ng committee shall review the information provided by the Dean and the
Department Chair and schedule a conference with the bargaining unit member within
ten ( 10) working days.

5.

The mentoring committee shall determine whether the faeulty member has met
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eKpectat:ioes as defined mthe criteria in this section. If the comm.itt:ee decides that it
needs rnore inforrnatioe to rnake such a detenniRation, the cornrnittee shall ask the
faculty member to prepare a rnini portfolio showing ho,,.,. he/she meets the criteria in:
this sectioe. Such a portfolio shall be submitted to the coffi.ffl:ittee within one month of
the re€Juest. Oee representative of the Committee may conduct in class e¥aluatioes
with prior notice. teaching deficiencies e'< ist.
6.

7.

E.

If the mentoring committee determines the faculty member bas met expectations does

not have teaching deficiencies and no further action is needed, the committee shall
forward its rationale that finding to the Dean and the faculty member in writing and the
t:ltlTcnt PTR process ,.vi ll end.
If the mentoring committee determines the faculty member bas not met e?(pectations
teaching deficiencies and/or further action is needed, the committee shall:
a.

Develop an appropriate plan for improvement and forward it to the Dean and
department chair, and bargaining un it member within one month of the initial
meeting with the bargaining unit member. or the receipt of the Portfolio.
Development of this plan may require additional meetings of the mentoriHg
committee and the bargaining unit member.

b.

Progress on the plan shall be reviewed in the following academic year or mutually
agreed upon timeframe by the faculty member, the mentoring committee, and
Dean.

c.

lf the rnentoriflg committee or Dean determines-that satisfactory progress is not
being made, as determined by the improvement plan, the Dean may initiate the
procedures for formal action as determined by Article 18.

PTR criteria

The staBdard for re¥iew shall be 1, 1,heth,er the bargainmg unit member meets th:e criteria for
teaehiJ:ig eneeUence foun:d in the eWTent Agreement (Appendix A).
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ARTICLE 12. WORKLOAD AND COURSE LOAD RESPONSIBILITIES
Section 1.

Faculty Appointment.

A. A faculty appointment shall typically consist of the fall and spring semesters, from the first
day of the term (as identified by the academic calendar or as otherwise set forth in this
Agreement) through a bargaining unit member' s regularly scheduled final examinations and
the submission of grades.

B. Upon approval by the Dean for programs with required curricular offerings in the summer,
the bargaining unit member appointment may consist of spring-summer semesters or
summer-fall semesters for the academic year appointment.

Section 2.

Teaching as a Part of Workload.

A. Shawnee State University is largely predominantly an undergraduate institution with some
graduate level programs. The University recognizes that classroom hours are a significant
component of faculty workload. Besides classroom hours, faculty workload also includes
classroom/course site preparations, oflice hours, scholarship/research, service andfor
commercial ization.
1.

The normal academic year classroom teaching load for tenured, continuing contract,
and tenure-track bargaining unit members teaching on the semester system is 24
contractual hours. During the academic year, no tenured, continuing contract or
tenure- track bargaining unit member shall be assigned a workload beyond fifteen (15)
contractual hours in a particular semester without his/her permission.

2.

As an undergraduate institution with limited graduate programs, the University's
teaching load expected of the tenured, continuing contract and tenure-track bargaining
unit members should represent 70-80% of their total work.load except for departments
with master' s degree programs.

3.

Faculty work.load should also include scholarship, and/or service and/or
commercialization as defined in Article 11.

4.

The normal academic year classroom teaching load for non-tenure-track bargaining
unit members (full-time instructors - FTif-N.-1+) on the semester system is 30
contractual hours. During the academic year, no FTIM++ faculty member shall be
assigned a workload beyond eighteen (18) contractual hours in a particular semester
without his/her permission.

5.

Teaching load for FTis/NTTs shall represent up to 90% of their total workload. The
remaining time shall be dedicated to service in the form of committee meetings,
scheduled office hours, etc.
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B. WeFk Course Load £ qui valencies
1.

2.

3.

4.

Contractual Hour: One contractual hour is earned for each fi fty-three minutes of class
time. For courses involving other than lecture hour, contractual hours shall be
calculated as identified below. The number of students shall be calculated by the
Registrar' s official enrollment on the first Monday after the fHst Tuesday Friday of
semester.
Remote Direct Supervision: These courses require the instructor to be present at all
times the student is present at an off-campus training site, e.g. nursing clinical
instruction.
a.

Contractual ho urs shall equal 0.75 instructional hours.

b.

Any faculty member assigned to a remote direct supervision site for a minimum of
six (6) hours in a specific day may request the department chairperson with notice
to the Dean to approve a portion of their office hours at the remote site.

Intermittent Remote Indirect Supervision: These courses require faculty to be present at
an off-campus training site with the student on a regular scheduled basis which may
include activities such as preceptor training, student assessment, c linical instruction,
intervention (e.g., occupational therapy clinical instruction, physical therapy clinical
instruction, athletic training clinical instruction, etc.).
a.

No bargaining unit member shall be required to accept additional responsibilities
beyond the assigned remote indirect supervision unless agreed. Additional
responsibilities will be reimbursed at a rate determined by contractual definition of
remote direct or indirect supervision.

b.

Remote indirect supervision contractual hours shall be equal to 0. 10 x course
credit (not clock) hours of the clinical lab(s) under supervision x number of
students.

Indirect Supervision:
These courses require regular, ongoing communication with the training site
administration and/or preceptor staff, but do not require a regular, ongoing physical
presence at the training site. Indirect supervision contractual hours shall be equal to
0.05 x course credit hours of the clinical lab(s) under supervision x number of students.
Each department shall rcviev,, with Department Chair the applicable cour cs to
dete1mine whether these courses are Indirect Supervision or Intermittent Remote
Indirect Supervision and ho\-,·many visits are required. This re,·iew shall be completed
by the beginning of Spring Semester 2019 and submitted to the Dean.

5.

Direct on Campus Supervision: These courses require the instructor to be present at all
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times the student is present in the laboratory or clinical setting (e.g. , Chemistry lab,
Simulation lab). Contractual hours shall equal 0.75 instructional hours.
6.

Undergraduate Research:
These courses require significant faculty and student interaction in a student initiated
laboratory research project. These courses must be recognized and approved as
undergraduate research courses in accordance with the University's course approval
process. Contractual hours shall be equal to 0.4 x course credit hours x nwnber of
students, but not to exceed 3 contractual hours per semester.

7.

Physical Education Activity Courses:
Contractual hours shall be equal to 0.67 instructional hours.

8.

Senior Project Courses:
Contractual hours shall be equal. to 0.1 x course credit hours x number of students.

9.

Teacher Education Field Supervision Workload:
Students are required to complete a field placement in the P-12 schools as part of
some of their college courses.
a.

The number ofrequired field hours for students and the nwnber of faculty
observations varies course to course. The faculty worldoad course load credit to be
awarded reflects this variation.

b.

The chart found in Appendix B constitutes the workload course load credit for
field observations as designated by course. This vt<orkload course load credit is in
addition to the scheduled course credit indicated on the student schedule of
classes.

10. Off-Campus Site Coordination/Clinical Internship:

Faculty who plan and coordinate student placement at training sites shall be
compensated in accordance with this Article and/or Article 13.
11. Student lnternshi.ps (non-clinical, credit):

Student internships are defined as credit- bearing, practical work expe1iences that are
related to a student's major area of study. The ·,torkload course loaJ credit for ef
bargaining unH members who serve as internship advisors will be designated as indirect
supervision and contractual hours shall be equal to 0.05 x course credit hours x number
of students.
1
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For student internship courses where the internship is a component of a normaJ
classroom experience, the bargaining unit member's 1,1rorkload course load credit shall
be one ( 1) contractual hour for each 53 minutes of class time.
12. Concurrent Instruction:
Classes scheduled with more than one course or section in the same room with the
same instructor at the same time, with the approval of the bargaining unit member,
Department Chair, and the Dean, shall be calculated as if the instructor was teaching
one section of one course and be considered one course preparation.
13. Individualized Instruction:
These performing and studio arts courses require the faculty member to meet
individually with students.
ContractuaJ hours shaJI be equaJ to l /3 x course credit hours x number of students
(These courses require significant time). This is not to be confused with course credit
by arrangement (see below).
14. Course credit by arrangement:
With Dean approvaJ, a bargaining unit member may teach a course to an individual
student by arrangement.
a.

Compensation for undergraduate courses shall be $150 per credit hom and $225
per credit hour for graduate courses. No bargaining unit member shall be required
to teach such a course.

b.

Such courses by arrangement shall be taught only by bargaining unit members.
Exceptions may be made in such cases as bargaining unit member decline the
opportunity or lacks qualifications in the relevant area of specialization.

c.

Such courses are usually offered to meet the emergency needs of students and are
not part of a faculty member's •workload course load.

15. Emergency Course Offerings of low-enrolled, required courses:
With the Chairperson' s recommendation and the Dean ' s approvaJ, a bargaining unit
member may teach a course to an individual or very low number of students when the
course is required for graduation, not scheduled for the cw-rent or following term, but
the regularly scheduJed course would be cancelled by the University due to enrollment
of three (3) or fewer students. In such cases, workload course load credit will equal 1/3
x contractual hours. No bargaining unit member shall be required to teach such a
course. This provision is to be utilized onJy in exceptional cases when a student would
otherwise be required to take a course credit by arrangement in order to complete
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his/her degree requirements.

Section 3.

Graduate Programs.

A. As Shawnee State University continues to add new graduate programs, matters will arise
that have not been anticipated in this collectively bargained agreement. The parties agree
that in such instances, the issues will be addressed in a collaborative manner utilizing the
Graduate Council and the appropriate governance and Association processes (e.g. EPCC,
UfS, SEA, aed administrati11e re·.,iew). The MOU process wilJ be utilized to address such
issues.
B. The University recognizes and supports the Graduate Council created through the
governance process.
C. Graduate programs will have a program director in accordance with Article 13.
D. Bargaining unit members must apply for graduate faculty status in accordance with the
Graduate Council Manual.
E.

Graduate Course Contractual Hours
1.

The normal academic year work load for graduate faculty is 24 contractual hours.

2.

Graduate Lecture Courses: Contractual hours shall be equal to 4/3 x course credit
hours.

3.

Individual Student Graduate Research: Contractual hours shall be equal to 1/3 x credit
hours x number of students, but not to exceed 4 students per semester.

4.

Group Student Graduate Research: Contractual hours shall be equal to 1 x course credit
hours x number of groups but not to exceed 4 groups per semester. Groups shall be a
minimum of 4 students.

5.

Graduate Lab Courses: Contractual hours shall be equal to I x instructional hours.

6.

Field Supervision: Fieldwork credit will be detennined as follows:
a.

Programmatic Foundations & Practicum courses: Contractual hours shall be
equal to 0.26 hours for the course.

b.

Action Research Courses: Contractual hours shall be equal to 0.52 hours for the
course.

c.

Methods Courses: Contractual hours shalJ be equal to 4/3 hours for the first 10
students plus an additional 0.11 hours for each additional student above l 0.
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d.

Student teaching for program courses: Contractual hours shall be equal to 4/ 3
hours x number of students.

7.

Graduate/Undergraduate Concurrent Instruction with a Majority of Undergraduate
Students: Classes scheduled with one graduate and one undergraduate course in the
same room with the same instructor at the same time shall be calculated as if the
instructor was teaching one undergraduate section of one course and that instructor
shall also receive 0.11 x credit hours x number of graduate students. Graduate students
will be engaged in work considerably beyond the scope of that expected of
undergraduates in the course.

8.

Graduate/Undergraduate Concurrent Instruction with an Equal Number or Majority of
Graduate Students: When classes are scheduled with one graduate and one
undergraduate course in the same room with the same instructor at the same time,
workload course load credit sbalJ be calculated as if the instructor was teaching one
graduate section.

9.

Non-graduate bargaining unit members must apply for and be granted associate
{temporary) graduate status by the Graduate Council in order to teach graduate courses,
and are limited to six. (6) credit hours of graduate teachlng per year.

10. Graduate Scholarship by graduate bargaining unit members is considered part of the
workload and shalJ not be considered for additional compensation.

11. Graduate bargaining unit members 'tVill submjt a report of their annual seholars"1ip
activity to t:be Graduate Gouacil through use of the faculty !lflflual self e,•aluation.
12. During the academic year, no graduate bargaining unit members shall be assigned a
Workload beyond fifteen ( 15) contractual hours in a particular term without his/her
permission.

Section 4.

Reductions from a FuJl-time Teaching Load.

A. A reduction in teaching werkload or the payment of a stipend may be recommended by the
Dean and granted by the Provost for one or more of the following activities:

1.

Administering Developmental Education programming or the University General
Education Program,

2.

Chairing major University, Governance committees and SEA committees.

3.

Responsibility for new programs or major curriculum revisions,

4.

Scholarly pursuits, including research. publication, and serving as an officer of a
national, discipline-related professional organization,
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5.

Participating in special assignments related to teaching, research, artistic creativity and
performance, or professionally-related public/community service,

6,

Serving as designated student advisor for a program or Department,

7.

Formalizing and coordinating majors within multidisciplinary departments,

8.

Managing major grant-funded projects,

9.

Faculty development directly related to the improvement of teaching and learning,

l 0. Serving in other academic leadership roles as approved by the Provost,

11. Chairing a Program Review Committee_

B. An FTI may request release time as approved by the Department Chair, Dean and Provost
as set forth in this section.

C.

Any release time approved for items above shall be assigned a contractual hour value for
determination of faculty load or for possible overload compensation. However, faculty
approved for a reduced workload course load under the provisions of this Article shall be
assigned an overload during the same academic year only under exceptional circumstances
and only with the approval of the Dean.

Section 5.

Office Hours as Part of Workload.

A. All bargaining unit members (includes full-time instructors) shall be required to maintain at
least four (4) office hours scheduled over three (3) days per week unless excused by the
Dean. Such approval shall not be unreasonably denied. Such office hours shall be
scheduled at a time convenient for students.

13. Online Office Hours may be applied to courses taught on line. To accommodate students
on campus. at least one office hour per ~eek should be held on campus.
C. If the bargaining unit member is unable to meet his/her office hours, he/she must notify the
department chairperson and either reschedule or submit the Leave of Absence through the
BearTrax system. foffB foood on the Departmeet of Hwnan Resol:lfees web site as
applieable. Doing neither option may result in disciplinary action in accordance with
Article I 8.
D. Office hours begin the first day of each term and end the last day of classes and must be
clearly posted on the bargaining unit member' s door by the third day of classes and shall be
included in their course syllabus.
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Section 6.

Academic Advising as Part of Workload.

Tenured, tenure-track and continuing contract faculty are responsible for academic advising,
including assisting students in scheduling the appropriate courses and completing an annual
survey related to advising dtweloped by ajoiRt committee iRch,1diRg deans, SEA and UFS.
Bargaining w1it members shall be available by appointment during office hours or for assistance
at the instructor's and the student's mutual convenience.
A. Full-time instructors (FTis) may be assigned advising duties as set forth herein and
approved by the department chairs, unless such assignment may result in release time that
requires Provost approval.

B. No bargaining unit member (includes FTis when assigned) shall be assigned more than
thirty (30) students without the faculty member's approval (see par. I below re:
compensation for advisees above 30).
C. When a student is assigned more than one advisor, the worldoad advising load will be
divided proportionally among the advisors.
D. The University, through The Chairperson or Program Director or the designee of eilher, is
responsible for assigning faculty to advise students and shall provide all pertinent
infonnation necessary to carry out this function.
E.

Bargaining wut members are to be assigned students in the faculty members' areas of
teaching specialization(s) whenever possible (this provision shall not be used to avoid
compensation related to advising).

F.

Pay for any advising function that takes place outside the contract year shall be $45 per
hour. Any such advising assignment shall be strictly voluntary and shall be rotated
equitably within each academic program or department. These assignments must receive
prior approval from the Dean.
(Exempted from A through F above are bargaining unit members who are receiving either
release time or overload pay for advising purposes).

Ci. Faculty \vho are required to participate in open houses, showca. e days. orientations. and
other recruit111~111 or admission e, en1s shall be pai<l $45 per hour for these events if they
occur outside the faculty member's regular scheduled ,,.ork week.

H. Bargaining unit members who are receiving release time or overload pay for advising are
required to attend, upon University request all of the early and late registration sessions,
and to be available for student advising beyond the office hours required of all bargaining
unit members. Bargaining unit members who are receiving release time for advising will
arrange with the Dean, subject to the approval of the Provost, the extra office hours required
to advise the expected number of students in that major, program, division, or college.
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I.

Only graduate faculty may engage in graduate student advising and directing graduate
research and chair thesis/dissertation or master/doctorate level project commfrtees.

.J.

Bargaining unit members with more than thirty (30) active advisees assigned during the
academic year fall and/or spring semester shall be compensated at $10 for each advisee
above thirty (30) and $17.50 for each advisee above forty-five (45) per semester. --Active
advisee" is defined as a student who meets with his/her advisor at least once each semester
(either in person or via distance communication) and is documented in the advising sofuvare
during the academic year.
I.

The number of active advisees will be determined at the end of the academic year
through the annual advising survey. as of the first Monday after the first Tuesday of
fall a:A:d spring semesters. E¥ery Reasonable effort will be made to remit payment by
the next following full pay period after documentation has been approved.

2.

The compensation for more than thirty (30) advisees shall not be authorized until all
tenured, tenure-track and continuing contract faculty members of the program/discipline
have been assigned thirty (30) advisees.

Section 7: Advis ing Responsibilities

A. Advising students is pa11 of the bargaining unit member·s contractual duties.
B. All faculty are assigned advisees in their respective programs and/or related programs as
students will serve to guide and direct students
academic advisors. Academic advising
towards courses of study that are appropriate to the student and towards timely completion of
the students· chosen areas of study. In advising students in their programs. faculty shall:

or

1. Meet with advisees at least once a semester to revie\.\ the students· progress towards

completion of his or her chosen course of study;
2. Be available to students during normal business hours as student needs arise:
3. Assist the student in planning schedules and selection of courses:
4. Advise students of the appropriate office/person to address problems or issues beyond
the scope of academic advising:
5. Advise students on career possibilities and goals as related to the students· academic
choices:
6. Maintain records and complete end of year advising survey:
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7. Notify department chairperson of any tudent advising issues that cannot be resolved
by the faculty advisor.
C. Advising may also extend beyond the above contractually required duties and ma) coLmt as
credit towards research and/or service. as appropriate. Such examples include:
1. Supervising and/or collaborating with students on research projects:
2. Acting as a club advisor:
3. Overseeing internships.

Section ~8.

Committee Service and University Meetings es Pert ef Werkleed.

Tenured, tenure-track, and continuing contract faculty are expeeted required to participate on
University and Departmental committees aRe-ift program accreditation preparation and
compliance in accredited or accreditation-seeking programs. Non-tenured faculty are
encouraged to participate when appropriate.

Section 8.

Course Responsibilities and Other Classes.

A. Bargaining unit members who voluntarily team-teach a course shall share the total
contractual-hour load for the course proportionally proportionate to the bargaining unit
member's participation. This credit shared load shall not exceed the contractual-hour load
normally assigned for the course. Team-taught courses shall be approved by the Dean. No
faculty member shall be assigned a team-taught course without his/her permission.
B.

Each bargaining unit member shall be required to develop a course syllabus for each course
taught during each term that reflects the course description contained in the Unjversity
catalog. The course syllabus shall be distributed to students by the facu lty member during
the first week of classes via the University' s course management system or paper copies (if
paper copy, provide an electronic copy to the department secretary). The course syllabus
shall must include, but is not limited to, the course description ,vhen required by
accreditation. the course goals/objectives, faculty office hours and contact information
( office location. office phone. emai I), grading procedure and grading scale for letter grades
if different from the university standard grading scale, reading requirements, methods of
evaluation. and the University's ADA statement. The ADA statement may be obtained
online at http://w,v,~·.shawnee.edu/committees/ada-compliance/ada-resources.asp.\ or from
the Dean and/or Provost offices. Faculty members are eneouraged required to post current
term course syllabi on the University's course management system.

C. A faculty member is permitted to make alternative arrangements for a student who is
enrolled in a scheduled class if he/she so desires. This is not considered a "course credit by
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arrangement" as identified in Section 2 B. 14 of this Article. The bargaining unit member
will earn the workload contractual hours allotted to that cJass and it is treated as part of
his/her regular assigned load.
D. In order to meet federal financial aid regulations regarding class attendance which is
addressed in 34 CFR § 668.21et seq. faculty must, at the end of each term, report (available
from the Registrar) the last date of class participation of those students who had stopped
attending classes and received a failing grade.
E.

Student Progress Report: In an effort to improve SSU's student retention and increase the
rates of successful course completion and degree attainment, bargaining unit members will
submit to the Registrar a student progress report (similar to the non-attendance report) from
the 4th to the 6th week period of each semester for each enrolled student.

Section 9.

Departures from Regular Class Schedules.

A. A bargaining unit member shall must obtain prior approval from the appropriate
Chairperson, who will provide notice to the Dean for departures from the class schedule. If
the Department Chairperson is not available, the Dean or the Provost can give approval, for
the fo llowing:

1.

Not holding any regularly scheduled class, final examination, or evaluation.

2.

Holding any class off-campus or at a time or location different from the regularly
scheduled class meeting.

3.

Moving a class from the regularly scheduled location.

4.

Using a substitute or proctor for any assigned class meeting or examination.

B. Failure to comply with any provision of this section may result in disciplinary action,
including appropriate reduction(s) in the faculty member's salary. Issues related to use of
sick leave. w1expected emergencies or other forms of leave shall be addressed in accordance
with Article 17.
Section l 0. Class Sc.hedules and Schedule Changes.
A. The University retains the right to schedule courses in accordance with programmatic and
stuucnt needs and shall retain final authority over class schedules.
B. Department Chairs are eJCpected to ,~ il l consult with bargaining unit members in the
program area in order to identify the bargaining unit members' preferences prior to
recommending class schedules to the Dean, fef who shall hmc final approval.
C. Class schedules shall be assigned equitably among bargaining unit members taking into
consideration preference and based upon the academic discipline or subject area, required
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credentials, and experience, as determined by the department chairperson and/or program
director based on departmental needs and priorities as established through Department
Procedures. When a tenured or continuing contract bargaining unit member has developed
and taught a course as part of their regular schedule for three or more years the bargaining
unit member will have priority to teach that course. In cases where there are documented
deficiencies in teaching (for example. poor student evaluations) this course or where
program credential requirements may make this impractical, this priority will not apply.
D. Bargaining unit members shall be provided with a copy of the class schedule by the
chairperson, including clinical and laboratory assignments as well as class hour(s) and days,
at least four (4) weeks prior to commencement of each term, including summer. The
University shall not subsequently change the faculty member's schedule unless program
needs or enrollments require such action. The Dean or the Chair shall make reasonable
efforts to discuss necessary changes shall be discussed with the affected faculty member
prior to any change being made.

E. Bargaining unit members with their consent may be assigned to teach in their area of

specialization outside their assigned department or program upon approval of the respective
departments and/or programs.

F.

During any one day, no more than eight hours shall separate the beginning of a faculty
member's first course assignment (classroom, laboratory, or clinic) and the end of his/her
last course assignment unless the faculty member agrees to accept the extended day.

G. A faculty member's other University responsibilities, such as committee meetings,
administrative duties, and office hours, shall normal ly be confined within this eight-hour
period. In the case of a class ending after 8 p.m., the faculty member shall not be assigned a
class before 10 a.m. on the following day unless the faculty member chooses to accept the
assignment.
H. Bargaining unit members may be assigned classes within the workday (8 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
and the total work week (Monday through Friday). Classes may be scheduled on Saturdays
and Sundays. Faculty member may elect not to accept such weekend assignments.

I.

Bargaining unit members have preference over temporary and part-time faculty in the
selection of scheduled courses in their area of teaching specia lization up to three (3) weeks
prior to the beginning of each tenn. Courses shall first be offered to bargaining unit
members prior to offering courses to temporary and part-time faculty. Such action will not
result in overload.

J.

Scheduling in Nursing'" ill folio~ appl!nJi, XX.

Section 11. Faculty/Student Ratios.
There shall be a student/faculty ratio of no more than the following:
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A. Health Science clinics/labs shall have a student/faculty ratio of no more than the current
pubLished accreditation/licensure standards for the individual program.
B. Each faculty member teaching the courses listed below shall not exceed an average
faculty/student ratio of I :20 for all composition courses taught in one term.

C.

1.

ThisrestrictionappliestoENGLll0l, 1102, 11 05, andCOMM112 1 (or their
equivalent) as determined by the Registrar' s 14-day class list.

2.

Emergency provision. In an emergency situation within one (1) week of the start of
classes where there exists five (5) or fewer students who need an English comp class
and no seats are available (because of the l :20 ratio limit). one additional student may
be added per Section with the approval of the faculty member, department chair, and
approval of the Provost.

Any course taught in the General Education Program flagged as writing intensive shall not
exceed a faculty student ratio of 1:;()25.

D. Any course taught in the General Education Program flagged as Senior Semi nar or
Capstone shalJ not exceed a faculty/student ratio of 1:16.

E. Any online or blended learning courses shall not exceed a faculty/student ratio consistent
\vith Article 20 unless agreed to by the faculty member teaching the course, and the
PFeYost Dean.

Section 12. Off-Campus Classes.
A. Off-campus class assignment opportunities may be offered to bargaining unit members. No
faculty may be involuntarily assigned to an off-campus class except as specified in this
Section.
B.

With the exception of the clinical/field assignments in the programs in Health Sciences
Nursing. field-based instruction in Teacher Education, and those referenced in naragr~h C
of this section, a faculty member may choose not to teach an off-campus class, and shall not
be required to teach off-campus. There shall be no reprisals for refusing to teach offcampus.

C.

The University shall make a good faith effort to first seek faculty volunteers for off-campus
teaching. No faculty member will be assigned to any correctional facility. No faculty
member may be involuntarily assigned more than one course in any academic year.
Co11ege credit courses will be scheduled at off campus sites based on nonnal academic
procedures, which include departmental oversight.

D. If the faculty member has an assignment at any off-campus facility, the University will pay
mileage above the normal round-trip commute miles between the faculty member's home
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and the Shawnee main campus.
Section 13. Meeting Times and Department Support.
A. At least one (I) full-time equi valent laboratory technician shall be assigned to the

Department of Natural Sciences.

B. During the weeks of the Fall and Spring semesters when regular University classes are
being held, evet=y reasonable effort will be made not to assign bargaining unit members to
classes scheduled between the hours of 4 P.M. and 5 P.M. on Mondays and Wednesdays.
This block of time shall be allotted for the purpose of holding meetings.
C. The University shall furnish all academic departments with adequate administrative
support.
D.

o fewer than I/3 of bargaining unit members in each department that bas students
graduating are required to be present at all graduations.

Section 14. Volunteer Teaching

In some limited circumstances. fac ulty may want to teach a course as a community service for
the universi ty. In such cases. the fo llowing shall apply:
A. Under no circumstances shall the university or any of its agents ask. expect. or require a
facul ty member to teach any course without pay.
B. In circumstances where an individual faculty member wishes to provide a course for
credit as a community service to the University on a volunteer basis the fac ul ty member
shall make this request to the Provost in \,\Titi ng.
C. The Provost and Association shall jointly review this request. Any proposed course as
described above requires approval from both the SEA and Provost. Decisions by the SEA
and/or Provost rejecting such a proposed course shall be final and may not be grieved.
D. This request shall only be approved when such teaching does not include:
l . courses that would normally be taught by the faculty member in question as part
of his or her norm al load.
2. cow·ses that would normall y be taught by other bargaining unit members.
E. Continuation of these courses shall be at the sole discretion of the bargaining unit
member with the approval of the University and the Association and may be canceled or
withdrawn at any time. These courses may not be canceled prior to the completion of the
semester.
F. The University may convert one or more courses that has been approved for volunteer
teaching at a later date into a non-voluntary course for which a faculty member receives
compensation pursuant to the then-existing CBA.
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ARTICLE 13. SUPPLEMENTAL ASSIGNMENTS

Academic Departments/Schools are those departments recognized and approved by the Board
of Trustees. For purposes of this Article, bargaining unit members refer to those faculty
identified in accordance with Article 5.
Administrative and coordination duties are assigned to bargaining unit members through
supplemental contracts and may include the roles of: department chairpersons, academic
program directors, graduate program direetors, academic program coordinators, clinical
coordinators, and other directors (non-departmental).
Section 1.

General Information - Department Chairpersons.

A. AJJ current chairpersons ,, i11 be paid for Ma) 2018- April 2019 term based on the 201520 I 8 CBA as folio\\ s:
Depru1ment Chairpersons shall be awarded a twelve ( 12) month supplemental contract
in the amount commensurate with experience as a department chairperson based on the
fol lowing schedule:
First 3-year term as Department Chairperson

$22,500/year

Second 3-year term as Department Cbajrperson

$25,000/year

Third 3-year term as Department Chairperson

$2 7,500/year

Remaining 3 year terms as Department Chairperson $30,000/year
B. Starting with the May 20 I 0- April .2010 tem1 Department Chairpersons sha Il be awarded a
twel ve ( 12) monll1 supplemental contract in the amount of $20.000.

C. Department Cllairpersoes sen•iRg in AY2015 16 who serYed in that role in AY2014 l 5 ar-id
whose acadeFB:ic year and summer supplemental Department Chairperson eontrnets
eKeeeded their placement 00: the aeo,.•e payment schedule w=ill eontinue to ee paid the same
amow:it as iB AY2014 15. This a-mooot will eontinue to ee 13aid U:Btil sueh time as the
individual's years of ser..tee as Department Chai-rpersoe 13laces him/her at a higher amow:it
per the aeo,•e 13ayment schedule.
D. Progression tk:rottgh the aeo•f'e pa)•ment schedule ,.¥ill eontinue as long as there is not a
ereak loHger than hvo terms.
E. This supplemental contract will terminate upon the incumbent·s departure from the position
of department chairperson.
F.

Department Chairpersons are expected to be available on campus and to perform department
chairperson responsibilities at least 20 hours per week during normal business hours
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(7:30a.m. - 6:30 p.m.), Monday through Friday, throughout the 12-month contract period,
including Winter break. A schedule shall be established for each semester with prior
approval of the Dean. These 20 hours shall be in addition to teaching (class, clinical, or lab
time), office hours, or other regular faculty responsibilities. Department C hairpersons are
not required to be on campus during spring break. Time away from campus on approved
University or departmental business will be considered work tin1e. Summer semester
schedules shall be approved four "'eeks in advance of the beginning of ummer Semester by
the Dean.
G. The department chairperson shall receive a course load reduction of twelve ( 12) contractual
Hours for the Ma) 20 18- April 2019 tern,.
H. The depa11111cnt chairperson shall recei\'e a course load reduction of nine (9) contract uni
hours for term commencing i\1a) 2019 or later.
I.

No individual may receive more than one (I) department chairperson supplementaJ contract
in any academic year.

J.

De partment Chairpersons may serve as an academic program director or graduate progFaffi
director at the higher supplementaJ contract amount for which they are eligible and will
receive an additional stipend of $2500 per year for their service in two roles.

K. This supplemental contract shall not be used in the computation of overload or other
compensation.
L. The department chairperson may also teach summer courses and receive additional
compe nsation as provided in Article 15. Time spent teaching is not included in the twenty
(20) hours per week on campus.
M,. Department Chairpersons will be pro,·ided eighty (80) hours or a,·ail:.lblc lea, e time upon

e,ecution of the chairperson supplemental contract to be a\'ailable for the 12 month (MayApril) contract period (prorated for a mid)ear appointment) At the begumiAg ofeaeh fa.JI
semester, departmeAt ehaiff)ersofls will be provided eighty (80) hours of available leave
time to be a:tw•ailable for the 12 FBORth eoAa=aet peFiod (prorated if appoiAtmeAt is mid

l.

This lea,•e does Aot aeerae and 0:A)' remaiBiAg l:l:fH:tseel leave balaflee shall Rot earry
o,·er from year to year. Leave requires prior approval by the Dean and may be used
during any break or when classes are not in session (excludes official University
holidays and spring break).

2.

This leave may be scheduled throughout the twelve-month contract period except that
during the summer semester department chairpersons are required to be present for
new-stude nt orientation dates and leave will typically not exceed two (2) consecutive
weeks. Time away from campus shall be scheduled to avoid conflict with assigned
teaching. Requests for additional consecutive vacation requires prior approval from the
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Dean. lfthe Chairperson resigns prior to the scheduled expiration of his/ her term. any
unused vacation time will be forfeited.

Section 2.

Department Chairperson's Responsibilities.

The department chairperson holds faculty rank and status and is a member of the bargaining
unit. He/she shall serve as a liaison between faculty and the administration and responsible for
the following duties:

A. CoordiAate aRd assist with the seleetioA of departmeAt faeulty; assist with the orieAtatioe of
new department faeulty; pro¥ide the Dean with feedbaek on iAstruetioeal performaRee of
departmeet non tenured (exeludes eontinuing eoetraet) faeulty; Leads and coordinates the
recruitment and selection of department faculty. by providing oversight and direction to
search chai rs and search committees:
B.

Leads the orientation of ne~ depanment faculty: provides the Dean with feedback on the
instructional performance of non-tenured (excludes continuing contract) faculty in the
depanment:

C . Leads the implementation of the promotion and tenure process in accordance with the CBA
Perform duties related to the promotioA and te,mre proeess as identified iA Artiele 11;
D. Leads the planning of scbool/depa11mental offerings through assessing needs and
recommending revisions in curricula. new degTee programs. library acquisitions. and
approaches to improve the deli\'ery of instruction.
E.

Leads faculty in generating Generate initial proposed course offerings that respond to the
scheduling needs of prospective and new students; the scheduling requests of faculty, and
submits course schedule recommendations to the Dean;

F.

Coordinate department advising with all applicable divisions· personnel. including
acceptance of majors, fulfillment of degree requirements, and assessment of equivalency
and transfer credits;

G.

Proposes changes to the budget and submits it to the Dean for approval. and oversees
implementation of the approved budget: Assist the Dean with the de;•elopmeAt and ongoi:Ag
mO:A:agement of department 01:1dgets;

H. Assist iR p lar~'liflg departmental offerings through assessiRg Reeds and reeom.meRdiRg
re.,·isions iR eurricula; Rew degree progra-ms, library aequisitioRs, and approaehes to
impro;•e the deliYery of iA:struetioA;

I.

Serve as the department representative for appropriate meetings;

J.

Coordinate the Department's outreach between the prospective students and programs and
courses to ensure student emollment decisions are completed effectively:
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K. Leads the Department/school initiatives to grov. the enrollment or swdems in the programs
in their assigned areas.

L.

Has primal) rcsponsibilit) to oversee the department facu lty in meeting their contractual
obligations (e.g. attendance. offi ce hours, and advising):

M. A. needed ma) provide guidance and assist in infonnal resolution~ of concerns to pre\'ent
them from reaching the level of a complaint that may lead to discipli ne:

N. Leads the department/ chool initiati,e~ in online programming and encourage~ facult) to
become qualified to teach onlinc.
0.

Encourages all farnlt) to pursue professional de, elopmcnt opportunities.

P.

Perform other assignments relevant to the department as assigned by the Dean, including
coordination assignments for department staff. These additional duties shall not include
directly supervising bargaining unit members, serving as an investigator, or applying
discipline.

Section 3.

Selection, Evaluation, and Early Removal of Department Chairs.

A. Term of Office
The department chairperson shall serve a three (3) year term and is eligible to serve
multiple consecutive terms. A department chairperson appointed after the start of an
academ ic year will complete that year and two (2) additional years of service. Chairperson
appointments terminate on the last day of spring semester of the last academic year of their
term.
B. Selection of Department Chairperson
1.

Prior to March I during the last year of a chairperson·s term, the Dean will solicit from
the department's bargaining unit members, names of individuals to be considered for
the chairperson position. [ndividuals may self-nominate or be nominated by others
within the department. Only tenured or continuing contract faculty members who meet
the academic requirements of relevant accrediting bodies are eligible fo r the
chairperson position. The Dean will compile a list of those nominated and meet with
department faculty to arrive at a mutually agreeable slate of candidates who meet the
eligibility requirements.

2.

The Dean will identify dates of the voting period which shall not be less than five (5)
consecutive workdays and will distribute the ballots containing the slate of candidates.
AU bargaining unit members wi ll be eligible to participate in the election of the
chairperson. The Dean and an SEA-appointed representative will tabulate election
results and make the results known to the faculty of the department. The Dean will
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then forward the selected candidate to the Provost for consideration and appointment.
The three (3) year term will begin on the first Monday following the end of final
exam week in the spring semester upon appointment by the Provost.
3.

N otwithstanding the number of votes cast, an individual must receive votes equal to or
greater than the majority of eligible voters to be elected chairperson. To be
considered valid, a baJiot must conform to instructions written on the ballot and clearly
indicate only one ( 1) choice from an1ong the names listed on the ballot. Write-in
candidates will not be considered. If no one receives a majority vote, a run-off election
between the two (2) candidates with the highest number of votes will be held.

4.

If the department faculty are unable to decide on a candidate by vote, the Dean may
appoint a chairperson from the slate of approved candidates to serve the three (3) year
term or appoint an individual. not necessari ly a bargaining unit member, to carry out
the duties of chair until the next election cycle. If the appointment is an individual not
included in the slate of approved candidates, the individual may serve no more than
one ( 1) year in this capacity without the support of a majority of the bargaining unit
members.

5.

If no faculty member consents to perm it his/her name to be on the ballot and a vacant
faculty line is not available within the department, the Dean may appoint an individual,
not necessarily a bargaining unit member, to carry out the duties of chairperson for the
remainder of the academic year. Upon completion of that year, a special election will
be held in which the appointee may stand for re-election. An individual may serve no
more than one (1) year in this capacity without the support of a majority of the
bargaining unit members. The Dean and an SEA-appointed representative will tabulate
the faculty vote.

6.

lf no faculty member consents to permit his/her name to be on the ballot and a vacant
faculty line is available within the department, a national search for a new faculty
member to serve as department chairperson may be initiated.
a.

The department faculty shall recommend individuals to serve on the search
committee and submit the list of names to the Dean who will establish tbe
committee.

b.

The search committee·s appointment and conduct shall be consistent with
University guidelines provided by the Human Resources department. A new
faculty member hired as department chairperson will be subject to reappointment
as department chairperson at the end of the three (3) year cycle specified above.

c.

An individual hired externally for the position of department chairperson shall be
a bargaining unit member and must m eet the criteria for the ranks of Associate
Professor or Professor upon hire. Upon successful completion of one term (three
(3) years) tbe department chairperson must apply and receive tenure to continue
in the position of department chairperson. The awarding of tenure shall be based
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upon the criteria of teaching excellence as reflected in Appendix A and will
follow the process below:
1.

11.

111.

The Dean arranges instructional observations by a professor from the
department or another department if a professor is not available,
The department chairperson will prepare a tenure application folder that will
provide evidence for meeting the criteiia for teaching excellence to the
College Promotion Committee (CPC),
The CPC will submit a recommendation to the Dean and will follow the same
process as the promotion and tenure process as identified in Article 11.

iv. If application for tenure is not made (unless extenuating circumstances outside
the control of the individual) or tenure is denied, the individual wi ll be subject
to non-renewal.
d.

A department chairperson employed as an Associate Professor having earned
tenure as described in par. 6 above and seeking promotion to Professor must
follow the promotion process identified in Article 11 .

C. Evaluation of Department Chairperson' s Administrative Function.
1.

Performance evaluations of department chairpersons will be conducted by the Dean
and faculty annually no later than six (6) weeks prior to the end of the spring te1m.

2.

Chairpersons will be evaluated on the basis of their performance of the duties listed in
this article. The annual department chairperson evaluation can be used to provide a
basis for improving the department chairperson·s performance, when necessary.

3.

Using the University's performance management system, the Dean will distribute a
chairperson evaluation instrument to faculty no later than six weeks prior to the end of
the spring semester. The Dean will discuss the faculty evaluations and his/her own
evaluation with the chairperson privately before dissemination to the facu lty. The Dean
will use results of the evaluation to develop a plan for improvement when appropriate.
The Deans will COfl','eRe a re13reseRtati 1, e gFOl:lfl of De13w1ment Chai:rpersons and an
SEA a1313oieted represeatath•e to revie:i,i,• and revise the existing e•,cah,mtioA instfl:lBleet.
1

4.

Evaluation of the department chairperson s teaching effectiveness will be conducted as
provided in Article 14 and shall not be addressed in the administrative evaluation.

D . Early Removal of Department Chairperson.

1.

The process for early removal of a department chairperson may be initiated by either a
majority of the department faculty, or the Dean, as follows:
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a.

Department Initiated:
1.

11.

b.

lf prior to the triennial election, two-thirds 2/3 of departmentaJ bargaining unit
members petition the dean in writing, stating reasons that warrant removal,
the
Dean will investigate the complaints, consult with the faculty. and decide on
removal of the chair.

If, in response to the annual evaluation, two-thirds (2/3) of departmental
bargaining unit members indicate that they do not support continuation of the
individual in the department chairperson position, the process for selecting a
new department chairperson will begin as soon as possible.

Dean Initiated:
The Dean may discuss deficiencies in performance with the department
chairperson at any time and provide the department chairperson with a written
notice of improvement. If performance does not improve as provided in the
notice the Dean may submit a recommendation of removal to the Provost.

E. Temporary Replacement of Department Chairperson on Leave of Absence (LOA) or MidTerm Resignation.
1.

2.

Leave of Absence
a.

Chairpersons may be granted a leave of absence from administrative duties by the
Dean.

b.

If a leave of absence is granted, the Dean will appoint a temporary replacement
after consultation with the department faculty.

~-

The temporary replacement shall serve through the duration of the LOA.

Mid-term resignation
a.

lf a chairperson voluntarily resigns from administrative duties, the Dean will
appoint a temporary replacement after consultation with the department faculty
and begin the process for electing a new chair as soon as possible. The newly
elected chair will begin a new 3-year term.

b.

The temporary replacement shall serve for the remainder of the current academic
year or upon the election of the new chairperson.
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Section 4.

Academic Program Directors (l nclutling Graduate Program Directors).

(Includes fonner Health Sciences Program Leaders. This does not include Directors of the GEP.
Honors Program, etc.)
A. Academic Program Directors shall be awarded a twelve (12) month supplemental contract
in the amount commensurate with experience as an academic program director based on the
following schedule for the te1m of May 2018 - April 2019:

B.

First three years as Academic Program Director

$ I 8,000/year

4 - 6 years as Academic Program Director

$20,000/year

7 - 10 years as Academic Program Director

$22,000tyear

11 years as Academic Program Director

$25,000/year

tarting with the May 2019- April 2020 tem1 Academic Program Directors hall be
awarded a twehe ()2) month supplemental contract in the amount of$18.000.

C. Academfo Progratn Directors ser1riflg in AY2015 16 1,•Alo served in that role in AY20 l 4 15
and whose academ:ic year and sU:FRmer supplemental 1\cademic Program Director coRtracts
exceeded their placement on the abo•,re paymeet schedule w:ill coB:tiflue to be pa,i-d the same
amount as in AY2014 15. This liffl0l:lflt will coetiflue to be paid uetil such time as the
indi1ridual's years of service as Academic Program Director places himlher at a higher
amolHlt per the abo1t1e payment schedule.
D. Progression throagb the abo't·e paymeet schedule Vt'ill contieue as l.ong as there is not a
break longer than t\¥0 terms.
E.

This supplemental contract terminates upon the incumbent's departure from the position as
academic program director. Since accrediting and licensing bodies prescribe specific
credentials for academic program directors in the health professions, the program director
will be appointed by the Dean with the recommendation of the department chairperson and
faculty in the program area.

F.

In the case of a vacancy, internal candidates with appropriate credentials will be given first
consideration for appointment as academic program director.

G. Academic Program Directors are expected to be available on campus and to perform
academic program director responsibiljties at least 20 hours per week during normal
business hours (7:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.), Monday through Friday, throughout the 12-month
contract period, including Winter break. A schedule shall be established for each semester
with prior approval of the Deari. These 20 hours shall be in addition to teaching (class,
clinical, or lab time), office hours, or other regular faculty responsibilities. Academic
program directors are not required to be on campus during spring break. Time away from
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campus on approved University or departmental business will be considered work time.
Summer semester schedules shall be approved four weeks in advance of the summer
semestl.!r by the Dean.

14-:- Academic Program Directors will be provided eighty ( 80) hours of available leave time

upon execution of the program director·s supplemental contract to be available for the 12
month (May-April) contract period (prorated to a midyear appointment) At the begiRniRg
of each fall semester, academic program directors 1i¥ill be provided eighty(80) how:s of
available leave ti:me to be a1t•ailable fer the 12 month contract f)eriod (prorated if
apf)ointment is mid year).
1.

This leave does not accrue and any remaining unused leave balance shall not carry
over from year to year. Leave requires prior approval by the department chairperson
and may be used during any break or when classes are not in session (excludes official
University holidays and spring break).

2.

This leave may be scheduled throughout the twelve-month contract period except that
during the summer semester academic program directors are eM.pected required to be
present for new-student orientation dates and leave will typically not exceed two (2)
consecutive weeks. Time away from campus should be scheduled to avoid conflict
with assigned teaching. Requests for additional consecutive vacation requires prior
approval from the Department Chairperson. If the Program Director resigns prior to
the scheduled expiration of his/her term. any unused vacation time "\-\ill be forleited.

I.

No individual may receive more than one (1) supplemental contract under this Article in
any academic year except as noted in Section 1. H. of this Article.

J.

The supplement shall not be used in the computation of overload or other compensation.

K. The academic program director shall receive a course load reduction of six (6) contractual
hours per academic year. During the years in which accreditation activity is significant or
other major project work is necessary, additional three (3) hours of release time up to a
total of nine (9) contractual hours per academic year may be approved by the Dean.
L.

The academic program director may teach summer courses and receive additional
compensation as provided in Article 15. Time spent teaching is not included in the twenty
(20) hours per week on campus.

M. Academic Program Directors are expected to perform administrative duties consistent
with the requirements set forth by their accrediting bodies and the Dean and/or
Department Chairperson. Responsibilities will include:
1.

Assist with the recruitment and retention of program students; plan and manage the
assigned program processes, including course offerings, advising, recommending
needs for the program' s budget, etc.;
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2.

Assist with the selection of new program faculty and staff following University
guidelines; assist with new facu lty and staff orientation and development;

3.

Evaluate program effectiveness and provide recommendations for improvement and
growth; conduct program faculty instructional evaluations as required by accreditation
standards (will not supervise faculty), etc.;

4.

Maintain and manage accreditation processes, coordinate site visits, prepare reports.
and select and maintain clinical site affiliations or internship sites and agreements:

5.

Proposes change to the budget and submit:.- it to the: Chair for apprO\ al. and o, ersces
implementation the apprm cd budget.

or

N. Evaluation of Academic Program Director's Administrative Function.
1.

Performance evaluations of academic program directors will be conducted by the Dean
and faculty annually no later than six (6) weeks prior to the end of the spring term.

2.

Academic Program Directors will be evaluated on the basis of their performance of the
duties listed in this article. The annual evaluation can be used to provide a basis for
improving the academic program director' s performance, when necessary.

3.

Using the University's performance management system, the Dean will distribute an
evaluation instrument to faculty and the department chairperson no later than six
weeks prior to the end of the spring semester. The Dean will discuss the faculty
evaluations and his/her own evaluation with the academic program director privately
before dissemination to the faculty. The Dean will use results of the evaluation to
develop a plan for improvement when appropriate.

a.

The Deans Nill eoe¥efle a FepFeseRmti ,'e gfOl:lp of Department ChairpeFsons,
Aeadem-ic PFogFam Di:reetoFs. aRd aR SHA appoimed repFesefttati,,e to de,·elop an
e,,aluation i-estnlrnent.
1

1

4.

Evaluation o f the academic program director' s teaching effectiveness wi ll be
conducted as provided in Article 14 and shall not be addressed in the administrative
evaluation.

5.

The Dean may discuss deficiencies in performance with the academic program director
at any time and provide the academic program director with a written notice of
improvement. If the academic program director does not improve performance as
provided in the notice the Dean may submit a recommendation of removal to the
Provost.
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Seetiee S.

Graduate Program Direeters.

A. Gfaduate Prngram DirectofS are appoieted by tfle Dean, report to a deprn=tment chairpersoe,

and will fecei,,e six (6) contractl:lal hel:H's of release time dl:lfift.g the academic year.

8. Graduate Program Directofs shall be awafded a twelve ( 12) fBORth supplemental coetract in
the amot:1nt cemrnensw=ate ,¥it:h experience as a gradt:1aie pfegram directof based en the
following sCB:edule:

$20,000/)•ear
$22,000/year
$24 ,000/year
$27,000/year

First t:Bfee years as Graduate Prngram Director
4 6 years as Graduate Program Directof
7 l Oyears as Graduate Program Difector
11 -+- years as Graduate Program Director

C. Graduate Program Directors sefYing in AY2015 16 1,vho ser.·ed Hl: that role ie AY2014 l S

and whose academic year and summer sopplefBeetal Graduate Program Directef contracts
eKceeded theif placement 00 the above payment schedule vlill continue to be paid the same
amount as in AY2014 15. Th-is amooot v,r-ill continue to be paid lHlti1 sueh time as the
H1divid1:ial's years of service as Graduate Program Directof places him/1:!er at a higher
amol:lflt per the above paymeAt scl=iedt:1le.

D. Progression through the abo 1,•e payment schedule •nill eontiaue as loflg as there is not a
break loeger than two terms.
£.

No individual may receive more than one (1) supplemental contract ueder this A ..--tiele in
ooy academic year except as noted in Section 1. H. of this Article.

f.

Th-is supplement shall not he used in the eomputa{ion of overload or other eompeesation.

G. This supplemental coetraet terminates upon the i:Acun1bent' s departure from the position as
graduate program dii:eetor.

H. Gradt1ate program directors are expected to be aYailabJe on CaA'lpus ood to pel'form
graduate pfogram: director responsibilities at least 20 hol:lfs per 1Neek during noffilai
blisiBess hours (7:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m.), Monday through Friday, throl:igbout the 12 month
eontracl peri0d, including Winter brealc. A sehedu:le shall be established for each semester
with prior appro,,al of the Dean. These 20 hours shall he in addition to teaching (c1ass,
elinical, or lae ti1:r1e), offiee hours, or ether regular faculty respoRsibilities. Graduate
pregi'am directofs are not reqHired to be on campus dw=iBg spring break. Tiffie a·way from
campus on appfoved UAi1t'ersity or departmental business .vill be considered work time.
Summer semester sehedttles shall be appro-.•ed in ad1t•a0ce by the Dean.
1

L

The graduate program direetof may also teach Sl:ifftffter courses ood receive additional
eompensatioR as pro¥ided in Article 15. Time speHt teaching js not included ia the tweety
(20) hours a,•ernge per \\'eek on campus.
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a.

The Deans ·will eonYene a representati,•e groUf) of Department Chairpersons,
Graduate Program Directors, and an SEA appoiflted represent:ati\•e to de,•elop an
evaluation instrument.

4.

61,•aluation of the graduate program Gi:reetor' s teaching effecti¥eness wjll be eondueted
as pro:vided in Article 14 and shall not be addressed i:0 tee admi:rustrati,,.e e>raluation.

5.

The Dean may discuss deficiencies in performance wita the gradl:fate program director
at aHY time and provide the grad1:1ate program director with a written notice of
impro,•ernent. If the graduate program direetor does B-Ot irnproYe perforrnaHee as
pro1lided in the notice the Dean may submit a reeommendation ofremoYal to the
Pro,·ost.

Section 6.

Academic Program Coordinators, Clinical Coordinators and University
College Developmental Directors.

A. Academic Program Coordinators, Clinical Coordinators and University College
Developmental Directors are bargaining unit members recommended by the department
chairperson or academic program director to the Dean except University College
Developmental Directors that report to the Dean. These coordinators/directors will be
identified and appointed annually by the Dean with recommendation of the bargaining unit
members in the specific program area.

B. The assigned duties are varied and may include, but will not be limited to: assisting in
faculty staffing decisions, textbook selections for adjuncts, program review, clinical site
coordination, evaluation and recommendation of retention of adjuncts in the program,
feedback concerning the retention of FT!s in the program, and other duties which are
germane to the program as assigned by the department chairperson or academic program
director in consultation with the faculty in that program. Academic program Coordinators
and Clinical Coordinators will not supervise other bargaining unit members.
C. Academic Program Coordinators, clinical coordinators, and University College (UC)
Developmental Program Directors may be awarded a stipend and/or course load reduction
for duties as assigned by the department chairperson or academic program director with
approval of the Dean. The stipend amount will not exceed $ 1,500 per semester. This
stipend shall not be included in calculation for workload or overload. Any approved course
load reduction shall be consistent with accreditation standards where applicable.

Section 7.

Other (Non-Departmental) Directors.

A. The Provost may appoint directors for non-departmental assignments. It is understood that
these assignments may be staffed by bargaining unit members as determined by the
Provost. Such bargaining unit members will be compensated based upon such factors as:
numbers of students enrolled or impacted by the program, the complexity of the assignment
or program, variety of programming and/or service activities, experience and credentials of
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the individual, etc.

B. The Provost and Deans will jointly review the allocation of compensation including release
time for non-departmental director assignments with the SEA and UFS to ensure
consistency and internal equity based upon the above factors.
C. The Provost and Deans will also review the governance structure with the SEA and UFS to
ensure that appropriate faculty oversight is present for the following programs: Teaching
and Leaming Center, Academic Assessment, Celebration of Scholarship, Honors Program,
English Composition, the Writing Center, the General Education Program, the Adjunct
Academy. These oversight committees may be integrated into the UFS committee
structure upon the recommendation and acceptance of the UFS.
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ARTICLE 14. EVALUATIONS AND WORKING CONDITIONS

Section 1.

Student Evaluations of Instruction.

A. Bargaining unit members shall be evaluated in alJ classes during all semesters including
online and blended distance learning courses. Exceptions for student evaluations will
typically include: lab and clinical experiences requiring only supervision rather than direct
instruction, individual research or a low enrollment course (5 or fewer) in which the
anonymity of the student(s) cannot be guaranteed. A faculty member may utilize a form
that is appropriate for clinical evaluations as needed for accreditation purposes.

B. Procedure

1.

The University shall provide online student evaluation material to the faculty member
for d1stribution by the faculty member to the class. Any exceptions to the following
evaluation process shall be approved by the Dean:
a.

Student evaluation of instruction will be conducted during the two (2) weeks prior
to the final exam for the courses taught.

b.

In no case may student evaluations be conducted during a class period in which a

c.

If evaluations are performed in the classroom, faculty members will remain outside

final exam is administered.

the classroom during the evaluation process.

C. The University will encourage the use and sharing of best practices by bargaining unit
members for online and blended course evaluations.

D. The University shall provide the faculty member, department chair, and the Dean with the
tabulated results and written comments by the third week of the following semester. If the
faculty member questions the accuracy of the results, the SEA President or designee and a
representative of the University shall meet to review the results.
E.

F.

Follow-up

1.

The chairperson will review the results of student evaluations of all non- tenured
bargaining unit members and wscuss the results with the faculty member.

2.

If evaluations of a tenured or continuing contract faculty member indicate a lack of
teaching effectiveness over two or more semesters, the Dean in consultation with the
Department Chairperson, will determine if follow up and support are necessary "' hich
may include post-tenure review in Article I I.

Student Evaluation Instrument: Both parties recognize that review and revision of student
evaluation forms and development of new forms for other courses may be necessary. The
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adoption of new forms or changes to evaluation forms shall be negotiated between the
University and Association. The Association shall consult UFS and Student Government
Association in this process.
G. AU evaluations shall be completed anonymously. The University will take reasonable steps
to ensure only enrolled students are able to submit a single evaluation per student.
Section 2. Distance Learning Course E, 1aluation .

All distance learning courses shall be subject to the same student evaluation requirements as
traditional courses including completion of the University approved student evaluation
instrument (which may be administered online).
I.

2.

Student evaluations shall include additional questions pertinent to online and blended
distance learning courses as follows:
a.

clarity of course content

b.

level of interactivity via e-mail, chat rooms, discussion boards, the electronic drop
box, or other means

c.

appropriate use of outside links

d.

sequencing of material within the course

e.

overall design and content of the course

f.

ease of navigation through the course

g.

relatedness of course materials to course syllabus

h.

appropriateness of amount of material in relation to the level of the course

1.

any other areas related to distance learning

Evaluation by the Dean, Chair, Program Director or a representative of the Mentoring
Committee provided for in this Agreement shall occur as follows:
a.

In-class evaluators will be given access to the course site at the student level (not
the instructor level).

b.

In-class evaluators will be given access to course sites for three (3) consecutive
workdays.

c.

The instructor of the course will be notified a minimum of two (2) days in advance
of evaluation.
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d.

In-class evaluators will not copy course content or disseminate access to the course
site to others without the express written consent of the instructor and/or developer
of the course. Violations will be addressed through the informal and formal
processes in Article 18.

Section i. 3. In-class Evaluations.
A:- In-class admjnistrative performance evaluations will be conducted by the Dean or the

Department Chairperson, or Program Director of aJl non-tenured faculty members without
continuing contract status at least once a year with two (2) days prior notice, as follows:

B. As part of the promotion and tenure review process, one ( 1) member of the Mentoring
Committee may conduct in-class evaluations of tenure-track faculty members.
C. The Dean, Department Chairperson, Program Diret:tor. ur a member of the Post-Tenure
Reviev,, Committee member of the Meatormg Comrnittee may conduct in class evaluations
of tenured faculty members-or of faculty members with continuing contract as part of the
post-tenure review process (see Article 11) where relevant. This evaluation shall be
coordinated with the faculty member.

Section J. 4. Safety and Security.
Faculty will report to the University Safety Committee a ll matters regarding safety and/or
hazardous conditions of which they are aware associated with the workplace.
A.

All hazardous equipment used in classrooms and laboratories by students and faculty must
have appropriate safety devices readily accessible, i.e., safety glasses, and/or other personal
safety equipment, for each piece of hazardous equipment. The faculty member shall not
permit the use of such equipment if the safety devices are lacking.

B. The University agrees to provide timely, appropriate training to bargaining unit members
who are required to perform duties which involve potential hazards to safety and health.
C. A central source for assistance and information will be available on campus until l 0:00 p.m.
on those evenings classes are scheduled.

D. Laboratories where chemical odors are or may be present which can irritate the eyes. nose.
throat, and/or skin must have sufficient ventilation to protect all occupants of the laboratory
and all persons within the confines of any building which may be affected.
E. The University through the Safety Committee will provide reasonable access to adequate
first aid kit(s) for each workspace and/or classroom. The kit(s) will be maintained in
designated locations and inspected periodically or upon notification of use, and wi11 be
replenished as needed.
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F.

The University shall adhere to the applicable clinical faculty student ratio required by
accreditation/ licensure standards for safety purposes. Program Directors are responsible for
providing the Department Chairperson the current faculty student ratio.
4

G. The University will follow its blood borne pathogens policy ( BO r Pnlic} 5.21).
H. Student enrollments in laboratory classes will not exceed the ma,ximum number of student
lab spaces avai !able as determined by the Office of the Provost.

I.

Unless there is a clearly demonstrable space need, non-science classes shall not be
scheduled in laboratory classrooms.
Faculty will report to the University-wide Safety & Security Committee and/or to
University safety or seel:lrity Oepartm~nt of Puhlic nf'ct) staff regarding any unsafe,
hazardous condition or event, or matters of security as soon as they become aware 0f them.
or obserYe.

K. Bargaining unit members shall be afforded protection within reason from interference,
coercion, discrimination, or reprisal for filing an internal report to the proper University
administrative officer or director regarding an unsafe or unhcalth~ M condition(s).
L.

SEA shall have two (2) appointments to the relevant committee that addresses safety and
security matters.

Section 4.

Use of University Facilities.

Except for emergency closings deemed necessary by the University President or designee, fulltime faculty members shall have 24-hour. 365-day access to their offices and other facilities for
University-related professional activities. Bargaining unit members cannot use their offices as
living facilities.
Section S.

Personnel Files.

A. The University shall maintain in the Office of the Provost one official personnel file for
each bargaining unit member. All documents placed in this personnel file shall be dated and
signed by the University official authorized to do so. The bargaining unit member shall be
sent a stamped copy of the document at the time of placement and shall have opportunity to
add his/her written statement as an attachment to any document in such file.
B. The official personnel file shall be the only file used for disciplinary decisions under this
Agreement except for disputes involving pay or ]eave of absence records that are retained in
the personnel files in the Department of Human Resources.
C. Other Personnel Files and investigative Files.
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1.

F iles will be maintained in Human Resources containing copies of contracts and
supplemental contracts, rates of pay, sick day lcaYe accumulation, and other payroll,
tax, and fringe benefit infonnation.

2.

A file may be maintained by #le-any University investigating official containing
infonnation collected during an investigation into a formal complaint, sexual
harassment charges, ethics complaint,, iolation of Universit) policy. or alleged illegal
activity and will be subject to the University's retention schedule or as directed by
federal or state laws.

3.

Unofficial or working ftles maintained by the Department Chairs or Deans shall not be
used for disciplinary matters and copies of such records other than personal notes will
be provided upon request of the bargaining unit member.

4.

The dean shall maintain records of informal actions in his/her office. After a period of
two years, the Bargaining Unit member may request the removal of records of informal
actions (coaching, advisory letters, or verbal warnings), that are not grievable, from the
Dean's file. This request shall not be unreasonably denied. A reasonable denial may
include but is not Ii,nited to. legal requirements to maintain records. other than those
records related to allegatioes of diserim:iaa-tioR proh:ibited by state or fedefa-1 law.

D. Access to Files. The bargaining unit member shall have access at reasonable times to
his/her personnel file(s), and may have an Association representative present while
reviewing his/her file. These files may be reviewed in the Provost' s Office or Department of
Human Resources in the presence of a representative from that office. Each bargaining wlit
member shall have the right to obtain from the University a copy of any document
contained within his/her fi le(s). The University will provide one copy free of charge but
may charge a reasonable fee for additional copies.

Section 6.

Electronic Media.

A. Official personnel file(s) may be electronically scanned w ithjn the University's established
electronic imaging record-keeping system in accordance with filing and retrieval procedures
instituted within the applicable department. Both parties shall strictly comply with all the
laws governing electronic surveillance and access of electronic information.

B. Telephone conversations, electronic communications (including e-mails), oral

communications, and University offices of faculty shaU be subject to a reasonable degree of
privacy. The University will not monitor or intercept such communications, or intrude upon
faculty offices, without a determination by the President of the University, or a relevant
investigating officer, that such communications are of reasonable probative value to an
investigation. Such communications shall be subject to the academic freedom provisions
identified in Article 7. Bargaining unit members will comply with provisions of University
policies addressing campus computer and network use. Both parties recognize that such
communications may be subject to legal discovery or public records requests.
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C.

Telephone and oral communications between and among SEA and SSU employees and
Trustees which are recorded without all parties' permission shall not be used in any
grievance or arbitration.

D. This article does not restrict either party from using documents that are legally obtained
through the Ohio Public Records Act in grievances or arbitrations.

Section 7.

A

Professional Development and Required Training.

Professional Development.

1.

The University encourages the continued professional and intellectual development
activities of faculty members. This development may incorporate a number of
individualized programs which may require adjustments in schedules.

2.

Flexible Scheduling. Upon approval by the Department Chair and Dean and ,vhcn
compatible with operational needs, a bargaining unit member' s assignment may be
adjusted during the year ( including summer) to permit time to pursue advanced course
work. This adjustment may include a heavier load during a particular term(s) and/or
specific assignments during the summer term. Flexible schedules might also include
two or three day assignments, or morning or afternoon schedules. Where appropriate,
all assignments would be in agreement with the current Agreement with regard to
faculty workload expectations.

8. Required Training
1.

The University will provide timely, appropriate training to bargaining unit members to
ensure awareness of Board of Trustees' policies and procedures, federal. and state
regulations related to anti-discriminateey-ion laws, environmental health, safety, and
security. Training on these matters is mandatory for all employees including faculty
members. Repeated failure 10 participate in these training assignments will trigger the
initiation or disciplinary action .
The academic year shall include an annual faculty professional day as scheduled by the
Provost Office. This day may include academic updates. college-v. ide meeting and
depaiiment meet ings. and an SE/\ meeting. inell¾des in service fael¾lty oriefltation
aeti•t'ities that shall be sehedwed of! the academic calefldar. All bargaining unit
members are reql¾ired encouraged to attend. unless 0fl appro,.•ed leave or class

schedules will conflict. The Office of t.hc Pro¥ost rnul the Ufli't•ersity Faculty Sef!ate
will eoF1¥eee ajoiet coffifl'littce to de¥elop art a-geF1da.

3.

AIJ UB:i•,•ersity employees including facwty members All Bargaining unit members will
adhere to Board of Trustee policies and procedures related to federal, state regulations,
safety, health and security matters (e.g., non-discrimination & harassment, blood-borne
pathogens, Infectious and Communicable Diseases, drug-free workplace, etc.)
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Section 8.

Committee Membership.

A. Academic Calendar: The University shall develop the academic calendar in consultation
with the Association, which will be involved from the onset of the process. The Association
shall appoint two (2) representatives to work with the administration in development of the
calendar.

B. The Association shall have the right to appoint one ( 1) member to search committees
established for the purpose of selecting any administrative officer in the academic area at
the level of Chair and above including the President. if ehairs are not ia the bargaining 1:1eit
if eeairs are administfati11e, and Dean or aboi,•e.

Section 9.

Tobacco and Other Smoke Products and Drug-Free Workplace.

A. Smoking of any product (including e-cigarettes) and the use of smokeless tobacco products
are prohibited as provided in University policies. Smoking and the use of smokeless
tobacco products shall be prohibited in all vehicles owned or leased by the U niversity or
groups and organizations connected with the University.
B. The University and the Association agree that it is their mutual goal to achieve and
maintain a drug-free workplace in accordance with federal law (ref. Article 18).

Section 10. Consulting and External Employment.
A. Bargaining unit members shall be permitted to engage in limited consulting or speaking
related to the bargaining unit member's areas of professional expertise so long as these
activities do not interfere with the University' s educational mission and the bargaining unit
member·s teaching assignment. In doing so, bargaining unit members may make limited
and reasonable use of University resources.
B.

Bargaining unit members shall be permitted to engage in limited external employment so
long as these activities do not interfere with the U niversity' s educational mission and the
bargaining unit member·s teaching assignment. ln doing so, bargaining unit members
should shall not utilize University resources for this external work.

C . In all instances, the bargaining unit member will provide prior notification to the
Chairperson and the Dean, prov iding assurances that the external assignment will not
conflict with assigned duties at the University and will not create a conflict of interest.
betvreea assignments.
D. Prior to taking on any consulting or external cmplo> ment. the bargaining unit member v\.ill
complete and submit to the Chai rperson/ Dean a Conflict of Interest form.
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ARTICLE 15. UNIVERSITY FUNDED SALARY SYSTEM

Section 1.

Initial Salary Placement.

A. Beginning salaries at initial appointment of bargaining unit members in accordance with
Article 9 will be based upon the candidate's degree and applicable experience by Rank as
recommended by the Dean and approved by the Provost and SEA President. The newly
hired bargaining unit member's saJary shall be placed within the lnitial Salary Placement
Table as fo llows:
Initial SaJary Placement Table

,.,.

o.. ct

1-<4

4-<1

8-<10

Professor

68,255

70,388

72,521

74,654

76.787

Associate Professor

55,543

57,278

59,014

60,750

62,486

Assistant Professor

47, 161

48,634

50, 108

51 ,582

53,056

Sr. Instructor

39,976

41 ,225

42,474

43,724

44,973

Instructor

39,300

40,528

41 ,756

42,985

44,213

•n

yea...

B. In limited circumstances and onJy with recommendation of the Dean and prior approval of
the Provost and SEA President, a newly employed bargaining unit member who possesses
exceptional teaching or applicable experience (more than IO years) may receive a salary that
exceeds the maximum rate reflected on the above Initial Salary Placement Table.
C.

For lacult) hi red at a rank abo, e /\ ·sistant Professor. placement on the initial salar) table
shall be based only on years in the rank to which they arc being hired at their previous
insr.itution.

D. For the purposes of initial salary calculation ne,, I) emrloyed bargaining unit members·
experience shall be reduced by one ( 1) 1ear for every ) ear that continuing bargaining unit
members do not recei, c a step increase.
E. All newly employed bargaining unit members will transition from the Initial Salary
Placement Table to the Continuing Faculty Salary Table 2015 2018 beginning with their
second year of employment. Such placement will be at the next step closest to the starting
salary that provides an increase and follow provisions identified in Section 2.
F.

OA:ly ne,.vly employed bargainieg 1:1:nit members beginning full semester 2015 2016:
Starting salaries will be in aoeordllftee with the aboYe Initial Salary Plaeemeet Table.
Ho•.¥e,.•er, no bargaining unit member ·.viii reeeive less thllfl the agreed upon salary iH
his/her AY15 16 employment offer letter.

Section 2.

Salary for Continuing Bargaining Unit Members.

A. Effeeti•,•e full semester AY15 16, the University will~ continue using the following
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salary table based on AAUP East North Central Baccalaureate Institution Average Salary
per Rank fro m 20 15.
B. Step A on the table shall be 80% of the average salary per rank in the above report. Steps
shall increase by approximately 2.5% to 100% in Step I.
C. This table shaJ I apply to all bargaining unit members continuing employment from AY 18-21:
Continuing Faculty Salary Table - 20 18-202 1
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Sr. Instructor
Instructor

8

$70,388
$57,278
$48,634
$41,225
$40,528

D

C
$72,521
$59,014
$50,108
$42,474
$41,756

$74,654
$60,750
$51,582
$43,724
$42,985

e

$76,787
$62,486
$53,056
$44,973
$44,213

F

$78,720
$64,021
$54,530
$46,222
$45,441

G
$80,853
$65,757
$56,003
$47,471
$46,669

H

$82,986
$67,493
$57,477
$48,721
$47,897

D. Academic year salary adjustments for continuing bargaining unit members shall be as
folJows:
1.

Academic Year 20 I8-2019 and Academic Year 20 I9-20 ( Years 1 and 2)
a.

All continuing bargaining unit members employed at SSU as of the beginning of
AY 18-1 9 ( fall semester) shal I:
1.

11.

Receive no increase to his/her A Y I 7-1 8 annual base pay.
For initial salary calculation of newly employed bargaining unit members this
shalI be considered a loss or one {1) step per year.

m. Be plaeed Ofl the abo·,e Continuing P:aet:1lty Salary Table 2015 2018
eonsidering the years in rank:

H '.

2.

(a). Step A

1 4 years ifl: rank at SSU

(b). Step C

5 9 years in rank at SSU

(e). Step E

l 0 or more )'ears in rank at SSU

If a bargaining lffiit member' s salary (after the 2% i:Herease in a. abo¥e)
e:1rneeds the step that represents their el:HTeflt years iR rank at SSU, s/he shall
be plaeed at the salary step elosest to their adjt:1sted A.YI 4 l 5 salary (that
pro:Yides Ofl: inerease).

Academjc Year 2020-202 I {Year 3)
Bargaining unit members· salary increases \-\ill be based on enrollment of full Lime
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I
$85,119
$69,228
$58,951
$49,970
$49,125

equivaJent students excluding student::. cm on-line programs at the 15-c.iay count ur full
semester according to the following table:
Salary

Enrollm~nt FTE

No increase

Less than 3099

Lump sum $750
St~p ---i- $750 lump sum

3100-3299
3300 or above

a.

Those bargaining ueit members 1Nho eompleted 5 years in rank at SSU in AYl 5 16
11,lfill ae moved to step C (85%) v,ithl:a their rank, llfl:less they are already abo•,e th.is
step; those who eompleted 10 years in rank at SSU wm be moved to step E (90%)
within their rank, unless the)' are already above this step.

b.

Bargaini-Hg unit members •.vith salaries aaove the m(½)(HnlHll step for their rank of
the abo1t1e Contieuieg Faeulty Salary Taele 2015 2018 (abm•e step I) will reeeiye a
1.5% ieerease to ms/her AY15 16 base.

c.

All eontiewng AY 17 18 barga-ini,ng l±Bit memaers shall mo11,•e one step in the
Continwng faeuJty Salary Table 2015 2018 mrnept as iaerttified in par. 3. b. or 3.
e. below.

d.

Those bargaining unit members •Nho eompletea 5 years in raak at SSU in A:Y 16
17 ,•t'ill be movecl to step C (85%) within their rank, unless they are already abo•,e
thls step; those who completed 10 years in rank at SSU ,Ifill be mo11,•ed to step E
(90%) with.in their rank, unless they are already abo1t1e this step.
1

e.

Section 3.

Bargaini:A:g UB:it members with salaries abo11,•e the ma-JcirnUFB: step for their rank of
the abo11e Continwng Faeulty Salary Table 2015 2018 (000 1, e step I) will recei1,'e a
1. 5% inerease to his/-her AYl 6 17 base.
Promotion.

A. Each bargaining unit member who is promoted in academic rank in accordance with Article
l 1 for tenure track and Article IO for non-tenure track during the term of this Agreement
shall be placed at the minimum step for the new rank, or the step at the new rank that
provides at least a (5%) increase for the applicable academic year. This adjustment will
occur at the beginning of the next academic year and will apply in lieu of the normal step
adjustment as identified in Section 2. B.
B.

Bargaining unit members whose salaries are above the maximum salary of the new rank
upon promotion will receive 5% of the current base salary.
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Section 4.

Exceptions to the University Funded Salary System.

With University President approvaJ, endowed chairs and faculty salaries may be supplemented
from extemaJ sources including funds granted to Shawnee State University Development
Foundation (SSUDF) and other foundations for that purpose. These supplements are not
considered within the scope of the University funded salary system and will be based upon the
tem1s of their award.

Section 5.

Overload.

A. Overload assignments must be approved in advance by the Provost or designee. No
bargaining unit member shall be required to accept an overload assignment.

B. Whenever a faculty member agrees to overload teaching, the Dean shall provide the faculty
member written confirmation that the overload assignment has been approved prior to
teaching the course.

C. The opportunity to teach an overload course shall be offered equitably among bargaining
unit members based upon the academic discipline or subject area, required credentiaJs, and
experience, as detem1ined by the department chairperson.
0 . Any contractual hours above twenty-four (24) for tenured, tenure-track, or continuing
contract or thirty (30) contractuaJ hours for full-time instructors (non-tenure-track) assigned
for the academic year shall also be considered overload.
E.

For the purpose of calculating overload, faculty members hired mid-academic year or on an
approved leave of absence shaJl be presumed to have had a workload of twelve ( 12)
contractuaJ hours, or fifteen ( 15) contractual hours for ful I-time instructors, for any
academic term they are absent.

F.

All overload compensation will be based on a twenty-four (24) contractual hour year for
tenured, tenure track and continuing contract bargaining unit members and a thirty (30)
contractual hour year for full-time instructors (non-tenure track). Visiting faculty wiLI be
based on twenty-four (24) contractuaJ hours.

G. Compensation for overload will be a standard credit-hour rate by rank (not including
stipends or other adjustments), as follows:

$ I ,425 per credit hour
$ I ,350 per credit hour
$1 ,225 per credit hour
$1 ,150 per credit hour
$1,025 oer credit hour

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Sr. Instructor
Instructor
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H. Bargaining unit members who have a 23 hour or less yearly workJoad for more than one
consecutive year may be assigned an additional course for which they are qualified to teach
by tbe Dean at I 00% of their hourly rate for any hours above 24 for the year. No
bargaining unit member may be assigned more than two (2) additional workload hours for
the year. The bargaining unit member may not refuse such assignment.

J.

The Dean's office shall submit the approved overload for each bargaining unit member (on
a supplemental pay remittance document) to the Payroll department no later than the 10th
week of the spring semester. The supplemental pay for the academic year overload wi ll be
remitted on the last regular payroll of the academic year.

Section 6.

Course Preparations.

A. A course preparation shal l be defined as a three (3) credit hour or higher course. A course
that includes a lecture and clinical supervision will be considered a prep only for those
bargaining unit members assigned the lecture component. In any academic year, multiple
sections of the same course shall be considered one ( I) prep. Multiple courses taught at the
same time by any one bargaining unit member shall be considered one (1) prep.

B. No later than three (3) weeks prior to the start of an academic term faculty members may

request the department chairperson to change their course assignments among those
available on the department schedule which they are qualified to teach if they have been
assigned more than three (3) preparations in a semester and the other bargaining unit
members in the department do not exceed three (3) preparations in the semester as a result
of the change.

C. Bargaining unit members affected by any course changes under this section may appeal the
department chairperson' s decision to the Dean.
D. If the Dean or Department Chairperson determines that it is necessary to exceed this limit
the Dean or Chairperson will first discuss the matter with the bargaining unit member. If a
mutual agreement is not reached after this discussion, the Dean or Chairperson may assign
the bargaining unit member the extra prep but the bargaining unit member's preparations
shall be reduced the following semester when possible.

Section 7.

Summer and Intersession Employment.

A. Summer/intersession teaching is voluntary.
1.

Tenured. tenure-track. and continuing contract bargaining unit members who normally
teach a course during the academic year have a preference (up to two courses) over full
time instructors (NIT) and part-time faculty in the selection of summer/intersession
courses.

2.

Such assignment(s) shall be rotated equitably based upon the academic discipline or
subject area, required credentials. and experience. by the Dean in consultation with the
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department chairperson.
3.

Course assignments in excess of twelve (12) hours will be offered on an emergency
basis with the express prior approval of the Dean.

B. Summer/intersession compensation for face to face and hybrid courses (both w1dergraduate
and graduate) courses shall be:

$2.200 per credit hour
$1,900 per credit hour
$1,600 per credit hour
$ I .400 per credit hour
$1.300 per credit hour

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Sr. Instructor
Instructor

Online courses as defined in Article 20 Distance Learning will be $1400 per credit how·.
C.

100% of the bargainjeg unit member' s per holH' ar.nual aeademie year salary 0¥er a
t\1renty folH' (24) eontraetl:lal holH' base, as long as the eolH'se is a minimlHH of twenty two
(22) studenK

D. Based upon the Registrar's offieial eourse enrollment for l.lfldergraduate eollfses on the first
Monday after the first Tuesday of the term for summer emirses aad on the seeond day of
elasses for intersession eol:lfses in whieh enrollment is less than tweet)• t•,i,io (22) students
the following eompensation shall apply:

Nurnberof
Students
2+

PereetHage

+9
+8

92.§%

++

M
µ
-14

E.

9+.§%

tl-~urnber of
Students

Pereentage

H

+S.0%

H

9§.0%

++

90.0%
8+.§%
8§.0%

-l-0
9
&

80.0%

e

++.§%

+

§4.0%
48.0%

§ or less

;8.0%

4'.HWo

Based upon the Registrar's offieia-1 eourse em=ollment for graduate eourses on the first
Monday after the first Tuesday of the term for S\iffi:B'ler courses and on the second day of
classes for intersession eourses in v,'hieh enrollment is less thaH ten (l 0) students the
follo·NiRg eompeesatio-n shall Oflply:
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fl.h,tfflber e f
Graduate
SrudeRffi
9
g

Perce0tage

&

60%
W¾

+

4 eF less
f.

W%

The bargBffliRg 1:1:Ait member's standard per heur eentFaetlial mte (I 00%) shall be paid fer
these eeurses •Nith a maximlHil enr-0lla1eet. This i-neludes SenieF Sem-iear. english
cempesitioR, and labeFatery componeRts of courses (flet including the didactie elass
compe0eet). CompensalioR fur these courses shall be reduced by 2.5% for each student
undeF the agreed upen max.i:mu1:n enrollment.

G. Fael:llty teaeh:ing Stm1:llleF eo1.Kses are requfred to post one (l) office hour fer each cow:se
seetien.
H. The deten-ainatioe of whether a cel:IFSe is to be effered. Fegardless ef the enrellment. shaU
rema:ia at the diseFetion of the OeaA. Once a bargaining unit member commits te teaehi0g a
sliffimer/ietersessieR course by sigA:ieg a summer/intersession contract, the member may Aot
•llithdraw the teachjeg obligation m<eept as etheFwise permitted: ueder this eoetraet (See
,r\rtiele 17). If the Regisa=ar's official eourse enrollmeet on the first Moeday fe llowing the
first Tuesday of tee tenn is greater lhaa the eonltaeted amoliflt, the higeer (aerual)
eRrollmeat w:ill be apr:ilied O:Ad the faeulty men'!eer's coetract adjusted: accordingly. ln no
case will the contFaeted amouet be lo•,vered.
Section 8.

Advanced Degree Completion.

A. Any bargaining unit member completing an approved doctoral degree directly related to
their current teaching assignments as detem1ined by the Dean after at least two years of
continuous full-time service at the University will be awarded a lump sum stipend of $1,000
per year at the end of the academic year of continuous service for three consecutive years
for a total of $3,000 lf the bargaining unit member leaves prior to the complete payment
s/he will forfeit the remainder of the degree completion stipend.

B.

A doctorate is a degree awarded by an institution of higher education that is regionally
accredited for the degree awarded at the time it was awarded by agencies recognized by the
Secretary of the US Department of Education. The Provost and President of SEA or their
designees must mutually agree that degrees from foreign institutions are the equivalent of
regionaJly accredited degrees.
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ARTICLE 16. FRINGE BENEFITS
Section 1.

Retirement Plans.

A.

The University shall designate each bargaining unit member's mandatory contributions to
the State Teachers' Retirement System of Ohio as "picked up" by the University as
permitted by Internal Revenue Service rulings. Such contributions shall continue to be
designated as employee contributions as recognized by state law. Therefore, the amount of
the employee's income reported by lhe University as subject to federal and Ohio income tax
shall be the employee's total gross income reduced by lhe then-current percentage amount
of lhe employee's mandatory State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio contribution. Such
shall be included in computing final average salary, provided that no bargaining unit
member's total salary is increased by such "pick up" nor is the University's total
contribution to the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio increased thereby.

B.

All newly hired bargaining unit members may elect to participate in the Ohio Alternative
Retirement Plan (ARP) within 120 days of hire. If no election is made, the bargaining unit
member shall be enrolled into Ohio's State Teachers Retirement System (STRS). This
election is irrevocable for the member' s continuous employment with Shawnee State
University.

C. The University's employer contribution rate to a faculty member's Alternative Retirement
Plan will be the required employers' contribution rate to the State Teachers Retirement
System (STRS) less any mitigating contributions to the state retirement system as required
under ORC Chapter 3305 for electing employees.

Section 2.

Group Health Plan.

"AFtiele 16, F Fiege Beeefits, eaeteies pFarAsiaes that pra•l ide "first dall&F eavere-ge" ie the
High Deduetible Health Plee (HDHP). FiFst daller ea\·erege is ne t ella•t1·leble faF ee
HDHP with e Health Savings Aeeaunt (HSA) under the lntem&I Reveeue Cade. The
pemes Feeageii!e that these pra•l isiae s &Fe ne t eefareeeble eed, if faUawed, weuld expase
bath the Pntieipeets eed the Plee ta pateetiel negeti..,•e texetiae eansetjueeees. The
parties ere u~ieg the Meme Feedum ef UndeFSteedi-ng (MOU) praeess ta pra\·ide
elteFnetive aptiaes f.ar HDHP Plee peFtieipents thet will eesuFe eamplieeee w ith
epplieehle IRS reg:uletians. Upan e eeepteeee, these aptiee s will he eammueieeted ta ell
HDHP Ple e pertieipeets."
The University shall provide group health coverage for medical, prescription, and will offer
dental, and vision coverage to all eligible bargaining unit members for the duration of this
contract. Detailed descriptions ofthe group health plan(s) will be maintained in Human
Resources and all plan participants will be provided summary descriptions of each P lan. During.
Lhe conlracL period. the L:nin~rsil) '"'ill maintain a prescription formulary and preferred prO\ ider
Ii ·t simi lar to that in place in 20 18.
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A. Medical Insurance
t.

2.

Bargaining Unit Members participating in either lJniversit) offered med ical insurance

plan shall recei,c prc\cntati,c er\'ice. a" defined b) the AITon.lable Care Act (AC.\)
at no co::.t to the member.
The University' s medical insurance plan in effect as of July 1, 201 8 shall remain in
effect through December 31 , 2018. as follows:
1.

Preferred Provider Organization (PPO): The PPO medical insurance plan will
include deductibles of$ I ,000(S)/$2000 (F and E+ 1) and 80/20 in-network copayment with out-of-pocket maximum of$3000 (S)/$6000 (F and E+ I) including
the deductible and 70/30 out-of-network with deductible $2,000 (S)/$ 4,000 (F and
E+ I) co-payment with out of pocket maximum of $6000 (S)/$12,000 (F and E+ I)
including deductible. Emergency room visits not followed by admission to the
hospital will have a user co-pay of $75.00 per visit.

2.

High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP): The HDHP medical insurance plan will
include deductibles of $3,000(S)- $6,000 (F and E+ I) and a 90/ 10 in-network copayment with out of pocket maximum of$6,350(S)/$12,700 (F and E+ l ) including
the deductible and 60/40 out-of-network with deductible $6,000(S)/$ 12,000(F and
E+ l ) co-payment with out of pocket maximum of$12,700(S)/$25,400(F and E+ I)
including deductible. Emergency room visits not followed by admission to the
hospital will have a user co-pay of $75.00 per visit after the deductible is met.
For the HDHP participants only, the bargaining unit members who are HSA
eligible will receive an annual employer contribution into their HSA account in the
amount of $325 for Single coverage, $600 for Employee + I coverage. and $750
for Family coverage per Plan year. Bargaining unit members who begin
employment mid-year wi ll receive a pro-rated contribution.

3.

The fae1:1lt)' plaA pertieipaAts ,.,,rill be coYered by the UniYersit)<'s heall:h eare
program we:ieh will iAel1:1de deduetieles of $500(8)/$1,000 (F and E-H) and a 90/10
i:A eet.Yorlc ee pa)rmeet with 01:1t of pocket mm<imu.m of 1,500 (S)/$3,000 (F aAd
E·H) iAeh:1di:Ag the deductible and 75/25 out of Aetworlc witch deductible
$1,000(S),£$2,000(f a:Ad E-+-1) eo paymeet \1,ritch out ofpoclcet maxim1:1m of
$3,000(8)/$6,000(f and E-+-1) mel1:1ding deductible. BmergeRO)' room \ isits not
followed by adfflissioe to t:he hos13ital ·Nill haYe a 1:1ser eo13ay of $75.00 per ,.,jsit.
1

4.

BargaiAiRg unit member coetributioAs shall be dedueted d1:1riAg t:he aeaderA:ie year
at $38.00/pay for single, $75.00/pay for employee + 1 GAd $120.00/13ay for family
ee..,erage tb:rot1gh December 31, 2015.

5.

BegiAA:i:Ag January 1, 20 16. bargainiAg ooit member c0Atributior1s sh:all be
dedueted O:Yer the aeademie )'ear (18 pay 13eriods, remaiR:iAg p~•s ee dedwilieA) al
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$46.00/J')ay for single, $92.00/J')ay for emf)loyee + I aed $162.00/J')ay for farni ly
co,,ierage through December 31 , 2016.
3.

••

Beginning Jan uary I. 20 19 and continuing through December 31. 2021. the niversiL)
\\'ill continue to pro\ ide bargaining unit members v. ith two options. a PPO and an HDHP
for medical insurance. Bargaining tmit members may elect his or her participation in the
PPO or HDI IP upon hire. during the annual open enrollment period. or upon a famil)
status change as provided under the plan and federal la,,. The Universit) · HDHP
medical insurance plan shall be supplemented by a I lealth Sa\ ings Account (HSA). The
Plan design shal l be:
a.

Preferred Provider Organization The PPO medical insurance plan,, ill include
deductibles of$ I .S00(S)/$2500 (E + C: E+S: F) and 80/20 in-network copa) ment with out-of-pocket maximum of $3500 (S)/$7000 (E + C: E+S: F)
including the deductible and 70 '30 out-of-net\\ ork \\ ith deductible 2.000 (, ) $
4.000 (E + C: E+S: F) co-payment \\ ith out of pocket maximum of $6000
(S)/$ 12.000 (E + C: E+S: F) includ ing deductible. Emergency room visits not
followed by admission to the hospi tal ,, ill have a user co-pa) of $75.00 per\ i it.

b.

High Deductible Health Plan (HDI IP): The I IDHP med ical insurance plan wi ll
include deductibles of $3.000 (S) - 6.000 (E + C: E+ : F) and a 80/:Win-net\\ork
co- payment,, ith out of pocket maximum o r 6.000( ) $12.000 (I::. + C: E+ : F)
including the deductible and 601-W out-of-net,, ork with deductible
$6.000( )/$ I 2.000 (E + C: E+S: F) co-payment wi th out of pocket maximum of
$12. 700( )/$25.400 (E + C: E+S: F) including deductible. Emergency room , isits
not followed b) admission to the hospital ,, ill have a user co-pa) or $75.00 per
visit after the deductible is met.

c.

For the HDHP participants only. the bargaining unit members \\ho are H A
eligible will recei\·e an annual employer contribution into their 11 A account in
the amount of $500 for ingle coverage. $800 for Employee + chi ldren.
Employee + spouse. and$ I 000 for Famil) co, erage per Plan year. Bargaining
unit members \\>hO begin emplo~ mcnt mid-year ,,·ill rccei, ea pro-rated
contribution.

Bargaining unit member contributions for the 1edical Plans .January 1. 20 l 9December3 l . 202 1 shall be deducted over the academ ic year ( 18 pay periods. remaining
pays no deduction) for bargaining unit members choosing the 20 pay option. and over 24
pa) s for bargaining unit members choosing the 26 pay option. l'he contribution
percentage share of the bargai ning unit members will be based on plan choice.
HDHP
Sin~le - 8%
Employee + Child(ren) - I 0%
Employee + Spouse - 12 %
Employee+ Fa.mil) - I 5%

PPO
Single - 14%
Employee + Child(ren) - 16%
Employee + Spouse - I 8%
Employee + Family - 20%
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I.

Preferred Pro•t'ider GrgaHi;tation (PPG): The PPG medical i:nsuranee phm •+11ill
meh,1de deduetieles of $1,000(S)/$2000 (F and E+ l ) and 80/20 in network co
payrneRt with 01:1l of poclcet maxirnw:H of $3000 (S)/$0000 (f a:Ad 6+1) iael1:1ding
the ded1:1etiele Bfld 70/30 01:1t of network 'tYith deductiele $2,000 (S)/$ 4,000 (fa-Rd
E+l ) eo payment with out of pocket maxun1:1m of$e000 (S)/$12.000 (F and E-i--J)
i:acluding ded1:1etible. Emergency roon1 visits not foUo'>ved ey admission to the
hos13ital •Nill haYe a user eo pay of $75.00 per visit.

2.

l-ligh Deduetiele Healt:l:t Plan (HDHP): The HDHP med:ieal i.As1;:1ranee 13lan will
i:aelude ded1;:1etieles of $3,000(S) $0,000 (F and E•l ) aRd a 90/10 in netv.·ork eo
payment with 01:1t ofpoeket maximum of $e,350(S)l$12,700 (f and E·H) ifleluding
the deduetiele and e0/40 01:1t of aet•.york with deduetiele $0,000(S)/$12.000(f aad
E-1,J) eo payment wit:l:t 01:lt ofpoeket ma"<iml:lm of $12.700(S)/$25.400(f a:Ael .e+l )
i:neh:1d:ing deeluetiele. EmergeRey room ¥isits Rot follo,...,·eel ey admissioe to the
hospital will ha1, 1e a user eo pay of $75 .00 per visit.
for the lIDHP partieipants oely, t:l:te eargam-ing l:HHt members 2llill be eligible to
reeei"t1e aa employer contribution into a Health Savings Aeeooot (HSA) in the
amooot of $500 for Si.Agle eo1t erage, $800 for e mployee • 1 eoverage. aad $1.000
for family eoverage per Pia-A: year.
1

5.

6.
8.

The Uni·t'ersity' s Medical Plan Desigfls (aoth PPG and HDHP) ·,viii be reyiewed in.
2017 to determine the impaet upoe the ealeulatioa ofta:K obligations req1:1ired ooeler
the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The Plea Design fftOY be moelifieel beginning 20 I 8
if it is determined the Un:iversity will be s1:1bjeet to ta,tation. l:A s1:1eh ease the
UB:iYersity aB:d /\ssoeiation will address s1:1eh ehClflges fr..:-01:1gh the Memoraadum of

Prescription

l . Th:ro1:1gh Deeemeer 31 , 20 l 8 the eo pay on prescription drugs for retail (30 da)· st.tpply)
will he$ IO for generie, $25 for appro1t1ed list (formulary) eraed, $35 for eon
fommlary eraed, B:Ad 25% eo inst.1:F0:Ree (tifl to $250) for Sf)eeialty drugs. Mail order
(90 day SUflply) eo pay wrn be $20 for geeerie formulary, $50 for brand form1:1lary,
$70 for non form1:1lary, and 50% co insurance (1:1p to $500) for speeialey drags.
1.

Through December 31 , 2021, coverage of prescription drugs will be based on the type
of medical plan the bargaining unit member elects to participate in (PPO or HDHP).

2.

PPO Participants: co-pa~ on prescription drug5 for retai l (30-day suppl~)" ill be

IO 1

$IO for tier I. $35 for tier 2. $60 for tier 3. and 25% co-insurance (up to $250) for tier 4
(specialty drugs). Mail order (90-day supply) co-pa) will be $20 for tier I . $70 for tier
2, and $120 for tier 3. Tier 4 (specialty drugs) are limited to a 30-day supply: 90-day
upply is not applicable.
3.

C.

1IDHP Participants: preventive prescription drugs (a defined by ACA regulations) shall
be provided at no co t: participant will pay full carrier discounted cost for all other
prescription drngs until deductible is met. After the deductible is met. the co-pa) on
prescription drugs (other than for the preventive drugs) for retail (30-da) supply) ""ill
be$ IO for tier I. $35 for tier 2. $60 for tier 3. and 25% co-insurance (up to $250) for
tier 4 (specialt) drugs). Mail order {90-da) suppl)) co-pay v. ill be $20 for tier 1. $70 for
tier 2. and $ 120 fo r tier 3. Tier 4 (specialt1 drugs) are limited to a 30-day supply: 90day supply is not applicable.

Spousal Co, erage Exclu ion Election and WaiYer
Working spou ·es" ho have acces to other medical co, erage through their employers are
not eligible to be members of the . ha,,nec. tate Uni,crsity plan. and must enroll ½ith
their respective employers. Should their employment status change or eligibility for that
plan cease. the) ma) request enrollment as a dependent on this Plan due to a Qualifying
E, ent "'ithin 31 days of their other cO\·erage terminating.

4. eligible bargaining Uflit members who wish to wa:i¥e partieipation in t-he Ue-i¥ersity's
health insurance plan(s) and who demonsl'l=ate co•rerage l¼Ader another plan (other
than aA 88U health plan) and elect- this option duriAg t-he ne•.v hire and t¼flflt1a! open
eBfollment period will reeei'f e $150/month ifiliey were othen¥ise eligible for siAgle
eo¥erage, $200/moRth for Employee + 1, or $250/month for family eo-.•emge for
5. waiving sueh partieipation. Paymeflt will be made moathlyon the first two monthly
1

D. Insurance Committee
The Uni ,rersity will con..•ene during fall semester an Ins1:1rance CoFRfflittee. The Committee
will be composed of four (4) represent-atiYes appointed by the SEA President or designee,
two (2) representatives appointed b~• the CWA President or de. ignee, two (2)
represent-ati¥es appointed by t-he UAA Chairperson or designee, an<l Human Resources
Director or designee and two PresideAtial appointees. The Committee shall elect its own
chair each year. The purpose of the Committee will be to review and explore options for
managing and containing medical and other insurance costs, review competitive bids for
insurance carriers, and report its findings and recommendations to the President, SEA,
CWAand UAA.
1

E. Life Insurance
The University shall provide $50,000 Basic Life and Accidental Death & Dismembe~
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t

Insurance coverage for eligible facuJty members.
F.

Domestic Partners

,"', bargaining l¼R-it member ,,,ho has shared a committed, on going domestie relatioashi13
with a same seK 13artner f.or not less than the eontinuous 13receding twehre ( 12) months aHd
meeti.Ag all eligibility eriteria established by t.J:ie Ue-i¥ersity will be offered benefits as
determmed by the Uni•,iersity lH1til tJ:ie 201 e 013en enrollment 13eriod. After whieh,
G. All bargaining unit members must be legally married to receive spousal health insurance
benefits in accordance with this Article.
JI. In the event that actions taken by local. state. or federal goYcrnmcnt. whether legislative.
executi\'e. or judicial. prohibit or restrict same-sex marriage in the state of Ohio. the
University ""ill offer benefits equivalent to those offered to married couples to bargaining
uni t member who are in a committed. on-going domestic relationship with a same-sex
pa11ner for not less than the preceding tweh e ( 12) months and merting all eligibilit)
cri teria establi hed by the Uni \ ersit)'.
Section 3. F lexible Spending Account (FSA).

A. Bargaining unit members enrolled in the PPO Medical Plan may participate in the
University's Flexible Spending Program (FSA), which permits participants to set up a
payroll deduction for reimbursement of eligible health care expenses and/or dependent care
expenses on a pre-tax basis in accord with the rules ru1d regulations under Internal Revenue
Code Section 125.
B. Bargaining unit members enrolled in the HDHP may participate in the limited Flexible
Spending Program (FSA) which permits participants to set up a payroll ded uction for
reimbursement of eligible dental and vision expenses on a pre-tax basis in accordance with
the rules and regulations under Internal Revenue Code Section 125.
C. The FSA option Will be re¥iewed in 2017 to determifle its impact 1:1pofl the eaJe1:1lation of
tax obligations required t1n<for the Affordable Care Aet (ACA). TJ:i.is option may be
eliminated begiA:fting 2018 if it is determined the Ufti¥ersity •.viii be subject to taxation.
Section 4.
A.

Implementation of Insurance Benefits.

Insurance coverage shall be in effect during the twelve ( I2) months of the year whether or
not a bargaining unit member accepts a summer contract, or is paid on a nine (9) or twelve
( 12) month basis.

B. Bargaining unit members who separate employment either voluntarily or non-voluntarily
from Shawnee State University may continue their insurance benefits per the Consolidated
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Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) legislation.
C.

Bargaining unit members employed for a single academic year shall have their insurance
benefits discontinued at the end of their contract. Benefits w ill extend through the summer
only ifrehired for an additional consecutive academic year prior to the end of the current
academic year' s contract.

D. Bargaining unit members who provide notice of retirement or resignation tlu·ee (3) months
in advance of termination date. and choose to continue their insurance benefits per the
Consolidated Onmibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). will receive a health s ubsidy
to offset their monthly COBRA payment. The subsidy will be the difference between the
established COBRA rates and the bargaining unit member's monthly contributions in effect
at the time of separation. The subsidy will remain in effect through three (3) months
following tennination. provided tJ1e bargaining unit members contributions remain in good
standing.

Section 5.

FacuJty Development.

A. Bargaining unit members may apply for reimbursement for expense incurred as part of their
ongoing teaching, scholarship, and/or research as defined in this agreement. This may
include, but is not limited to, courses or seminars to enhance teaching qualifications,
attendance and/or presentation of papers at professional conferences, acquisition of research
materials, travel related to the conduct of scholarship and/or research.

B.

Faculty shall apply for such funding to the appropriate University Faculty Senate
Committee.

C.

In consultation with the Provost, the Committee w ill award funding based on the academic
merits of the program and the overall feasibility of the project. Any proposal w ith academic
merit shall be funded in accordance with the availabil ity of funds. Requests for funding
shall be granted until funds are depleted. If more funds for projects are requested then
there is availability of funds, the committee may rank projects based on overall academic
merit and relevance.

D. Application deadlines will be established and announced by the committee. No bargaining
unit member may be awarded enrichment funds in two (2) consecutive academic years
unless all other applications are funded and the enrichment funds are not exhausted.
E.

The annual dollar pool for faculty enrichment shall be $50.000 for each fiscal year of this
agreement.

Section 6.

Off-campus Tuition Reimbursement

A. Bargaining unit members are eligible for tuition reimbursement for an advanced degree from
a regionally accredited University as specified herein after two years of continuous full-time
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(i)

service at the University.
B. The graduate course of study must be relevant to the bargaining unit member' s position or
taken at the request of the University. Evidence of a grade of B or better or satisfactory
progress (e.g., dissertation credits as PR, etc.) is required and must be attached to a request
for tuition reimbursement.

C.

Prior approvals of the course of study by the Dean and concurrence by the Provost are
required. In addition, after the initial approval , subsequent requests for reimbursement for
the same course of study will be submitted through the department chairperson and
approved by the Dean.

D. Any graduate degree sought by the bargaining unit member that is offered at Shawnee State
University must be obtained at Shawnee State University, or at the bargaining unit
member·s own expense.
E. Reimbursement shall be l 00% of tuition or a maximum of$~ 350 per quarter hour, $~
$450 per semester hour. A faculty member shall not exceed four (4) hours per semester or
six (6) hours per quarter of reimbursable studies.
F.

This reimbursement shall be available for the duration of the advanced degree sought (not
to exceed $~$4000 per faculty member per year).

G. Non-traditionally structured graduate programs may be reimbursed based on a pro- rated
basis equivalent to the above.
H. Only courses that contribute towards successful degree completion are eligible for

reimbursement.

I.

Reimbursement is limited to one graduate-level program.

J.

A bargaining unit member awarded benefits as permitted herein must agree, in writing, to
remain employed at the University for at least two (2) years from the end date of the term of
the approved coursework. If not, the employee will repay the tuition reimbursement
amount received. This agreement applies for alJ departures except the loss of position due
to a reduction in force (RIF).

Section 7.

On-Campus Tuition Reimbursement Waiver.

A. The University will waive tuition for bargaining unit members, their spouses, and their
dependent children (twenty-four or younger) for the successful completion of undergraduate
programs offered at the University using the following criteria:
B. A bargaining unit member may receive tuition waiver for the successful completion of up to
a maximum of six (6) credit hours per semester. All classes are to be taken on the
bargaining unit member's non-work time.
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C.

Spouses and dependent children twenty-four or younger of bargaining unit members may
enroll in as many hours per semester as are permitted under the University academic
policies. The allowance for benefits covered under this section shaJI be 160 credit hours per
spouse or dependent child. Spouses and dependent children who exceed this limit may take
one course per semester

D. Bargaining unit members, their spouses, and their dependent children shall enroll during the
regular registration processes.
E.

Programs or classes which have special admission requirements or class size limitations
will be available to bargaining unit members, their spouses. and their dependent children
age twenty-four (24) or yow1ger in the same way they are available to the general student
body; and they w ill be required to compete for admission into these programs or courses
with other student applicants.

f.

Bargai1'ling l::l:Ait members must remcit payment for tuition in aeeorda:ece with URi•;ersi~•
student payment deadliBes. No bargaining unit members or his / her dependent will be

entitled to on - campus education benefits, nor will the University be required to pay for
any classes that have already been taken by the employee or dependent and fai led or
otherwise not successfully completed by the employee or dependent.

G. The University will waive the instructional, general, technology, and applicable out-ofstate fees. All other costs and/or fees are the responsibility of the bargaining unit member.
H. The bargaining unit member, spouse or dependent child may be required to fiJe the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and complete the verification process if
determined necessary by the Office of Financial Aid. Waiver will be equal to the billed
instrnctional, general, technology and applicable out- of state fees less any federal, state. or
scholarship funds.
L

All necessary and required forms must be completed according to University policies and
timetables.

J.

Dependents of Full Time Employee deceased while on active status
A widow or widower and / o r dependent child of a deceased full time SEA employee with
IO years or more of continuous service is eligible to receive on campus education benefits,
as follows:

1.

Must be enrolled in an undergraduate degree program within one year of active
employee' s date of death

2.

Will be registered on a space available basis

3.

Maximum tuition waiver is not to exceed 160 attempted credit hours
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Section 8.

Other Provisions.

A. All bargaining unit members who have retired from the University through Ohio STRS and
altematjve retirement plans (ARP), with (5) consecutive academjc years of service
immediately preceding retirement will be awarded the same ruscretionary SSU-awarded
benefit(s) as retired university administrators by Board of Trustees poJicy.
B.

All bargaining unit members who have retired from the University through Ohio STRS and
alternative retirement plans (ARP), with 10 years of continuous service to the U ruversity
immediately preceding retirement (including those who retired prior to trus contract) shall
be granted the following privileges consistent with University policies:

1.

Full library privileges

2.

Uruversity email access

3.

University identification card

4.

Educational benefits in accordance with Article 16. Section 7, for the individual retiree
only

5.

Opportunity to purchase tickets to performing arts and athletic events

6.

Opportunity to use recreational facilities at no charge

7.

Use of facilities for meetings of retired faculty members

8.

Opportunity to attend Uruversity functions including, but not limited to,
commencements, holiday celebrations. alumni events, etc.

Section 9.

Athletic Center/Natatorium.

Al1 bargaining unit members and immediate family members (cruldren must meet facility age
requirements) may use the University Natatorium and the Athletic Center faciJities without
charge.

Section 10. Children's Learning Center.
Bargaining unit members with eligible dependent cruldren will receive the same discow1t to
tuition as is provided to other employees.
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ARTICLE 17. LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1.

Paid Leaves.

A paid leave is a period of time that a faculty member is approved by the designated University
official to be away from h.is/her job while receiving salary and benefits as provided by this
Agreement. Paid leaves may be approved during fall, spring, summer semesters, or
intersessions.
A. Sick Leave
1. Sick leave is the authorized absence of an individual to be away from work duties due to:
a.

Personal illness:

b.

Personal injury:

c.

Med ical, dental or optical examination or treatment;

d.

Exposure to a contagious disease that poses a reasonable risk of contagion to the
University. The University may request documentation in such cases;

e.

Medical emergencies. illness, or death of a member of the immediate family that
includes: grandparents, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, daughter-inlaw, son-in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, spouse, ch.ild.
grandchild, legal guardian or other person who stands in the place of a parent.

r.

Death or aunts and uncles.

2. Sick Leave Credit - Upon hire the University will credit sick leave up to a maximum
of I 20 hours to the faculty member s sick leave account. In accordance with Ohio
law, if the faculty member e lects to do so and informs the Department of Human
Resources within 90 days of his/her employment date, he/she may elect to transfer
any unused and unpaid sick leave balance above 120 hours from a state of Ohio
agency or public institution of higher education to their Shawnee State University sick
leave account. This amount will be in addition to the University credited amount.
3. After the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave shall accumulate evenly
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per pay period. A total of 120 hours~ ,,vi 11 be earned per academic year. facult~

members· side lea>. e for a 12 momh period is permitted to accun~u lale over 9 months.
4. There will be no maximum on the number of sick leave hours which may be
accumulated from year-to-year.
5. A faculty member may request the use of accumulated but W1used sick leave during
any term (including summer) in which the faculty member has a regular teaching
assignment.
6.

A continuous period of sick leave commences with the first day of absence and
includes all subsequent days except Saturday, Sunday, or holidays until the facuJty
member returns to work (assuming the University is open for classes.) AO regalar
cla5ses are schedwed)

7.

The process to follow for the utilization of sick leave is:
a.

Except in the case of an emergency, the faculty member shall contact the
Department Chairperson or department secretary by telephone or electronic
message prior to the scheduled start time that he/she is unable to meet his/her
classes, office hours, labs, etc. due to illness. In cases where the bargaining unit
member is incapacitated, he or she may designate a family member or third party
representative if a family member is not available to communicate with the
University.

b.

If the bargaining unit member has reason to believe that the required sick leave
will last longer than one day, the bargaining unit member will make reasonable
efforts to communicate this need to the Department Chair or secretary. If it
becomes necessary to extend leave beyond the initial period, the bargaining unit
member will contact the Department of Human Resources. If the Department
Chairperson or Dean determines that it is necessary to provide coverage for the
bargaining unit member' s classes, it shall be the responsibility of the Department
Chairperson or Dean to arrange for such coverage.

8. A Request for Leave Form (found on the BearTrax site) is required to obtain approval
for leaves of absence as provided by this A11iclc.
a.

The :faeelty B'!ember must sebmit a Request for Leave foffil (feood on the
Department of Httman Resources weh site) to the DepartmeAt Chairperson and/or
the Dean in ad,•ance of scheduled appoiAtments or when the faeulty member
knows tbat sick leave will be needed.

b.

Within tlH=ee (3) days of returning to work the faealty n1ember v,iU s't.lbmit the
ReqHest for Lew.·e fonn to the DeJ:>ar'".ment Chairperson who will fon¥ard the form
to the Deflll. The Dean' s offiee 1,•riU proYide the form to the Department of Hl:Hllan
ResoUfees.
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a.

Proper submjssion of this form is necessary for the accurate crediting of sick leave
time is the responsibility of the faculty member and that failure to submit the
Request for Leave form to the Department Chairperson may result in loss of
payment for the time missed.

b.

Disciplinary sanctions shall be applied only in cases of deliberate abuse of sick
leave or deliberate violation of this Article.

2.

When the faculty member requests the use of sick leave for an illness or injury
requiring medical care after five (5) consecutive days the faculty member may be
requested to submit a physician statement to the Department of Human Resources
stating the general nature of the illness, date of merucal treatment, and the conditions
under which the employee is released to return to work or a statement from the
attenrung physician verifyin g the il1ness or injury of the employee's immediate
family.

3.

In situations involving Family Medical Leave (FML), (serious health conditions of
three or more days), or habitual absences of less than five (5) days, a doctor statement
may be required upon the request of the Department Chairperson, Dean, or
Department of Human Resources. The University may require the faculty member to
submit to a physical examination with a physician of the Uruversity's choosing and
the University will pay all costs incurred in obtaining the physical examination.

4.

Accumulated sick leave shall be reduced in the following manner:
a.

The sick leave account will be reduced by the actual number of hours a faculty
member was absent from assigned duties. Assigned duties include, but are not
limited to, classroom or lab instruction, clinical supervision, office hours, and
department/committee meetings.

b.

Full week - The sick leave accow1t will be reduced by forty (40) hours when a
faculty member misses all assigned work in a week and/or is on continuous sick
leave for multiple weeks.

c.

When the Unjversity establishes a sid. lca,e donation program. the bargaining
unit members may participate ,,oluntarily. The University and SEA v'vil l establish
a comminee which shall include opportunit) for equal representation from all
University constituency groups to design and establish the program.

5.

Sick leave granted by reason of death in the immeruate family shall not exceed five (5)
days. Any days beyond five (5) must receive prior approval from the Dean with
notification to the Department Chairperson. Such request will not be unreasonably
derued.

6.

Non-compliance with sick leave rules and regulations may result in the faculty
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member not receiving pay for the sick leave requested. Willful misuse of the sick
leave provision herein may be considered grounds for disciplinary action in
accordance with Article 18.

7.

After three consecutive working days of a bargaining unit member' s absence from
required duties without notice, the Department Chairperson shall make a reasonable
effort to determine the status of the bargaining unit member. If the Chairperson is not
able to locate the bargaining unit member, he/she will notify the Dean who will
info1m the Department of Human Resources. If within two additional consecutive
working days, the University is unable to make contact, the University may presume
that the bargaining unit member has abandoned his or her position without use of the
procedures in Article 18. The University shall notify the bargaining unit member in
writing of its finding of abandonment by certified mail and provide the Association
with a copy of this notice. Absent exigent circumstances, the bargaining unit member
shall have five (5) working days after the postmarked date of this notice to explain the
circumstances in writing and/or in a conference with the Dean. An individual and/or
the Association may grieve a negative decision. The burden of proof will be on the
faculty member.

8.

An accounting of sick leave days accumulated shall be maintained by Human
Resources and shall be available to the individual faculty member upon request.

9. Sick Leave Payout
a.

Upon retiring from active service with at least ten (10) years of service (any
combination with the University and its predecessor institutions), the faculty
member may elect to be paid one-fourth (1 /4) of the accrued but unused sick leave
credit (but in no case more than one-fourth (1 /4) of 160 days, or 320 hours). This
payment will be based upon the faculty member' s rate of pay at the time of
retirement. The remaining balance of unpaid leave will be available for use if the
retired faculty member is rehired the academic year immediately fo llowing
retirement (unless the position does not provide sick leave.

b.

Employees who retire on or after January L 20'.21 wi II be paid for one-fourth the
value or accumulated sick leave balance. ur to a ma'<imum payment of 240 hour~.

c.

Such payment will be made only once to any faculty member. That is, such a
member who returns to University service after retiring may accrue and use sick
leave but may not convert the wmsed sick leave at the time of the second
retirement.

d.

For the purpose of sick leave payment, the academic year shall be considered 165
days (1 ,320 hours).
Example: accumulated sick leave hours x 25% x current salary
1,320 hours
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= Sick Leave Payout

e.

Sick leave payout does not apply to any termination or separation other than
regular retirement.

B. Personal Leave Days
1. Faculty members shall be granted t•.vo (2) days 16 hours of paid personal leave per
academic year. Such persoRal le(¼l,•e days shall be used onJy with prior Rotice of the
Department Chairperson by submission of the R-e(ll¾est for LeaYe form. The
Departmeet Ceai:rperson shall forward the Request for Lea,.,e form to the Deae. The
Deaa' s office will pro=Yide a eopy of the form to the Department of Human Resources
for record keeping purposes. /•£ request for tee use of persm'¼al leaYe days shall be
made at least three (3) days prior to use, ei<eept in emergency situatioRs. A Request
for Leave Form (found on the BearTrax site) is required to obtain apprO\al for lea,·es
of absence as provided by this Article.
2. Except in emergencies, a personal day may be used at any time other than one day
before or after a scheduled holiday, unless approved by the Department Chairperson.
3. Unused personal leave days shall not be carried forward to subsequent years.
4. Personal leave shall be gramed in 4 hourly increments.
C. Jury Duty or Court Summons
1. The University shall grant leave with full pay to any faculty member who:
a.

Is summoned for court duty or jury duty by a court of competent jurisdiction; or

b.

Is subpoenaed to appear before any court, commission, board or other legally
construed body authorized by law to compel the attendance of witnesses where the
employee is not a party to the action.

2. £vidence in the form of a subpoena or other written court notification shall be
presented to the Department Chairperson as far in advance as possible and forwarded
to Human Resources for record-keeping purposes.
3. Any compensation or reimbursement for jury duty or for court attendance compelled
by subpoena, when such duty is performed during an employee's normal working
hours shall be remitted to the University' s Bursar Office.
D. Family Leave.

1. Birth Leave. Available sick leave may be used for the temporary disability associated
with childbirth, both pre-natal and postpartum. Such leave shall be treated in the same
manner as all other use of sick leave.
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2. Family care. Available sick leave may be used for the purpose of providing care for a
newborn child, newly adopted child, care of an immediate family member.
3. Family leave runs concurrent with Family Medical Leave (FML). Faculty members
eligible for FML must certify for such leave with the Department of Human
Resources.
E.

Military Leave.
1. A faculty member who is a member of the Ohio organized militia or members of other
reserve components of the armed forces of the United States, including the Ohio
National Guard is entitled to be paid military leave in accordance with Ohio law.
2. To be eligible for this leave and in accordance with federal and state law, the faculty
member is expected to provide the order or written statement from the appropriate
military commander to his/her department chairperson which shall be forwarded to
Human Resources.

F.

Paid Professional Leaves.
1. A paid professional leave may be partial or ful I and requires advance approval from
the Provost.
2. The primary purpose of paid professional leave is faculty development: advancing the
academic competence of faculty members and enhancing their contribution to the
University in teaching, scholarship, and service.
3. A faculty member requesting tuition reimbursement with a partial leave (reduced work
load) or a full professional leave will continue to receive pay and University-provided
benefits. The tuition reimbursement payment will be in accordance with Article 16. If
a faculty member returns mid-semester, or later he/she may be assigned modified
duties by his/her department chairperson or Dean.

G.

Paid Sabbatical Leave.
l. Tenured or continuing contract faculty members (with at least seven (7) years
employment at Shawnee State U niversity) are eli gible to request a paid sabbatical
leave fo llowing the guidelines as established by the University Faculty Senate in
consultation with the Provost and in accordance with the policy approved by the
Board of Trustees and requirements of Ohio Revised Code 3345.28.
2. A paid sabbatical leave may take the form of:
a. A full semester at 100% salary and benefits; or
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b. An academic year at 66% of salary and benefits
3. Upon ful fillment of the sabbatical leave, recipients will submit a report to the President
that conforms to requirements of ORC 3345.28 and agree to remain employed at the
University for one (l) additional academic year. If the faculty member does not fulfill
this requirement, s/he shall be required to refund the compensation received during
the sabbatical.
4. Upon return to service, the faculty member shall be restored to his/her former teaching
assignment, and shall suffer no loss of rank or contract status.
5. If applicable, required tuition and mandatory fees for degree or course of study will be
reimbursed (subje~t to receipts verifying the employee' s payments).

H. Association Leaves.
I . Association leave is leave with pay to attend the conventions or meetings of the NEA
or the OEA. Association leave shall be limited to five (5) days per fiscal year for the
faculty as a whole and shall not include travel expenses or conference fee
reimbursement.
2 . In cases where EA or OEA programs have academic or professional development
merit. faculty shall apply for funds tlu·ough departmental travel or faculty
development procedures. These cases will not be considered Association leave.

3. The faculty member shall follow normal course cancellation procedures prior to taki ng
such leaYe.

Section 2.

Unpaid Leaves.

An unpaid leave is a period of time that a faculty member is authorized by the designated

University official(s) to be away from his/her primary job while maintaining the status of
employee but without pay.
A.

Family Medical Leave (FML)

+:- Family Medical Leave shall be afforded to bargaining unit members in accordance

with as pro,.tided by the Family Medical Leave Act and associated regulations
contained in Title 29, Part 825 of the Code of Federal Regulations. FML is unpaid
leave but shall be utilized and applied concurrently with available sick leave
serio1:1s health condition or disability greater than three (3) days. iAeluding paid leaves
outlined in Section l of this Article (e.g.. birth and fam il)' care).

I.

Eligible faculty members shall be entitled to receive leave up to twelve (12) weeks of
paid sick leave and/or unpaid leave for:
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B.

a.

birth of a child and to care for the newborn child;

b.

placement with the faculty member of a child for adoption or foster care;

c.

a faculty member' s own serious health condition (including conditions arising
from prebinancy with appropriate medical documenla1ion) or to care for the faculty
member' s child, spouse, or parent with a serious health condition;

d.

qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the faculty member' s spouse, chi Id
or parent is a covered military member on active duty, or has been called to active
duty, in support of a contingency operation; or care for a covered service member
with a serious injury or illness if the faculty member is the spouse, child, parent, or
next of kin of the service member.

Unpaid Medical Leave
l.

Upon exhaustion of sick leave and unpaid FML leave as described in this Article, a
faculty member may request and shalt be granted a leave of absence without pay for a
documented medical condition.

2.

The faculty member must provide a physician's statement (stating the general nature of
the illness, date of medical treatment, and the conditions under which the employee is
released to return to work or a statement from the attending physician verifying the
illness or injury of the employee's immediate family) with such application at least one
(1) week prior to the effective date of the request, except in cases of emergency. The
University may request a second opinion from a physician of the University's
choosing. Costs associated with obtaining such opinion shall be paid by the University.

3.

The faculty member will notify the University of his/her need to utilize medical leave
thirty (30) working days prior to the beginning of each semester in which the employee
is on unpaid leave status.

4.

All sl:teh The length of unpaid medical leaves {upon exhaustion of sick leave and FML)
will be based on the projected return date provided by the attending physieiaR, medical
practitioner and shall not exceed one (1) academic year.

5.

While on an approved unpaid medical leave. the faculty member will retain all
University-provided benefits except for sick leave accrual and retirement contributions
based on salary, provided the faculty member timely remits the established employee
contribution payments for a period of six (6) months. The University will consider
extending up to an additional six months depending upon the circwnstances. Such
requests will not be unreasonably denied. If the employee payment contributions are
not timely remitted, the employee will forfeit University-provided health plan coverage
and may elect health plan continuation under COBRA at I 02% of the full cost of the
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University' s health plan.
C.

Voluntary Professional Leave (Unpaid)

J.

A tenured, continuing contract afld-o r tenure-track faculty member who has held such
status with the University for at least two (2) years shall be eligible to request a
professional leave of absence without pay for approved purposes of advanced study, an
exchange teaching assignment, travel, government service, or any other professional
experience which is related to the field of teachjng, or wruch will improve professional
competence as a University faculty member. Such leave w ill be for a minimum of one
(l) semester to a maximum of one (1) academic year.

2.

Written request for unpaid professional leave shall be submitted to the Dean for
administrative action one ( l ) year in advance. The leave must be recommended by the
faculty member's Department Chairperson and Dean, and approved by the Provost.

3.

No University-provided benefits including health insurance are available under this
leave. While on unpaid professional leave, the faculty member will be able to purchase
health insurance as provided by COBRA provided the faculty member timely remits
the employee-contribution payments. The time spent on an approved leave shall be
counted as teaching time for purposes of seniority and salary determination.

4.

Upon return to service, the faculty member shall be restored torus/her fonner teaching
assigement duties and shall suffer no loss of rank or contract status.

D. Other Unpaid Leaves
I.

Eligible faculty members shall be entitled to receive military leave under the federal
Effld Ghie Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA)
and Ohio Re, ised Code. Section 5903.02.

2.

Faculty who are placed on unpaid suspension per Article 18 shall continue to receive
University-provided benefits, except for sick leave accrual and retirement
contributions based on salary

Section 3.

Procedures

A. A Request for Leave Form (found Departmem of I lumal'l Resourees ,.,,,eb o n the BeaJ r rax
site) is required to obtain approval for leaves of absence as provided by thls Article. +hese
forms must be eompleted by the faeulty member, signed by the Department CbaiFJ:)erson,
forwarded to the Dean who ·Nill submit to the Department of HlH'Aar-i Resources by the eed
of the pay period HI whieh tbe absenee occurs.

B. Return to Work: Upon return to active service, the faculty member shall be restored to
his/her former teaching assignmeBt duties and shall suffer no Joss of rank or contract status
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except that a faculty member who returns from leave mid-semester or later may be assigned
modified duties by the department chairperson or Dean.
C. Declination of Overload and Summer Opportunities: A faculty member on an approved
leave of absence will be deemed to have declined all offered summer teaching and/or
overload opportunities which occur during the period of the leave.
D. Continuous Service: Time on approved unpaid leaves of absence shall not break the
continuous service seniority of an individual on such leave so long as the faculty member
returns to work v,·ith no break and immediately following the approved unpaid leave.
However, time on such leave shall not be applied to salary schedule increments with the
exceptions of:
l.

An increment due an individual who returns from leave and worked at least 120 days
in the year prior to commencing such leave; or

2.

An increment due an individual who returns from an approved unpaid professional
leave or U£ERR:l\ military related leave as defined in this Article.
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ARTICLE 18. COMPLAINT RESOLUTION AND DISCIPLINARY PROCESS
Section 1.
A.

Complaint Resolution.

Complaint Process and Scope Procedure
1.

The purpose of this complaint process is to provide a mechanism to resolve complaints
against bargaining unit members in a matter that is consistent with due process and
sound academic practice.
a.

Individual student appeals regarding grades shall be addressed in accordance with
the procedures for grade appeals approved by the Faculty Senate (see a_Qpendix y )
Any changes to this procedure must be made by the MOU process.

b.

Complaints regarding alleged vio lations by a bargaining unit member of this
agreement or re levant University policies. including. but not limited to. allegations
of discriminatory behavior shall be addressed Any matter that has the poteetial to
result in disciplinary sanctions agaiRst a bargai-Rieg unit member shall be
addressed in accordance with the standards and procedures of these procedures. of
this a1ticle. In all such matters. the University must show cause in order to enact
discipline. Discipline shall be enacted in a fashion that is progressive and
propo11 ionate.

c.

Complaints that do not allege violations of thjs agreement or University policies
may be addressed through informal mechanisms. The University may offer. at its
discretion. to resolve complaints alleging violations of this agreement or University
policy through i11formal mechanisms that do not entail discipline. The bargaining
unit member shall have the right to refuse any and all informal resolutions and to
pursue rus/her rights under this Agreement.

B. Complaint Re.,riew Process Complaint Receipt Process
l.

Concerns regarding bargaining unit members may be received by any responsible
University official. Initial concerns may be raised in person and/or in writing.

2.

Upon learning of such concerns. the receiving University official shall direct the matter
and/or person to the appropriate University official. Concerns that might implicate
violation of University Policies and Procedures related to unlawful discrim ination shall
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be directed to either the University Title IX officer and/or to the University's Office of
Human Resources. All other concerns shall be directed to the Dean of the accused
bargaining unjt member's college.
3.

After meeting with the person who expressed the concern. the Title lX officer, the
Human Resource Representative, or Dean ('·appropriate University official'·) shall
determine whether or not the concern should become a formal complaint. If the
concern is raised by a third party on behalf of another person. the review process shall
include an interview with the party on whose behalf the complaint was made. If that
person elects not to pursue a complaint. the matter will be dismissed except where
required by law.

4.

Fom1al complaints shall be in writing and signed by the complai ning party.

5.

When required by law. if the complaining party chooses not to subm it a vvritten
complaint or sign the complaint. the appropriate University official shall reduce the
complaint to writing. affi rm the validity of the statement with the complaining party.
and sign the complaint on behalf of the complainant. The University may initiate an
investigation based on anonymous or confidential complaints. but unattributed.
anonymous and/or confidential statements shall not be used as evidence in any
proceedings. When necessary, the appropriate University official may act as
complainant.

6.

Bargaining unit members who are the subject of the formal complaint shal I have the
right to be represented throughout these proceedings by an authorized representative
of the Association. unless the bargaining unit member waives that right by signing a
waiver form in a pend ix ???. If the bargaining unit member waives that right. he/she
may request representation at any point in these proceedi ngs. The appropriate
University official shall schedule meetings at reasonable times during wh ich all
parties and representatives may be present.

7.

All parties and representatives shall maintain confidentiality during this process and
limit communication and discussion regarding the matter to a --need to know.. basis.
No person shall be retaliated against for acting as a witness. complainant. investigator
or representative during the complaint process. The University and Association will
take reasonable measures to advise all individuals involved in the process including
the complainant and the bargaining unit member of the importance of adhering to this
prov1s1on.

C. Formal Complaint Review Process

I.

l:Jpeft Within two (2) working days of receipt oetiee ofa of a written complaint regarding
a bargaining unit member, the appropriate University Official (the Dean. Title lX
Coordinator or Human Resources Officer) shall provide both the bargaining unit
member and the SEA with a copy of the formal complaint.
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2.

Within IO (ten) working days of receipt of the formal complaint the appropriate
University official shall complete the initial review of the complaint. This process shall
include an initial interview with both the complainant and respondent, who may have
SEA representation. No other individuals may be interviewed during this review. Both
the complainant and respondent bargaining unit member shall be allowed to supply
documentation and names of witnesses.

3.

Within five (5) working days of completing review of the complaint. the appropriate
University offi cial shal l determine the appropriate path to resolve the matter and will
notify all relevant parties. including the Association and the bargaining unit member. of
the decision.
a. If the appropriate University official determines that the matter could potentially
warrant formal discipline. the University official shall proceed to investigate or
refer the matter to the appropriate person(s) for investigation.
b. ff the appropriate University offic ial determines that the matter does not warrant
formal discipline he or she may dismiss the matter. offer to mediate betv,·een the
complaining parties and the bargaining unit member. settle the matter with a nondisciplinary advisory letter and/or issue a verbal warning.
Dean of the College of the aem,1sed bargaiRiRg l:lflit member will assess the eom13laiRt and
determiRe the af)f)fOf)riate 13ath for re,·iew and/or resolutioR. U130R assessmeRt of the
eom13laiRt, the Dean shall do ORe of the following:
a.

lf the Dean determiRes that the matter does Rot merit a diseipliRary iR,·estigatioR,
the Dean or Dean' s desigoee will meet with the affeeted member to diseuss the
matter 0:Ad attempt to aehie,·e an informal resolutioR.

b.

If the matter iRvolves a possible YiolatioR of the Un:iversit)·' s poliey that addresses
Uftla1.vful diseriminatioR and harassmeRt the De0:A vrill di:reet the eom13laiRt to
Hum0:A Resourees. Bargaini-Rg uRit eomplai:110:Ats Nho belie,.,e the~· have beeA the
reeipieRt of diseriminatory eoRduet may also eomplaiR direetly to Hum0:A
Resourees. Disei13liee resulting from a deteffl'linatioR of violatioR of th.is Poliey
shall be iR aeeordanee with this A.rtiele.
1

e.

Sectio n 2:

If after a prelim.i:Rary review the Dean determiRes that the eomplaiRt eould result iR
eorreeti,·e or diseipliRary aetioR, the De0:A wiU initiate either an informal or foffRal
aetioR (see 8eetioR 2 of th.is Artiele) to address the matter as deemed a13propriate.
Investigation Procedure

A. The investigation may be conducted by the appropriate University official. or by a
responsible party appointed by the University official to conduct or assist in the
investigation. This investigation may consist of investigatory interviews with the
complainant. the bargaining unit member. and witnesses. and collection of relevant
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documentation. Both the complainant and bargaining unit member may supply names of
witnesses and/or provide supporting documentation to the investigating official.
B. The investigation shall be completed within 20 (twenty) working days from the date on
which the notice of investigation is sent to the bargaining w1it member and the SEA. The
investigator may request up to an additional 10 (ten) v,1orking days to complete the
investigation. This request shall be automatically granted. Further extensions shall be by
mutual agreement only and will not be unreasonably denied.
C. At the conclusion of the investigation the investigating officer shall compile a report. This
report shall include the findings. describe the evidence considered and reviewed. and be
accompanied by copies of all relevant evidence reviewed by the investigator. the name(s)
of the complaining parties and the names of all witnesses. The report shall recommend that
the matter be dismissed. resolved in formally. or that a formal charge shou ld be made to
proceed to a formal conduct hearing. If the recommendation is to pursue a formaJ charge.
the report will specify the University policy and/or provision of this agreement alleged to
have been v iolated. Additional charges may not be included in the investigation except by
mutual agreement. However. the University may elect to pursue a new complaint. The
report shall be sent to the complainant. the bargaining unit member. the Association. Title
IX Coordinator where applicable. and the appropriate Dean of the bargaining unit
member"s college who may be the person who conducted the investigation.
D. The Dean shall review the report. The Dean may dismiss the matter. offer to settle the
matter through an informal mechanism. or determine to proceed to a formal conduct
hearing for discipline. If a decision is made to pursue a formal conduct hearing. the Dean
will send fom1al notice to the bargaining unit member. complainant. and Association
within five (5) working days of receipt of the report.
E. This hearing shall take place within 10 (ten) working days of the notice. The hearing shall
be scheduled at a time that is reasonably convenient for all parties and representatives.

Section 3:

Conduct Hearing

A. The following people shall be present at the hearing: the Dean. and the bargaining unit member
and Association and/or OEA representative unless waived. The Dean may request that the
investigator may also be present. Other witnesses may not be present. If the bargaining unit
member or Association chooses to have representation of legal counsel. the University may
also be represented by legal counsel. The complainant may provide a written statement for the
conduct hearing. Such statements shall be provided to the bargaining unit member at least 24
hours prior to the hearing.
B. The investigator and/or Dean may make an initial statement. The bargaining unit member may
then choose to respond or not to respond. or may elect to have the Association representative
respond on his or her behalf. The bargaining unit member and/or Association representative
shall have the right to present evidence at this meeting.
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C. The bargaining unit member or Association represemative may ask questions of the
investigator and/or Dean. The investigator and/or Dean may ask questions of the bargaining
unit member and/or representative. The Dean may allow or disallow questions.
D. At the conclusion of thjs meeting or within 5 working days the Dean wil l notify all parties in
v.rriting of the decision to do one of the following:
1. resolve the charge(s) by mutual agreement up to and including formal actions and/or a
last chance agreement subject to review by the parties· legal counsel as appropriate.
2. dismiss the matter without action
3. enact an informal action
4. impose formal action
E. lf fornial discipline is enacted. the respondent may request that the maner be adjudicated
through the grievance and arbitration process as set forth for disciplinary procedures in Article 19.
Section i 4. Disciplinary Actions.
A. The University subscribes to the principles of progressive and/or proportional discipline

through informal and formal actions. The University shall not impose formal di scipline
except for just cause. It is the responsibility of the University to demonstrate just cause.

B. Informal Actions
1.

Informal actions are not subject to the grievance process or entered into the
bargaining urut member' s official personnel file. The bargaining unit member may
provide a rebuttal verbally or in writing.

2.

If the complaint or supervisory concern appears to be an appropriate matter to be
addressed through informal action(s), the Dean may address the complaint in one
or more of the fo Uowing ways:
a.

Informal mediation.

b.

Verbal counseling, whi ch may be addressed by the Dean or
Department Chairperson;

c.

A verbal reprimand;

d.

An advisory letter from the Dean or Dean's designee.

C. Formal Actions
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1. Fonnal actions will result in documentation included in the bargaining unit
member' s official personnel file which shall be maintained in the Provost's Office
and are subject to the grievance process. Formal actions may include the following:
a. A written warning from the Dean that is entered into the faculty
member' s personnel file;
b. Placement on an improvement plan;
c. Suspension for up to one academic year with or without pay
including suspension from summer school and/or overloads;
d. Termination during the contract of any bargaining unit member.
2. An improvement plan may also be utilized along with a written warning or
suspension.
3. Just Gause gtandard for Basis for Formal Action(s)
a. Formal actions shall be imposed oely for just cause. Just cause is a reasoe
related directly and substantially to the professional fiteess of the eollecfr,ze
bargaining ooit member one or more of the followi:Rg areas: Formal actions
may be imposed only upon demonstration that a bargaining unit member
has engaged in one or more of the following behaviors:
b. Serious Professional misconduct as defined in Article 7 (Academic
Responsibility) and/ or other serious violations ofthis Agreement or
relevant Board Policies;
c. Misrepresentation of qualifications or credentials pertaining to employment
at the University;
d. Plagiarism or other serious dishonesty related to teaching, scholarship, or
professional service;
e. Incompetence in performance that is directly related to the bargaining unit
member's responsibilities to the University;
4. Consistent inability or refusal to fulfill responsibilities to the University;
5. Repeated verbal and/or written refusal to follov. legitimate directives or assignments:
a.

Failure to correct deficiencies in teaching as documented in the Post Tenure
review process:

b.

Personal conduct:
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1.

that represents a serious and/or ongoing threat to the health or safety of
any person in the University community, or

11.

that violates the university poliC) on di cri mination manifests se,1ere or
eoetieuieg harassmeflt or discrimieatioe, or

m.

that otherwise substantially impairs the bargaining unit member' s
fulfillment of responsibilities to the University;

Persistent or mal icious conduct that directly obstructs the performance of
instructional or scholarly programs of the University;

c.
d.

Conviction of felony;

e.

Suspension of licensure of one year or more or permanent revocation of
required professional licensure.

D. Administrative Leave Pending Investigation
1. The Provost may place the bargaining unit member on administrative leave with pay
and benefits when s/he determines the presence of a bargaining unit member:
a

Presents a threat to the health or safety of the bargaining unit member or
anyone in the University community; and/or

b. Represents a threat of significant disruption or significant interference with the
normal and lawful activities of the University community, property, and/or the
educational and operational systems.
2. The bargaining unit member may remain on administrative leave pending the
disposition of the disciplinary process provided in this Agreement.

3. The Provostappropriate L niversit~ official may also direct that the bargaining unit
member be barred from University property and/or access to University systems
discontinued.

-L While on paid administrative leave the bargaining unit me mber shall be available
upon reasonable notice for im estigatOJ') interviews and conduct hearings.

Seetian 3.

A.

De&:B's Fermel l n•,restige tien.

lnitiatioe of Dean' s Formal lR11estigatioA
If after the preliminary re·1iew of a compla-i.et or administrative supervisory report a formal
octioe is belie·t'ed to be \','orranted. the Dean ·Nill initiate a formal im<estigation.
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eaeh pieee of infonnation aeeording to its mw merit.

4.

At the eooclusion of the eonf~enee. the Dean will do one of the :fellowing:
a.

resol'le the charge(s) by en1tual agreement

b.

close the in:r.restigation vrithout action

C.

enact an iRformal aetion

d. propose -fonnal aetion
e.

de~rmine if t_urther ie'lestigatien is warranted ood if so shall notify the bargainiRg
umt member m 1.v-ritieg 11,tjthin. fi¥e (5) working days
I.

The Deae. may amend ~he ch~ge(s) during the in·,•estigation. lf the Dean does
pr~,,1de nonce to all parties and afford the bargaiR:ing unit
so the Dean
member addit10nal time to respond.

D. Coach1sion of Deafl's Ia,1estigation
l.

The entire ~vesti~ati~n is e*p~c_t~d to be eloseel within siMt)' (60) caleadar days after
the date the ~n:i,reshgation was 1mtiateel, ooless an el<teasion is agreed to by both parties.
SuOfl e>(tenswe shall not be 1,mreasonably elenied.

2.

the _D~aR de_termines that a formal action is not warranted the Dean shall pro·iide the
argaBnng WHt member, the Association and the ProYost with a \¥ritten report.

3.

If at the end of the i~.,·est:igation, the Dean determines that a formal action is warranted
th~ Dean ~hall pro.,'tde tl:ie bargaining ooit member, the Association ae.d the Pro•,rost '
',¥1th_ a 1t•mtten r~port within_ th:irty (30) days. This report shall state the in1t estigatiYe
fmdmgs, the eY1elenee considered, and the proposed formal aetioe.
1

a.

The _findings _shall be _based on the original and/or prei, iously ameneled eharge(s)
aed m:ferrnatlon eoos1dered ,¥hieh is rele1t•ant to the origieal aRellor pre:viously
ameF1deel eharge(s).
1

1

Sectien 4.

PF8\'est's CenfeFenee end Deeisien.

A. With:iR fi1t'e (5) wor~tin_g ~ays of the issuance of the Deae.' s report the Pro.,'ost: shall
sehedule a ~rma-1 dtse1plmary eon:ference witfl the bargaining llflit member. a
representati,•e of the
,
Associatioa encl the iffi·estigator. The bargaining 1:1Rit member may deeliHe attendaeee and'or
respond to the DeaR' s ref)ort in v,nti.H:g.
'
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ARTICLE 19, GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Section 1.

Definitions.

A. A grievance is a claim of any alleged violation, misapplication or misinterpretation of this
negotiated Agreement.
B.

A grievant shall be any bargaining unit member, group of bargaining unit members, or the
Association acting on behalf of itself or bargaining unit members.

C. The term " days," except -where modifieJ belov. shall mean working days in which the
University is open for business during the academic year (spring and fall semesters).
Working days does not include Summer Semester, Scheduled Breaks, Intersession(s),
Saturdays or Sundays, or days when classes are not in session.
D. The time limits set forth in this article may be extended by mutual agreement in writing by
the grievant and the University.

Section 2.

Purpose.

The purpose of this grievance procedure is to create a collegial mechanism for justly resolving
disagreements with respect to specific claims of improper application, violation or
misinterpretation of this Agreement. The Parties agree that-Informal actions under Article 18
and interim decisions pertaining to applications for promotion and/or tenure are not grievable.

Section 3.

Grievance Procedure.

A. Nothing herem contained in this grievance procedure shall be construed to prevent an
individual grievant from first seeking to informally resolve a grievance if he/she chooses,
provided that such an informal grievance settlement is consistent not meoA:Sistent with the
terms of the Agreement and the grievant has not initiated the formal grievance process (i.e.
filed a Grievance Form).
B.

In the event that the above inforrnal step is unsuccessful or not exercised, the grievant may
contact the Association to file a grievance on his or her theH behalf. The Association shall
distribute the grievance form to the appropriate University Official (ref. par G).

C.

In all grievances the Association shall have the right to haYe an Association representative at
all grievance meetings throughout the process and revie-w any resolutions to ensure
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compliance with this Agreement.
D. Fom1a! Grievances must be fi led within forty-five (45) working days from the date in wruch
the grievant knew or the date by which a reasonable person should have been aware of the
alleged violation. misapplication or misinterpretation of the Agreement. Ieeident.

1.

A grievance must identify and reference one or more a specific Articles and Sections of
the Agreement alleged to have been violated, misapplied, or misinterpreted.

2.

New issues that may emerge after an initial grievance has been filed will be treated as a
separate grievance unless the parties mutually agree to consolidate them into one
grievance.

E. Insofar as practicable, grievance conferences wi ll be scheduled so as not to interfere with

the class or work schedule of the grievant, Association representative, or appropriate
University official administrati¥e offieers whose presence will be required. A grievant shall
have the right to be present at any level in the grievance procedure without loss of pay.

F.

Any grievance not acted on in the time limits provided in this article is automatically
appealed advanced to the next level, unless the timeline has been extended by mutual
agreement.

G. In cases where grievances are timely filed prior to the last full day of scheduled classes of
Spring Semester, working days shall end on the date grades are due, and recommence and
continue as of the first full day of scheduled summer classes. Both sides may agree to

suspend the grievance clock during the summer.

H. fom1a! Grievances will typieally be filed at Level I 9ean vvith the office of Labor
Relations. The office of Labor Relations will determine the appropriate level at which to
commence the grievance in consultation with the Association representative. By mutual

agreement of the Assoeiation and the Unh•ersity a grievOflee may be initiated at any higher
appl.ieable le,.•el.

I.

Grievances \Vith respect to discipline shall commence at Level II in accordance with the
following procedure. All other timelines in this article shall remain in force. The Provost
shal l be present at this meeting. or designate a representative lO be present on his/her
behalf. The bargaining unit member may be present and may be accompan ied by an official
SEA and/or OEA representati\'e. The purpose of this meeting shall be to review the record
of the discipline and determine if there is a possible solution to the matter. If the grievant is
not satisfied with the result of this meeting and if the discipline involved suspension of
more than two weeks or termination the grievant may automatically proceed to arbitration
in accordance with this Article. For disciplinary matters less than or equal to suspension of
two weeks the grievant may contact the SEA if they are not satisfied -vvith the result of this
meeting.
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Section 4.

Level One - Administrati\•e C hair, Assistant Dean, or Dean.

A. A meeting shall take place between the grievant and Admi nistrative Chair. Assistant Dean.
or Dean at a time mutually agreed to by all parties, but no later than ten ( 10) days following
the date the grievance was filed. A grievant may be accompanied by awimess(es), one (1)
authorized Association representative of his/her choice and/or an OEA Representative. If
witnesses are called the presiding administrator may sequester witnesses. ff the
Administrative Chair. Assistant Dean. or Dean detem1ines that the presence of a witness is
disruptive or irrelevant to the proceeding the presiding administrator may d ismiss them.
The University Administration reserves the right to have comparable representation present.
B.

A written answer will be given by the presiding administrator ~ or his/her aesigaee no
later than ten ( 10) days after this meeting.

C.

If the presiding administrator :Qeaa lacks authority to resolve the grievance, the presiding

administrator :Qeaa will forward the grievance to Level 2 within ten (1 0) worlcing days and
notify all parties that the matter has been forwarded.

Section 5.

Level Two -Provost or Designee.

A. In the event that the formal grievance is not resolved to the satisfaction of the grievant at
Level One or the Deaa laeks authority to resolve the grievance, the grievant may request
within ten (10) days a Level Two meeting with the Provost or his/her Designee. by filing a
grie¥aRee foFBl:.

1.

A meeting shall take place between the grievant and the Provost (or his/her designee) at
a time mutually agreed to by all parties, but no later than ten (10) days following the
date the grievance was filed with the Provost.

2.

A grievant may be accompanied by a witness(es), one (1) authorized Association
representative of the grievanf s choice, and/or an OEA Representative. tr the Provost or
Designee determines that the presence of a '" itness is disruptive or irrelevant to the
proceeding, he or she may dismiss them. The University Administration reserves the
right to have comparable representation present. The parties may mutually agree to
expand the number of representatives for each side.

B. If the Pro,.•ost laeks aul'hority to resolve the grie¥ooee, the Provost will forwa-rd the
grievooee to Lelt•el 3 withle ten ( l 0) working days a:Ra aotify all parties that the matter has
1

been forwa-rcied.
C.

Any grie,.·anee resulti:eg from formal diseiplinary actioRs aadressea in Artiele 18
(Complaint Resolution and Diseipliaary Process) of tais Agreement will be initiatea at the
Provost le,.•el.
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B. A written answer will be given by the Provost or his/her designee within ten ( IO) working

days after this meeting.

Seetiee (;,

Le,·el Three

Presideet,

A. ln tl:ie e;zent that tl:ie formal grie,·0:Ree is eot resol;zed at Le,•el Twe, the President will
re,•iew the Pro,•est's deeisien. Tl:ie Assoeiatien er grie,•ant may req1:1est a be¥el Three
meeting witA tl:ie President hy forwardiRg the grie,•aRee form within fifteen (15) working
days efthe Pro¥est's response.
I.

A meeting shall take plaee bet\\ een the grie, 0:Rt (er his/her designee) ll:Fld the President
(or his/her desigRee) at a time rn1:1t1:1ally agreed to hy all parties, h1:1t no later than fifteee
(15) working days following tl:ie date the grie;zanee was filed with the President.

2.

A grie¥aAt rnay he aeeempaRied hy a wimess(es) aRd one (I) Association
representative of 1:iis/her eheiee 0:Rd aR OeA Ref)resentati 1,•e. Tl:ie Uni,•ersity
Administration resePres the right to ha,·e eernparable representation f!Fesent. The
parties rnay rn1:1t1:1aHy agree to additional representati,•es for eael:i side.

1

1

B. A written deeisien wiJI be gi 1,ren by tl:ie President within fifteen (15) work da~•s after tl:iis
meeting.
ection 6 .

A.

Optio nal Pre-Arbitration ettlemcnt Meeting

If the grie\'ance is not re olved lo the satisfaction of the grievant at Level T,.. o. within ten

( 10) working days of the issuance of the PrO\ ost" s ,Hillen decision. the gricrnnt or

Association may request in writing a pre-arbitration settlement meeting. uch a request
must be made by email or other" riling to the Office or Labor Relations. Ir such a request
i made. the Office. after consultation "ith appropriate administrators. "ill respond to the
Association within the (5) working days whether the administration is agreeable to a prearbitration settlement meeting or not.

B.

If the administration responds to a request made under section A. above. that it is
agreeable to a pre-arbitration settlement meeting. the deadline to formally demand
arbitration under Section 7.A .. belo\,. "'ill be stayed. If the administration responds to a
request made under section A. abm e. that it is not agreeable to a pre-arbitration
settlement mct:ting. or if no timely request is made under section A. the deadline under
ection 7.A.. below. wil l apply.

C.

If the partie mutual I) agree to a pre-arbitration settlement meeting. the Office of Labor
Relations\\ ill schedule the meeting at a time that is convenient for all participants.
Participants in the meeting ma) include the grievant. an authori7ed Association
representati, e. an OEA representati\'e. the Director. the Uni\'er it)·s General Counsel.
and a supervisor or administrator of the Uni, ersity·s choosing. Any resolution of the
grievance at the pre-arbitration meeting shall be reduced to writing and include a
stipulation that the Association" ill not take the matter to arbitration.
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(i)

D.

If a pre-arbitration settlement meeting takes place and the parties are unable to resolve
the grievance by the conclusion of the meeting. the Association may make a demand for
arbitration within twenty (20) working days after the conclusion of the meeting. If such a
demand is made. the provisions of Section 7. below. shal I apply.

Section 7.

Binding Arbitration.

A. Except as discussed in the previous section the Association may file a demand for arbitration
te-tho Amerioan Arbitration Assooiatioa (AAA) 1,1,•itli a oopy ta-tee with the Director of Labor
Relations within twenty (20) working days after receipt of the President's Level 2 decision.
t:he Assooiation may file a demand for arbitratioa. The Association will file the appropriate
paperwork with the American Arbitration Association (AAA).

B. The SEA Representative and the University President Representative (or h.is/11er designee)
wi ll select an Arbitrator pursuant to the voluntary selection rules of the American
Arbitration Association (AAA) with the following understandings:

1.

The arbitrator will not add to, subtract from, or otherwise change any provisions of this
Agreement or the Ohio Revised Code not otherwise superseded by this Agreement.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon both parties. The
arbitrator shall be requested to issue his/her decision within thirty (30) calendar days
after record of the arbitration hearing is closed. the oonolusion of testimony and
argumeet.

2.

Any arbitration award involving a salary adjustment shall be limited to the term of this
Agreement. life oftlie eontraet. All other awards shall be limited to a period not to exceed
sixty (60) calendar days from the filing of the grievance.

C. The costs of the services of the arbitrator, and the cost of the hearing room, if any, shall be
shared equally by the University and Association.
Section 8.

Miscellaneous.

A. Copies of all written University decisions associated with the processing of a grievance
shall be provided to gii,•en to the grievant and the Association President.
B. Any grievance not appealed within the time limits set forth above shall be considered
settled on the basis of the last decision.

C. No reprisal of any kind shall be taken by or against any participant in the grievance
procedure by reason of such participation.
D. By mutual agreement of the Association and the University, a grievance may be initiated at
any higher applicable level.
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E.

The grievant may withdraw the grievance at any level without prejudice with the
understanding that if the same grievance is filed at a later date outside the time limits as
defined in the grievance process, it will be considered untimely and dismissed.

F.

A copy of the grievance form shall not become a part of the unit member's personnel file
unless the grievant, SEA and University agree otherwise.

ARTICLE 20. DISTANCE LEARNING
Except as provided for below, there is no difference between distance learning and traditional
courses in terms of this Agreement and University policies.
Section 1.

Definitions

A. Online Program: Non-degree bearing certificates or degree programs in which 80 percent or
more of the required courses may be taken as an online course.

B. Online Course: any course offered by the University in which 80% or more of the course,
the class meetings and/or instructional materials are online for access from on and/or offcampus sites. In an online course, students may be required to come to campus for exams,
class meetings, orientations, labs, or other purposes; however, the clear majority of the work
of the course will be online. Distance Learning courses include those that utilize a
University-approved learning management system (LMS) to access or facilitate
videoconferencing, teleconferencing, mail (email) correspondence, etc.
C. Blended Leaming Course (also known as Hybrid or mixed mode): any course offered by the
University in which 30-79% of class meetings and/or instructional activities are replaced
with online instruction. In a blended learning course, students may be required to come to
campus for exams, class meetings, orientations, labs, or other purposes.
D. Web-enhanced Course: any course offered by the University in which less than 30% of the
class meetings are replaced with online material. This category will include all courses
utilizing the Unjversity-approved course management system or other online materials for
supplementary purposes even if no class meetings are replaced with online activity.
E. Non-internet based distance learning shall include but not be limited to all courses offered by
the University which utilize video conferencing, teleconferencing, mail correspondence,
videotape correspondence, or other non-computer based means of teaching in place of one or
more in-class meetings for some or all students in a section.
F.

The term distance learning in this a rticle shall appl) to online courses. onlinc programs.
blended learning courses. and non-internet based distance learning courses. The term
distance learning in this article shall not apply to web-enhanced courses, which will be
treated as traditional courses.

Section 2. Principles for Distance Learning Courses and Online Programs
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A. No existing course section shall be converted to a distance learning format without

approval of the faculty member(s) teaching the course(s). Bargaining unit members who
do not approve conversion of a course section to a distance learning format may continue
teaching the course in a traditional format. However. when the course is converted to
online format. faculty or adjunct may teach the course in accordance with Section 4. E.
B. No existing program shall be converted to an online program without the approval of the
faculty following program Bylaw's procedure. The preceding sentence. however, does not
prevent the University from launching an on line version of an existing program to run
concuITent with the non-online program subject to normal University governance
procedw·es.
C. No faculty member will be req ui red to participate in the development of online course
content. Faculty members may choose to pa11icipate in online learning by:
1.

developing and owning online course content as described in this article

2.

working with the University in a joint ownership with a person or entity outside the
university to develop cow-se content. as described in this article

D. Current bargaining unit members will have right of first refusal for the supplemental
contract for Joint Ownership Course Content. as discussed below, if the on-line program
being developed includes course content within their discipline.
E. lf the University decides to pursue a program outside of current program offerings and
expertise, the University will hire full-time faculty required to accomplish the growth
objectives of the new progran1. In the event that the University believes such a progrnm or
course must be developed or taught before a search for suitable qual ified full-time faculty
in the discipline can be completed. the following process will be followed:
1. the Provost will notify UFS and SEA President of the intent to develop an on line
program or course
'>

The notification will include:
a. The program name, course numbers, titles. and catalog descriptions of all
courses under development.
b. The semester the program/course(s) would be developed and/or offered.
c. The names, qualifications. and full CVs of all individuals who will be
involved in developing and/or teaching the program/course(s).
d. The rationale and timing for the program or course under development.

3.

Such courses or programs may be offered for up to two years vvhile a faculty
search is in progress. lf the Unjversity is unable to hire a full-time faculty during
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this time the course or program will be di scontinued unless SEA and University
agree to extend the time frame.
Section 3. Development of distance learning courses

A. Approval Process
I.

Distance learning courses shall be subject to all polici es of the University governance
structures to which traditional courses are subject.

2.

All cow:ses vi-ill ee re,.·iewed aed appro1+<ed in accordooce 1,vith the follo•,ving:
Prior to offering aey cow:se ,.,..hieh ha5 not eeen pre,.·iously offered through
Distaece Lernni.Rg, the cow:se shall ee suernitted to the Uf 8 Distance Lernni.ng
course approval process

2.

Fo ll owing this initi al review. all distance learning courses shall be submitted for review
and approval to the Distance Learning Committee whenever major course changes are
proposed.

B. Course Development
I.

No faculty member shall be required to teach distance courses.

2.

No faculty member may be required to develop any distance learning materials except as
provided on an initial contract as provided in Article 9.

3.

Distance learning courses may only be developed by full-time
faculty members in the appropriate field of study who have successfull y completed one or
more Quality Matters courses in design. delivery. or assessment of online or blended
courses or who have previous demonstrable and successful experience teaching and
developi ng online or blended courses unless the course was purchased in accordance
ection 2 F.

4.

Any faculty member meeting the qualifications. may convert a course he/she teaches to a
distance learning mode without compensation and submit such course for approval. Such
courses shall be considered faculty owned courses.

5.

The Uni versity may offer a supplemental contract to full time tenured or tenure track
bargaining unit members for the development of distance learning online or blended
learning course content. Such courses shall be considered joint owned courses.

6.

Faculty developing di stance learning cow·ses may work with instructional designers.
consultants. and others with expertise in development o f distance learning courses if such
individuals are hired or contracted by the university. TnstructionaJ designers. consultants.
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and others may make suggestions as to course content. design. or other aspects of the
class.
7.

Final course content is at the sole discretion of the faculty member.

8.

All aspects of the course including but not limited to academic content. goals. learning
outcomes. course activities. course format and design. syllabus. and assessments, must be
approved by the faculty member developing the course.

9.

Internet based and blended distance learning courses must use the university approved
Learning Management System (currently Blackboard).

10. Faculty who agree to develop a distance learning course will never be expected to
complete development of the course in less than 12 weeks.
C. Compensation for Development of Distance Leaming Courses
1.

The University may offer a supplemental contract to a qualified bargaining unit
member for development of a distance learning online or blended learnmg joint
ownership course.

2.

Starting with courses developed in Fall 2018 compensation for a newly developed
course will FaAge from be $3,500 $4 ,500, be $3500 to be paid upon commencement of
development and $ 1000 to be paid upon approval of the course by UFS. based Hpon
eoHrse eomple~tity aAd as determined by the Pro,·ost in eonsultation with the DistaAee
Learni-ng Committee. Release time rnay be awarded for the rnaintenanee aRd Hpdates
of the eourse as deterrnieed by the Pro¥ost in eofl:sultatioR vlith. the Distanee Leamifl:g
Committee.

C. Updates and Revisions

1.

Once the course is developed. the faculty member who developed the course ~ will
make updates and revisions to the class at any time without compensation.

2.

The university may offer the faculty member$ I 000 to update the course every three
years. The university may not require faculty to update a course without compensation.
Such compensation will not be required for normal updates to maintain currency of
content.

Section 4: Teaching Distance Learn ing Courses

A.
B.

No bargaining unit member shall be required to teach a distance learning course except as
provided on an initial contract as provided in Article 9.
All distance learning courses shall be taught by faculty or adjuncts employed by the
university.
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C.

Teaching a course with a distance learning component sha ll be considered part o f a faculty
member·s normal contractually defined workload.

D.

No additiona l contract ho urs shall be earned fo r teaching \Veb-enhanced. blended learning.
online. or no n- internet based distance learning c lasses.

E.

The faculty member w ho developed the course w ill have right of fi rst refusal to teach all
sections of the course whenever it is scheduled unless it creates an overload. lf the faculty
member chooses not to teach an y section of the course in a given term. the chairperson
and/or program director can identify another suita bly qualified fac ulty to do so (i.e. o ne in
the appropriate fi eld of expe11ise who bas successfully completed o ne o r more Quality
Matters courses in delivery and assessment of online or blended courses or who has
previous demonstrable and s uccessful experience teaching online or blended courses).
Faculty teaching dis tance learning courses shall be evaluated as described in Artic le 14.
Distance learning courses w ill be assessed on characteris tics consistent w ith the specific
de livery method.

Section 5:
A.

University External Purchase of Distance Learning Course(s)

In accordance w ith the UFS eol:H'se the uni versi ty governance approval processes, the

development by or purchase of ffii any online course may only be undertaken by persons
outside of the University when the qualified bargaining unit member declines or is unable
to develop such course or a qua-lified bargaining
member is u-na1,ailable.

urut

B.

To offer a new online program where no internal expertise exists. the University will be
able to purchase course content in accordance to Section 2 F.

C.

Purchase of commercially developed ancillary software is not considered "development"
by persons outside the University.

D.

Course or program content may no t be purchased fro m o utside sources without approval of
the fac ulty member developing the course. The decision as to whether an item is anci llary
or content is at the so le di scretion of the faculty member who developed the course.

E.

The University may contract with an o nline program man agement service for recruiting.
marketing. technical suppo1t. customer support. and the services of an instructional
designer.

Section 6: Ownership, Copyright, and Intellectual Property
A.

Faculty Owned Courses
I. Faculty who develop material for use in their courses for w hich they have received no
additional compensation whether through released time or additional pay through a
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special contract with the University, shall retain all property rights over such material
2. Distance learning materiaJ owned by faculty members may not be used by other faculty,
staff, adjuncts, or any University employee without the written approval of the owner. In
the event that a faculty member other than the owner is assigned to teach the course, the
newly assigned faculty member may not utilize any previously developed distance
learning materials without the written permission of the owner.
3. If the Provost or Dean desires that a facuJty member other than the original
developer/owner utilize distance learning materials, either in whole or in part, developed
for a course for which a faculty member was not specifically contracted by the
University, the University may license the course materials from the owner under the
following terms:
4. The owner of the material has the right to refuse to license the material to the University.
5. License rates shall be $ 1000 per thirty six (36) tweh·e ( 12) month period to be remitted at
the time of licensure. Additional payment will be remitted in the amooot of $TBD per
credit hour for oee (1) section. each semester and $TBD per credit how= for each
addition.al section. tmaght durin.g that semester.
6. During the term of the license, the department sponsoring the course may assign any
facuJty member, adjunct, or other employee to utilize the material.
7. Upon expiration of the license agreement, the University or any of its agents must
deactivate the course site and may not retain copies (electronic, paper, or other media) of
any of the licensed material.
8. During the term of the contract the University shall not distribute or re-license the course
or its relevant material to a third party without the express approval of the faculty
member.
9. Faculty development of distance learning material shall be subject to appropriate
University policy.
10. FacuJty shall be responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of faculty-owned course
content/material.

B.

Joint 0\-vnership Course Content

1.

The University \l\ill ofter a supplemental contract to full time faculty for the
development of distance learn ing online or blended learning course content.

2.

Qualifications for full ti me faculty to de,·elop online or blended learning course content
are successfully completing one or more Quality Mat1ers courses in design. delivery. or
assessment of online or blended courses or previous demonstrable and successful
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3.

experience teaching and developing on line or blended courses.
Development of such courses may utilize the expertise o f instructional designers or
other third parties hired by the uni vers ity in accordance with section 3B.

4.

Thi s course content might be piloted one semester with the approval of the Distance
Learning Commjttee. If the faculty member in consultation w ith the Distance Learning
Co mmittee deem the co urse content success fuL the course w ill then be submitted to the
Uni vers ity governance process fo r approval.

5.

Compensation fo r newly developed course content will be $3500 to be paid after the
course content is approved by the Distance Learning Committee for the pilot and $ 1000
when a course has been passed by the Univers ity governance process.

6.

If a faculty member does not comp lete development of the course content in time to be
offered in the pilot semester. then the member w ill repay any compensation provided
fo r course content development.

7.

These courses are cons idered jointly owned by the university and the faculty member
for three (3) years after development.

8.

During this time. the univers ity may assign faculty to teach these courses only in
accordance with sectio n 4 and the fo llowing:
a. If the faculty member w ho developed the course does want to teach the course.
and would not have an overload if he/she taught the course. but the University
desires another indjvidual to teach the course. t he Univers ity w ill pay a licens ing
fee of$ I 000 per year to the fac ulty member who developed the course;
b.

ff the faculty member who developed the course would be in overload or does not

want to teach the course the Univers ity does not have to pay a licens ing fee.

9.

The univers ity may not sell such courses to third parties.

I 0.

During this three-year period. the University may request that the bargaining unit
member enter into a su pplemental agreement to refresh the course content as needed. lf
the supp lemental agreement is not executed. the University w ill transfer its ownership
interest to the faculty member and is free to use other resources to design new course
content.

11 . Course analytics will be provided to the fac ulty member to make course improvements.

Section 7.

Enrollment Limits, and Promotion

A. Enrollment Limits
I. Except for enro llment limits established in other sections of this Agreement,
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enrollment for online or blended learning courses "'i II eot ei<eeed twenty s ix (26)
studeets unless agreed to by the faeulty member teaching the course, and the Pro1,1ost.
be established based on course t) pe by the Distance learning committee after
consultation with the appropriate Dean. Chairperson. and faculty member.
2. Faculty may be scheduled to teach more than one section of a blended learning or
online course but each section will count in the faculty member' s normal workload as a
separate course in the calculation of work load.
B. Promotion
Development and teaching of distance learning and web-enhanced courses may be
included as part of a candidate's prom otion folder under teaching o r professional
development.

Section 7:

Coo rdination and Training

A. Coordination of Distance Learning Program
1. Each Deprutment with online offerings will have a Department Onl ine
Coordinator.
2. The Department Online coordinators shall be faculty members elected by the
department and appointed by the Provost for one ( 1) year terms.
3. The departmental online coordinators will comprise The Distance Learning
Comminee will make recommendations to the Provost as to who should be
appointed to the position of Director of Online Programs.
4. The Director of DistaHee Leaming Online Programs shall be a faculty member
appointed by the Provost for a three (3) year term.
5. If no recommended faculty member is available or willing to serve, then the
Provost m ay appoint a faculty member who is not recommended by the Distance
Learning Committee, or a qualified non-faculty member to the position.
6. The Director of Distaaee Learning Online Programs shall receive six (6) credit
hours of release time per year, to be distributed over two semesters. Additional
hours of release may be granted at the discretion of the Provost.
B. Resources and Training
1. The University will m aintain a learning management system and the necessary
hardware and software to support online, blended, and web-enhanced courses.
Technical support and training for the use of distance learnin g technology will be
provided to all faculty.
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3. Training will include the introduction to best practices and the utilization of new
technologies in distance learning so that the University online and distance learning
offerings are high quality and current with latest developments.
4. Training w ill be o ffered to all faculty members at least once per year

Section 8:

Honors Program Modules

A. The university will o ffer a supplemental contract to full-ti me tenured or tenure-track
bargaining unit members approved by the H onors Program Committee fo r the
development of honors component materials to be posted on the uni versity's learning
management system.
B. Such contracts will be available to fu ll-time tenure track faculty members who have
s uccessfull y completed one or more Quality Matte rs courses in design. delivery. o r
assessment of on line or blended courses or who have previo us de monstrable and
s uccessful experience teaching and developing online o r blended courses.
C. Co mpensation for develo pment of the honors component module w ill be $500 per course
to be paid after the materials are approved by the Honors Program Committee.
D. Faculty retain owners hip of the honors component module fo r the ir course.
E. Faculty teaching courses with an honors component "viii be compensated as if they are
teaching a course by arran gement.
F. Faculty teaching the Honors Seminar developed to accompany such courses will not
receive additional compensatio n but the honors seminar will count in the ir workload as a
team taught course.

Section 9:

Massively Online Open Courses (MOOCs)

A. For the purposes of thi s a1ticle, MOOCs are defi ned as on line courses fo r which anyone
may enroll w ithout payment of tuition or fees to the university and do not receive course
credit. Upo n co mpletion o f the course. the uni versity may offer the optio n fo r a student to
purchase course credit through a mechanism to be set by University policy.
B. No bargaini ng unit member s hall be required to develop or teach a MOOC.
C. MOOCs may onl y be develo ped by fu ll-time tenure track fac ulty members in the
appropriate fie ld of study w ho have successfu ll y completed o ne or more Quality M atters
courses in design. delivery. or assessment of online o r blended courses or who have
previous demonstrable and successful experience teaching and developing online o r
blended courses.
D. M OOCs are subject to the same approval process as any other distance learning course.
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E. Faculty wil l receive no compensation for development of a MOOC unless the university
decides to allow students to purchase course credit.
F. The faculty member who develops a MOOC retains full ownership and prope1ty rights as
described in Section 5.
G. Offering a MOOC in any given term requires the approval of the faculty member. the
department chair. the dean. and the provost.
H. Teaching a MOOC will not be included in a faculty member"s workload unless the
university decides to allow students to purchase course credit.

I.

MOOCs will have no contractually defined enrollment limit.

J. In the event that the university decides to allow students to purchase course credit for a
MOOC:

I. The faculty member who developed the course will receive a one-time payment of

$5000 for development of the course after the first student decides to purchase credit.

2. The faculty member teaching the course will receive l hour of workload credit each
semester a student chooses to purchase course credit.
3. The faculty member teaching the course will receive compensation equal to that of
teaching a course by arrangement for each student who decides to purchase course
credit.
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ARTICLE 21. INTELLECTUA L PROPERTY
Section 1: Purpose and Scope
A. Shawnee State University is committed to facilitating the dissemination and utilization of
the knowledge acquired by research for the public good. The University is also
committed to developing existing technologies for licensing and commercialization. and
it particularly encourages projects that will contribute to the economic development of
the region. In furtherance of such development. the University recognizes the need to
protect intellectual property rights of authors and inventors and to include University
authors and inventors in the distribution of income derived from its intellectual property.
B. This Policy is applicable to all departments and units of the Un iversity and to all
University Personnel.

Sectio n 2: Definitions
A. ·'University Personnel"' is defined as University facul ty. administration and staff
members.
B. ··Copyright Work" describes original works of authorship that have been fixed in a
tangible medium of expression. including. but not limited to. written materials.
dissertations. papers. articles. books, poems. audiovisual materials. videos. audio
recordings. architectural drawings. on-line instructional materials. musical compositions.
dramatic creations. software. databases. photographs. or sculptw-es that are likely to be
subject to protection under United States copyright la,v.
C . '"Patentable Inventions·· describes inventions. discoveries. and manufacturing designs
that have been reduced to practice. and are considered novel and likely to be subject to
protection under United States patent law.
D. •'Academic Works·· are works created by facu lty members within the scope of their
regular faculty appointment. including work created while on paid professional or
sabbatical leave.

I.

Academic works include. but are not limited to. those works including artistic
creations created within the scope of their facul ty appointment for research. for
teaching. whether for a traditional course. a distance learning course. an online course
offering. or some other non-traditional setting, u nless such work was specifically
created as a work for hire. Faculty shal l retain the copyright to any Academic Works.

2. Academic Works includes the results of faculty research that results in
commercialization as defined in this agreement for purposes of tenure and promotion.
and material created for teaching use in the classroom and in department programs.
such as syllabi. assignments. tests and other such course materials. Materials created
by faculty for distance learning are addressed in Atticle 20. Faculty retain the right to
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utilize materials developed for distance learning courses for academic purposes
related to teaching. scholarship. and service. are included u:nder this eategory.
3. With facu lty cooperation. the University may use Academ ic Works for administrative
purposes. including satisfying requests of accreditation agencies for faculty-authored
syllabi and course descriptions. The University will not utilize such material for profit
unless specifically authorized in writing by the author(s).

E. ··Work fo r Hire" or '·Work Made for Hire.. is:
l. A work prepared by University Personnel within the scope of his or her employment
that does not meet the definition of an Academic Work as defined by this article.
2. A work directed by or special ly ordered or commissioned by the University via a
supplemental employment contract or similar agreement. If support for the work is
from an outside contractor or sponsor. the intellectual property ownership may be
governed by the contractor or sponsorship agreement.
F.

··Signjficant Allocation.. is: The use of University resources (including. but not limited
to. fac ilities. equipment, staff time. supplies. funds. financial support. or release time
from assigned duties) over and above the usual salary or resource assignment where the
value of the resources comprises more than half of the cost incurred in creating a work.

Section 3 : Copyright Work

A. A ll rights granted under copyright law for a particular work remain with the authors
(creators) of the work.
B. The University will not have an interest in copyright ownership of University Personnel
works. including academic work products except in the following instances:
I. When the work is a Work for Hire.
2.

When the work is created through a Significant Allocation of University resources
for the express purpose of the creation of that work.

3.

In these instances. copyright ownership of the works in question belongs to the
University. unless it expressly waives its rights thereto.

C. Copyrights for course materials developed for use by multiple faculty teaching different
sections of the same course shall be shared jointly by the faculty teaching the course and
by the University. All parties may make use of such materials for academic purposes.
Sale of such materials shall be by agTeement of all the parties involved in the creation of
such materials and the University.
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Section 4: Patents

A. The University shall have ownershjp of patent rights to Patentable Inventions created by
University Personnel in direct connection with acti vities involving a Significant
Allocation of University resources.
B. The University shall convey patent rights to the inventors in accordance with an
underl)·ing procedure promulgated by the University President pursuant to the Board of
Trustees Intell ectual Property policy that will include a percentage to the inventor to this
policy. Such conveyance shall be given in writing upon approval by the Provost.
Section S: Licensing, Royalties and Distribution of Income

A. Bargaining unit members may be eligible fo r participation in the distribution of income.
Bargaining unit members may voluntarily agree to license instructional materials created
by the bargaining unit member to the University fo r instructional purposes related to that
individual" s teaching assignments at Shawnee State University. Before signing the
license agreemenl. the bargaining unit member must consult with the Association. This
eligibility does not apply to Works fo r H_i_re.
B. lf the University grants a copyright or patent license to a commercial entity. the
University may seek a reasonable royalty from the licensee. Royalties earned on any
intellectual prope11y owned by or assigned to the University will be distributed to
University Personnel in accordance with a distribution schedule establ ished by an
underlying procedure promulgated by the University President pursuant to the Board of
Trustees Intellectual Property policy that will include a percentage to the inventor.
Section 6: Conflicts of Interest and Resea rcher Responsibilities

A. University faculty and staff may not participate in or be directly involved in negotiating

external agreements for intellectual property that is owned, assigned to or othen-vise
controlled by the University.

B. University Personnel who hold positions as operating officers or act in key decisionmaking capaciti es in businesses that have or intend to establish commercial or business
relationships with the University must disclose such positions to the University.

Section 7: Intellectual Property Committee

A. The Uni versity's Intellectual Property Committee (IPC ) advises and makes

recommendations to the Provost on the fo llowing:

I. Ownership of intellectual property and the distribution of income derived from the
intellectual propet1y:
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2.

Whether the discovery or invention. which is the property o f Lhe University, has
sufficient value or is o f a suffi cient interest to the Uni vers ity to warrant its retention:

3.

Whether to pursue patent protect ion and development of a discovery or invention.
w hich is the property of the University:

4.

Whether to make changes to the policy and or procedures concerning intellectual
property.

B. The IPC consists of fo ur fu ll-time fac ulty mem bers in addition to the Directo r of
Institutional Research and Sponsored Programs ( IRSP). The LRSP Director w ill serve as
co-chair along w ith one of the fac ulty members selected by the committee.
C. IPC facul ty members are recommended by the University Faculty Senate in accordance
with its procedures and appointed by the Provost.

Section 8: Disclosure of Patentable lnventions and Discoveries
A. U ni vers ity personnel who create Patentable Inte llectua l Property must disclose that
information to the Provost.
B. Promptly after the conception and/or making of an invention or d iscovery, un iversity
personne l must complete and submi t an invention di sclosure and any necessary
supplementa l informatio n to the Provost and the Director ofIR S P. The Director of IRS P
w ill then forward the information to the IPC for its review.
C. The disclosure wi ll contain sufficie nt information to allow the IPC to make an informed
recommendation regarding the desirability for the Univers ity to retain rights in the
invention or discovery. A ll information. whkh may reasonably be related to an invention
o r d iscovery or patentable invention, wi ll be treated as confidential info1111ation.
D. The co-chairs will convene the JPC annually or as needed to provide advice and
recommendations regarding the ownership of intellectual property and the d istribution of
income derived fro m inte llectual property.
E.

Any committee member who may be im pacted by a matter before the committee shall
recuse himself o r herself.

F.

Following consideratio n o f the invention or d iscovery. the co -chairs w ill submit a
recommendation to the Provost regard ing the desirability fo r the Univers ity to reta in
rights to the intel lectual property.
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G. University may. alone or with the assistance of an external organization(s). make
application fo r patents on any such inventions or discoveries selected by the University
fo r patenting.
H.

et income fro m any invention or discovery will be shared by the University and the
inventor(s). The remaining fi fty percent (50%) of the net income will be the property of
the Unjversity. For intellectual property generated by faculty inventors. the University's
share of the net income will be distri buted in accordance with the fo llowing schedule
unless otherwise recommended by the !PC and approved by the Provost:
1. 50% Inventor's Depai1ment
2. 25% Inventor' s College
3. 25% IRSP

I.

The Provost has the authority to approve or reject the IPC's recommendations.
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ARTICLE 22. RETRENCHMENT AND REORGANIZATION

Days in this article refer to calendar days.
For the purposes of this Article. retrenchment means the elimination of academic programs
and/or bargaining unit members.
Section 1.

Conditions for Retrenchment.

A. The reorganization, warehousing, or closure of academic programs that do not
substantially affect currently employed bargaining unit members are not subject to this
Article. In such a case, the relevant University governance procedures w ill be followed.
B. The elimination or reassignment of currently employed bargaining unit members may
occur under the following conditions:
1. Change(s) in the University' s mission and goals that are established through
the University Faculty Senate go1, ernanee procedures.
1

2. Upon determination through the normal ongoing academic program review
process that a major or program is no longer viable after completion of a
program improvement plan (approved by the Dean and accrediting body, if
applicable) due to such factors as: a pattern of declining enrollment, loss of
accreditation, licensure or regulatory changes, failure of the program to meet
academic goals.
3. Determination by the Provost in consultation with the Deans and department
chairpersons of a need to reorganize Colleges, Departments, or make
modifications to Majors or non-major (minors or concentrations) academic
programs.
4. The University faces the need for quick and substantial retrenchment due to
documented extreme circumstances beyond the general pattern of declines in
enrollment and/or income that would not allow the University to continue to
operate without a reduction in force.
C. In such cases in which bargaining unit members may be impacted such actions w ill be
based on qualifications and seniority. Annually. bargaining unit members will provide the
department chair with an updated CV and a list of all courses they are qualified lo teach by
October I of each academic year. The Association and the University will cooperate to
develop a seniority list that incorporates all eligible personnel and submit to the Provost by
March I. 2019. This list will be updated on an annual basis.

@
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D. Faculty may be reassigned to other Departments, Majors or non-major academic
programs by mutual agreement between the bargaining unit member, the relevant Dean(s)
and Provost and the relevant Departments.

Section 2. Procedures for a long range Determination of Reduction in Force (RIF).
This section is applicable when there is a sustained trend of substantial lower enrollment in
the University that meets the conditions defined in Section 18.
A. Retrenchment using the long-range process as a result of the conditions identified in
Section l .B. par. 1 through 3 may occur in academic departments, majors, minors, and
concentrations as follows:

B. Procedures:
1.

The President Provost of the University shall officially notify the following parties in
writing:
a.

The President of the SEA

b. The President of the Faculty Senate
c. The potentially impacted department Chairperson and Program Director or
Coordinator
C. Upon issuance of this notice the University President Provost shall create and convene a
committee composed of three administrators chosen by the University Provost and three
bargaining unit members chosen by mun,al agreement between the SEA President and UFS
President to review the matter and develop a report to address the issues and possible
alternative actions. At least one of the bargaining unit members must be from the affected
unit, with a preference for all colleges being represented. The comm ittee shall elect a chair
who shall be responsible for convening and presiding over committee meetings and for
delivering the recommendation on schedule.
1.

The report shall be submitted to the University Provost within forty-five (45) calendar
days from the date of this meeting.

2.

The University Provost will include the report along with his/her recommendations
regarding proposed actions to the President and Board of Trustees.

3.

Upon approval by the Board of Trustees, notification of layoffs or reassignments shall
be provided to affected bargaining unit members one (1) year prior to reducing faculty
or closing the program and shall include a rationale for the action.
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Section 3.

Financial Instability.

This section is applicable v.,hen there is a sustained trend of substantial financial losses for the
Universit).
A. When the University reasonably foresees a significant deterioration in the financial stability
of the University this Section shall apply.

B. The University Provost shall notify the President of the Shawnee Education Association and
the President of the Faculty Senate providing evidence that describes the financial
circumstances.
C. The University Pro, ost will convene a Joint Review Committee consisting of three (3)
University officials appointed by the University President and three (3) individuals selected
by the Association with a preference for all colleges being represented. The committee shall
elect a chair who shall be responsible for convening and presiding over committee meetings
and for delivering the recommendation on schedule.
D. This Joint Committee shall review the notice and the accompanying data, and any other
relevant documents. The committee shall make recommendations to the Provost concerning
the financial circumstances and recommendations for methods to avoid financial exigency.
These recommendations will be submitted to the Provost within sixty (60) days after
convening. The Provost with the approval of the President and Board of Trustees may take
action upon receipt of the Joint Committee' s recommendation.

Section 4.

Imminent Reduction in Force.

A.

An imminent reduction in force may occur when the President v\ ith approval of the Board
of Trustees makes a determinatio n of financial exigency as defined in Section 1.B.4.

B.

The University President shall notify the President of the Shawnee Education Association
and the President of the Faculty Senate providing evidence that supports the extreme
circumstances.

C.

This notice shall include a rationale for the detem1ination and supporting data. The Provost
shall schedule a meeting to discuss the matter and solicit possible alternative actions with
the UFS and Association President to ascertain if it is possible to address the issues without
a reduction in force. Such alternative proposals may be submitted in writing to the Provost
within 15 calendar days after this meeting.

D. Within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt of the Association' s written recommendations,
the Provost wilJ submit the report to the University President along with the determination
that a reduction in force or furloughs is necessary.
E.

The University President (or designee) will notify the Association of the final decision
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regarding the reduction in force.
F.

Individual notifications to affected faculty members shall be in accordance with the
Procedures for R etrenchment identified in this Article.

Section 5.

Procedures for Retrenchment.

The procedures to be applied under retrenchment conditions shall be as follows:
A. In cases where a major or program is retrenched, the University will limit the impact of
retrenchment to the directly affected academic unit.
B

C.

In all cases, bargaining unit members already employed by the University shall have a
priority of employment as follows:
I.

Tenured and/or continuing contract faculty in the programs and areas of academic
specialization in which they were initially hired to teach or demonstrated competence
based on previous teaching and/or preparation;

2.

Tenure-track faculty in their specialization or area(s) of competence;

3.

Full-time instructors (non-tenure) in their specialization or area(s) of competence;

4.

Full Time Online Faculty (non-tenure) in their special ization or area(s) of competence:

5.

Visiting faculty in the programs and areas of academic special ization in ,-.hich they
were initially hired to teach or demonstrated competence based on previous teaching
and/or preparation and/or:

6.

Part-time faculty in the programs and areas of academic specialization in which they
were initially hired to teach or demonstrated competence based on previous teaching
and/or preparation.

A retrenched bargaining unit member's specialization or area(s) of competence shall be
based upon the individual' s teaching history at Shawnee State University, relevant
scholarship, and academic degree. In cases where a bargaining unit member is reassigned to
a different department that person' s credentials shall be reviewed by the relevant
Department Chairperson and faculty to determine appropriate course assignments.

D. If retrenchment occurs, the University shall make e,•ery effort to consolidate part-time
faculty positions into full time faculty positions in order to accommodate a retrenched
bargaining unit member in his or her specialization or area(s) of competence.
E. The University shall make e,•ery effort to relocate displaced facu lty into other vacant nonbargaining unit fae1::J!ty positioRs, administrative, or staff positions needing personnel as the
faculty member's qualifications permit. If a shift involves movement to an administrative
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or staff position, the salary and other conditions of employment shal I not exceed those
which are shown in the guidelines for the administrative or staff position. If the
appointmeet reassignment is to a full time faculty assignment, the rank and salary shall be
the same as held by the faculty member being transferred.
F.

When an opportunity arises to potentially preserve ful l-time employment for a member who
has been retrenched. by combining a needed part-time administrative role with a part-time
teaching role. the University will work with the Association to explore the feasibility of
such a combination. If feasible. the combined role will be effectuated. When this occurs.
the employee will not be a bargaining unit member while he/she holds the combined
position and his/her credi t towards seniority w ill be suspended while in the combined role.
In this situation the employee retains the right to reinstatement to a full- time, bargaining
unit position to the same extent as other members who have been retrenched . Employee
salary will be prorated based on the proportion of time devoted to each role. The faculry
portion will be calculated in accordance with the CBA.

G . The Provost's office will send individual notifications of displacement to impacted
bargaining unit members once the provisions of subsections A- E of this section have been
completed.
H.

Displaced faculty who file a complete, up-to-date dossier (up to date CV and a list of
courses they are qualified to teach) with Human Resources will be considered for such
positions by submitting a formal application for a period of one ( 1) year following the date
of retrenchment. Consideration will be given for faculty openings for an additional three (3)
years upon receipt of notification of interest by the displaced faculty member.

I.

A faculty member whose academic unit has been reduced but not eliminated shall have
his/her contract placed in s uspension and will have recatl rights to that program or unit for
three (3) years. A right to recall means that the retrenched bargaining unit member has first
rights to a position for which he/she is deemed qualified by the depa11ment chairperson and
Dean in accordance with reasonable applications of standards of academic merit.

J.

During the three (3) year period, the faculty member's advancement in the salary system
shall cease. Upon recall, the faculty member will enter the salary system at the level held at
the time of retrenchment, unless additional degrees, credit hours, and/or related professional
experience were earned during the period of retrenchment place the faculty member at a
higher salary level as determined by the Provost and the SEA.

K. A faculty member whose academic unit has been eliminated shall have his/her contract
placed in suspension and will have recall rights to the program or unit should it be
reinstated within a three (3) year period.

L.

Bargaining unit members who are tenninated through the processes of this article. and who
choose to continue their insurance benefits per the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (COBRA), will receive a health subsidy to offset their monthly COBRA
payment. The subsidy will be the difference between the established COBRA rates and the
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bargaining unit member·s monthly contributions in effect at the time of separation. The
subsidy will remajn in effect through for three (3) months. provided the bargaining unit
members rnntriburions remain in good standing. The University shall cease payment of all
the faculty member' s other benefits upon retrenchment. The faculty member may continue
all benefits provided by the University at the time of retrenchment as provided for in
COBRA.

M . Determination of affected bargaining unit members shall be based on seniority as defined in
this Article, with the most senior person in an affected academic unit of instruction or
program to be laid off last. Recall shall be in inverse order of seniority as defined in Section
7: the last person laid off shall be the first person recaUed.

Section 6.

Notification of Layoff.

A. For purposes of this Article, notice to the bargaining unit member of reassignment, layoff
or permanent separation improvement, non-renewal, or termination "' ill be provided by: is
defined as:

1.

A personally-delivered document, and/or

2.

By Certified U.S. mail to the faculty member's last address provided by the member
for payroll purposes.

B. The University's obligation to serve notice is met if the date of personal delivery or the

postmarked date of mailing is on or before the date of notification stated in this Article.

C. The layoff shall commence on the date set forth in the notice.
D. Tn the case of a bargaining unit member' s layoff status, the Provost Universit) will stipulate
that his/her contract suspension was due to program retrenchment.

E.

In the case of layoff or elimination of the position of a bargaining unit member the
University shall provide the bargaining unit member with a letter upon request explaining
the conditions of retrenchment and the University will not dispute payment of
unemployment benefits.

Section 7.

Seniority.

A. Seniority shall be defined as the length of continuous employment as a full-time bargaining
unit member with the University or its predecessors. Time spent on an approved leave of
absence with no break in service shall be considered continuous service.

B. The fotJowing situations shall constitute a break in continuous service for which seniority is
lost:
1.

Discharge for just cause. However, if reinstated, seniority s hall be considered
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continuous.
2.

Retirement

3.

Resignation

4.

Non-renewal of contract. However, if reinstated the following academic year, seniority
shall be considered to have been continuous.

5.

Retrenchment. However, ifrecalled within one academic year, seniority shall be
considered to have been continuous.

6.

Failure to return to work within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of recalJ from
layoff.

7.

A resignation where the faculty member is re-employed or reinstated after thirty-one
(3 1) days or more.

C. Seniority shall not accrue during the time spent out of the bargaining unit as an
administrator, but previously accumulated seniority shall not be lost. A bargaining unit
member shall not accrue seniority while on retrenchment, but shall retain seniority earned
prior to retrenchment.

Section 8.

Seniority Determination.

For retention purposes, if two (2) or more faculty members have the same length of continuous
service, seniority shall be determined by the following factors in order:
A. Tenure/Contract Status: The retention order shall be as follows: Tenured Professors,
Tenured Associate Professors, Assistant Professors w ith Continuing Contract, Tenure
Track Assistant Professors, Senior Instructors in Tenure Track positions, Instructors in
Tenure Track Positions, FTis, and FTO·s.

B. Areas of Specialization
C. Level of Degree
D. Date and Time of Hiring

Section 9 :

Reorganization

A.

In the event that the university desires to reorganize academic depaitments. programs.
colleges. or other academic units. the university will notify the SEA President and UFS
President. The notification will include the goals. need. rationale. and a timeline.

B.

The Association and the UFS will have the oppo1tunit) to discuss the proposal and
provide written feedback which will be considered by the University.
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C.

If the proposal does not con11icl with the provisions of1his Agreement. the reorganization
process shall adhere to the procedures of the IJFS Constit ution.

D.

A reorganization cannot reduce bargaining unit members or remo,·c duties as defined in
this Agreement.

ARTICLE 23. SIGNIFICANT DISRUPTIONS TO ACADEMIC OPERATIONS
A. The University is subject to a myriad of possible extended disruptions to the delivery of
educational services due to major disasters, pandemics, and other cataclysmic events. In
the interest of students continuing their educational goals, conserving public funds, and
continuing the University' s mission during and after an emergency, th.is Article applies.
B.

Subject to directives from state and/or federal authorities to the contrary, the University
will continue to pay salary and benefits of faculty so long as the semester or session is
determined salvageable, which may require flexibility in order to assist with the successful
completion of the semester or session including scheduling, changes in the academic
calendar, teaching and other duties on weekends or on scbeduJed breaks (e.g. spring break)
within the semester or session without additional compensation. Faculty members will
work with administration to assure that timely communication to students occurs.

C. If a semester or session cannot be salvaged the University will maintain pay and benefits in
order to ensure continuity of the institution and to assure the University can be
reconstituted once the emergency subsides. Faculty members accepting salary and benefits
while the semester or session is cancelled are required to perform reasonable services that
may not be consistent with normal responsibilities or work schedules. Individuals who
elect not to perform reasonable services may have their pay and benefits terminated.
Individuals who fail to return upon the University' s request to help in the resumption of
normal University activities shall be required to refund the University or elect to remit
payment through automatic deductions from his/her paycheck an amount equal to pay and
benefits received during the emergency.
D. If more than one semester (excluding swnmer) in sequence is cancelled the parties agree to
meet and negotiate continuance of pay and benefits and duties associated therewith.
E.

This Article does not apply to events and resulting workforce actions addressed in Article
22, Retrenchment.
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ARTICLE 24. NO STRIKE/NO LOCKOUT/NO REPRISALS
Section 1.

No Strike.

The Association and its officials shall not authorize or engage in a strike, slow-down, or any
other form of a work stoppage during the term of or any stipulated extension of this Agreement.

Section 2.

No Lockout.

During the term of or any stipulated extension of this Agreement, the University administration
shall not lock out or otherwise prevent employees from performing their regularly scheduled
duties, unless such employees have been placed on administrative leave or suspended as
addressed in Article 18.

Section 3.

No Third Party Picketing.

The Association will not honor a picket line of any other labor organization affecting the
operation of the University.

Section 4.

Agreement.

After ratification of this Agreement, both parties agree to abide by this Article.

Section 5.

Violations.

Either party may utilize the remedies provided in O.R.C. Chapter 4117 or procedures outlined
in Article 19 for violations of this Article.

Section 6.

No Reprisals.

The Association and the University agree that there will be no reprisals by either party to this
agreement or any agents of either party for actions taken or not taken during the collective
bargaining process for this agreement.
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ARTICLE 25. TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall become effective on August 27_ '.2018 and remain in full force and effect
until midnight on the last day before the start of the Academic Year 2021-2022 (as reflected on
the approved A Y calendar).

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
respective authorized representatives.

Shawnee Education Association

Shawnee State University

by_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eugene H. Bums, Jr., PhD
Association President

by_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Jeffrey Bauer, PhD
lnterin, University President

by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ms. Francesca Hartop, Chairperson
Shawnee State University
Board of Trustees
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APPENDIX A
PROMOTION AND TENURE GUIDELINES, CRJTERIA AND SOURCES OF
EVIDENCE

Section 1.

General.

Faculty members submitting an application for promotion on the first day of in fall semester
201 8 will be evaluated under the criteria in place at the last day of spring semester~
2018, unless they specify on the promotion form that they wish to be evaluated using the criteria
in th.is agreement. Subject t-0 Article 11 , Section 4, the following criteria, upon adoption, sbal I
eecome e:ffecti•,re AYl 6 17.

Section 2.

Excellence in Teaching.

A. Guidelines for Evaluating Excellence in Teachlng
I.

Candidates must provide documentation for all five criteria for excellence in teaching.

2.

Sources of evidence for each criterion are divided into two lists. Candidates must
include all sources of evidence on list A. Sources of evidence on list B are not required
but can strengthen an application.

B. Criteria for Excellence in Teaching:
Criterion 1: Currency in Field. Teaching reflects currency of subject matter. The
following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate currency:

1.

List A (all are required)
a.

Dean' s, chairperson' s, and/or departmental colleague' s observations of
teaching, colloquia or other public presentations.

b.

Syllabi of courses taught.

c.

Student opinions about course content and presentation style as determined
by teaching evaluations and/or letters of student support.

d.

Candidate generated narrative of teachlng philosophy. plans, techniques,
effectiveness, etc.
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2.

List B (optional)
a.

Peer review of course content, assessment devices, curricular materials,
pedagogica] techniques, etc.

b.

Scholarly writings or presentations (not otherwise utiJized in promotion
materials) on teaching and education, the role of the University, etc.

c.

Participation in university, community, and/or professional activilies
concerning teaching and education.

d.

Development of improved instructional materials.

e.

ConsuJting, or part-time work (no more than 20 hours per week on average)
within one' s discipline.

f.

Completion of continuing professional education courses.

g.

Completion, or satisfactory progress towards completion, of a doctoral
degree or a second masters.

h.

Attainment of or optional certification within one's discipline (e.g., Certified
Management Accountant) or related lo teaching (e.g., Sloan Certification or
Quality Matters).

1.

Other documentation showing efforts to remain current in one' s field.

C. Criterion 2:
Effective Communication: Information is communicated to students in an effective manner.
The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate effective communication:
1.

List A (all are required)
a.

Dean' s, chairperson·s, and/or departmental colleague's observations of
teaching.

b.

Student opinions about course content and presentation style as determined
by teaching evaluations and/or documentation of student support.

c. Syllabi of courses taught.
d.Candidate generated narrative of teaching philosophy, p lans, techniques,
effectiveness, etc.
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2.

List B (optional)
a.

Examples of communicating subject matter by different means or methods
such as lecture, discussion. lab exercise, demonstration, and practical
expenence.

b.

Mentoring of students in undergraduate research / scholarly projects and
creative works.

c. Recognition for program/teaching activities by reputable internal or external
bodies (e.g.: SSU Distinguished Teaching Award, accrediting organizations,
etc.).
d. Mentoring students in non-course related activities or projects designed to
promote student professional growth.
e.

Other documentation demonstrating effective communication in teaching.

D. Criterion 3:
Fair Evaluation: Evaluation of students is conducted in a fair and unbiased fashion. The
following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate fair evaluation:
1.

2.

List A (all are required)
a.

Dean' s, chairperson' s, and/or departmental colleague' s observations of
teaching, colloquia or other public presentations.

b.

Syllabi of courses taught.

c.

Student opinfons about fairness of evaluation as determined by teaching
evaluations. Letters of student support may also be included.

d.

Sample assessment tools (e.g. exams, quizzes, assignments, etc.).

e.

Candidate generated narrative of teaching philosophy, plans, techniques,
effectiveness, etc.

List B (optional)
a.

Peer review of course content, assessment devices, curricular materials.
pedagogical techniques, etc.

b.

Other documentation of faculty member's assessment techniques and
evaluation of student performance.
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E.

Criterion 4:
Appropriate Course Offerings: The candidate teaches courses needed by the department
consistent with the candidate' s advertised position and established scheduling procedures.
The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate appropriate course offerings:
1.

List A (all are required)
a.

Syllabi of courses taught.

b.

Chair and/or Dean' s letter(s) or evaluation(s).

c. Candidate generated narrative of teaching philosophy, plans, techniques,
effectiveness, etc.

2.

F.

List B (optional)
a.

Unique contributions to the educational aims of the department in relation to
program needs (not otherwise utilized in service or scholarship section).

b.

Interacting with or serving as liaison with other institutions of higher
education or K- 12 institutions (not otherwise utilized in promotion
materials) in the advancement of their field of study or collaboration
between institutions.

c.

Mentoring undergraduate students in senior projects.

d.

Mentoring undergraduate students in small research projects designed solely
to teach students laboratory skills and processes.

e.

Other sources of evidence showing that the faculty member has taught the
courses he/she was asked to or expected to teach by the department.

Criterion 5:
Academic Rigor: The candidate teaches at a level of academic rigor appropriate to the level
of the course. The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate academic
ngor:
I.

List A (all are required)
a.

Dean's, chairperson' s, and/or departmental colleague' s observations of
teaching, colloquia or other public presentations.

b.

Syllabi of courses taught.
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2.

Section 3.

c.

Student opinions about course content and presentation style as detennined
by teaching evaluations. Letters of student support may also be included.

d.

Sample assignments.

e.

Candidate generated narrative of teaching philosophy. plans. techniques,
effectiveness, etc.

List B (optional)
a.

Peer review of course content, assessment devices, curricular materials,
pedagogical techniques, etc.

b.

University or outside recognition for teaching activities (e.g.: college
teaching award, distinguished teaching award, etc.).

c.

Recognition for program/teaching activities (not otherwise utilized in
promotion materials) by internal or external bodies (e.g.: accrediting
organizations, Princeton Review, etc.).

d.

Structuring courses to be compliant with specialized accreditation
requirements (e.g., IACBE).

e.

Course development, course redesign, teaching projects, course reports
and/or notebooks/course books.

f.

Course changes or improvements reflect mean score of course standardized
test meets or exceeds national benchmarks.

g.

Teaching exemplars that demonstrate course objectives are appropriate for
the course level.

h.

0th.e r sources of evidence showing level of academic rigor in courses
taught.

Scholarship.

A. Guidelines for Evaluating Scholarship

1.

Recognizing that Shawnee State University is primarily a teaching institution, no
faculty member shall be required to publish in order to achieve promotion or tenure,
although publication may be used as a source of evidence to meet appropriate criteria.

2.

Candidates applying for promotion and/or tenure under substantial contributions in
scholarship must provide documentation for criteria 1 and 2. Candidates applying for
promotion and/or tenure under outstanding contributions in scholarship must provide
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documentation for all four criteria.
B. Criteria for Scholarship
Sources of evidence for each criterion are divided into two lists. The candidate must include at
least one ( 1) source of evidence from list A or at least three (3) sources of evidence from list B.

1. Criterion 1: Productivity. Scholarship has produced scholarly artifacts during the
review period. The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate
productivity:

a.

List A - any one of the following may be used as evidence for this criterion:
1.

11.

m.
b.

Author of books. book chapters, articles, or treatises in peer-reviewed
scholarly professional publications or accepted for publication.
Producing creative works or collaborations or invited public readings.
Author of textbooks or textbook chapter or having the same accepted for
publication.

List B (if no sources of evidence from list A are present, candidate must have at
least three sources of evidence from this list)
1.

Conducting research or scholarly activities, which may involve
undergraduate students, in projects designed to contribute knowledge to the
discipline, and results in publications or presentations in non-peer reviewed
journals or journals devoted to undergraduate research, or at conferences,
including those within the w1iversity such as Celebration of Scholarship. If
student(s) are directed by faculty members, it is no t necessary for the
advisor' s name to be included on the paper/poster/ talk-abstract for this to be
considered a source of evidence.

11.

Submitting proposals for grants, contracts or similar financial support for
research or scholarly activities, which may involve undergraduates. from
government, foundations. or other sources including internal university
grants programs other than those included as service.

iii.

Giving scholarly presentations or mentoring students who give scholarly
presentations, including talks, panels, and posters, to academic or
professional organizations or to the university community.

iv.

Holding offices, positions, o r serving as a referee in profess ional academic
organizations or on scho larly editorial boards.

v.

Statements from faculty, department chairpersons. or members of a research

(;;
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team attesting to the candidate' s scholarly contributions and activities.
v1.

Awards, honors and other recognition of contributions resulting from the
candidate' s research or scholarship.

vii.

Achieving or maintaining professional certification/ licensure in an
advanced degree or degree in an additional field beyond what is required by
the University to maintain employment.

vm. Integration of evidence based practice, including continuing education.
De

x.
x1.

xii.

Documented clinical research.
Coordinating clinical faculty/preceptor inter-rater reliability.
Scholarly work related to P-12 curriculum project which is not used in
Service.
Author of or major contributor to program self-study if not included in
Service.

xm. Development of a workbook, lab manual or ancillary material for classroom
and/or lab instruction that is used to support classroom instruction if not
included in Teaching.
xiv. Author of or major contributor of scholarly research necessary for program
accreditation if not included in Service.
xv.

XVJ.

Statements from Principal Investigators attesting to the candidate' s
contributions and activities within a research team.
Evidence of confidential commercial scholarly activity, particularly in
engineering, which has been verified as scholarly by the department.

xvii. Completing or making satisfactory progression towards an advanced degree
or certification in the candidate's subject area.
xviii. Serving as an exam item writer for licensing or certification exams.
xix. Mentoring an individual or group in the process of evidence based change in
a clinical practice.
xx.

Facilitating a journal club for a clinical agency.

xx1. Author of book review (published or accepted for publication).
x:xii. Completion, or satisfactory progress towards completion, of a doctoral
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degree or a second masters.
xxiii. Serving as a regionally. nationally. or international ly recognized expert in a
field related to the candidate·s facult 1 appointment by contributing to print.
broadcast. or digital media outlets.
xxi\. Publishing books or ai1icles written for general audiences in a field related
to the candidate·s faculty appointment.
xxv. Artifacts not listed above that represent pursuit of creative or scholarly
endeavors.
2.

Criterion 2: Currency. Scholarly activities have been conducted at Shawnee State
University during the period being evaluated.
Such activities may be multiple discrete, short term projects or one on-going project.
The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate currency:
a.

Li st A - any one of the following may be used as evidence for this criterion. The
candidate must include a narrative explaining how this item meets this criterion.
All sources of evidence in List A for criterion 1 if they have occurred during the
evaluation period and were at Shawnee State University.

b.

List B (if no sources of evidence from list A are present, candidate must have at
least three sources of evidence from this list). The candidate must include a
narrative explaining bow each item meets this criterion.
1.

3.

AU sources of evidence in list B for criterion 1 if they have occurred during
the evaluation period and were at Shawnee State University.

11.

Consulting , or part-time work (no more than 20 hours per week on average)
within one' s discipline.

u1.

Attendance at workshops, presentations, or other such events (e.g., S loan
distance learning courses not leading to certification; presentations by
SSU' s Teaching & Learning Center.).

1v.

Attending scholarly meetings, seminars, workshops, conferences, or other
gatherings.

v.

Other relevant documentation of candidate's currency in scholarship.

Criterion 3: Sustained Activity: Scholarly activity bas been on-going throughout the
evaluation period. Such activities may be multiple discrete, short term projects or one
on-going proj ect. The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate
sustained activity:
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The university recognizes that the process leading to the production of scholarly
artifacts can be lengthy and variable in its time:frame. It is not expected that artifacts be
produced regularly. However, it is expected that there is evidence of research and/or
scholarly activity (in all stages of the process) throughout the review period.
a.

List A - any one of the following may be used as evidence for this criterion. The
candidate must include a narrative explaining how this item meets this criterion.
All sources of evidence in List A for criterion 1 if they have occurred during the
evaluation period and were at Shawnee State University.

b.

List B (if no sources of evidence from lfat A are present, canclidate must have at
least three sources of evidence from this list). The candidate must include a
narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.
1.

4.

All sources of evidence on List B in criterion 1 and 2 as long as they have
occurred at varying times throughout the evaluation period.

ii.
Other relevant documentation of candidate's sustained activity.
Criterion 4: Significance: Scholarly activities are either independently directed or are
part of a coJlaboration where an appropriate level of contribution is made, and are of
significant scholarly val ue as defined by peers within the candidate' s discipline. The
following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate significance:
Mentoring Committee, DPSC, and the College Promotion Committee should keep in
mind that this criterion requires the candidate to direct the scholarly activity or make a
significant contribution. It does not require that all research or scholarly activity be
independently performed by the candidate. Research or other scholarly activity
involving undergraduate students is permitted.
a.

List A - any one of the following may be used as evidence for this criterion. The
candidate must include a narrative explaining how this item meets this criterion.
All sources of evidence on List A for criterion 1 may be used but the canclidate
must demonstrate that scholarly activities are of value to the discipline.

b.

List B (if no sources of evidence from list A are present, candidate must have at
least three sources of evidence from this list). The candidate must include a
narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.
1.

All sources of evidence on List B in criterion 1 and 2 as long as the
candidate demonstrates that scholarly activities are of value to the cliscipline.

11.

Statements from faculty, department chairpersons, or members of a research
team attesting to the canclidate's scholarly contributions and activities.
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iii.

Section 4.

Other relevant documentation of candidate' s significant scholarly activity.

Service.

A. Guidelines for Evaluating Service
Candidates applying for promotion and/or tenure W1der substantial contributions in service must
meet criteria I and 2. Candidates applying for promotion and/or tenure under outstanding
contributions in service must meet all four criteria.
B. Criteria for Service
Sources of evidence for each criterion are divided into two lists. Candidates must include all
sources of evidence on list A and at least three (3) sources of evidence on list 8.
1.

Criterion 1: Multiple Levels of Service: There is evidence of work at multiple levels of
service (e.g., departmental, college-wide, university-wide, community, professional
organizations, SEA, OEA, Ohio Board of Regents, and others). The following sources
of evidence can be used to demonstrate multiple levels of service:
a.

List A (all are required)
1.

IL

u1.

b.

Statements from committee chairpersons regarding the candidate's
participation and accomplishments. If candidate for promotion is the
committee chairperson, another member of the committee may provide this
statement.
Candidate generated narrative of service activities including committees,
task forces, special assignments, accreditation activities, advising of student
organizations, informal service, service as a University representative to
other organizations, community service. service as a chairperson of a
committee, etc.
Candidate generated narrative of personal accomplishments within service
assignments (may be included in the same narrative as number 2).

List B (at least three sources of evidence from this list are required). The
candidate must include a narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.
L

Minutes or products from committees, task forces, etc.

11 .

Statements from faculty, department chairpersons, or administrators
attesting to the candidate's informal service activities (e.g., mentoring junior
faculty, reading/editing colleagues' grants or papers, etc.)

111.

Verifiable curricular development products (beyond work that is part of
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one' s regular teaching assignments, e.g.: revision of a major or program,
development of a minor, collaboration with other institutions on curricula,
etc.)
iv.

Formally submitted grant proposals or obtaining grants or similar financial
support (not included in Scholarship) that assists in fulfilling the mission of
the department, college, or university.

v.

Student feedback about advising effectiveness and style as demonstrated by
letters of student support.

v1.

Assumption of a significant professional administrative position(s) (e.g..
juror for exhibition, editor of a journal, elected position within a
professional organization, conference chair or organizer, etc.).

vu.

Verifiable products resulting from candidate' s service appointrnent(s).

vm. Development or maintenance of studios, labs or instructional spaces in
contexts where they enhance the student learning environment (may be in or
outside of faculty' s area of study).
1x.

Management of department, college or w1iversity web page; or program' s
computerized data base (e.g.: blackboard, clinical data base).

x.

Organizing a student commW1ity service project that requires significant
commitment.

x1.

Representing SSU with local communities such as: recruiting events, rural
health fair, junior day, career day, local-off can1pus service club activity.

xii.

Serves on or is an officer for a professional organization or committee at the
national, state, regional or local level.

x 111.

Interviews students for recruitment or admissions purposes.

xiv. Organizes/hosts a conference at the national, state, or local level.
xv.

Advises students at orientation, career day, or other events.

xvi. Receives a notable service award, at the college, unjversity, state or national
level.
xvt1. Organizes a commuruty service project (e.g. Crop Walk, Walk for Cystic
Fibrosis. United Way).
xviii. Serves as a Program Director, Coordinator, or Chair.
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xix. Involvement in developing, implementing, or updating the Transfer
Assurance Guides or other Ohio Board of Regent's activities.
xx.
2.

Other relevant documentation of candidate' s service activities.

Criterion 2: Active Service: There is evidence that the candidate actively participated
in the activities of committees or in other service projects. The following sources of
evidence can be used to demonstrate active service:
Lists A and B for this criterion are the same as for criterion 1. The candidate must
include a narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.

3.

Criterion 3: Increased Level of Responsibility: Service is sustained and ongoing
throughout the review period with evidence of increasing responsibility (or sustained
high-level responsibility) throughout the entire review period. The following sources
of evidence can be used to demonstrate increased level of responsibility:
a. List A (all are required). The candidate must include a narrative explaining how
each item meets this criterion.
A ll sources of evidence on List A for criterion 1 but the candidate must
demonstrate that he/she increased or maintained a high level of involvement during
the evaluation period.
b. List B (at least three sources of evidence from this list are required). The candidate
must include a narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.
1.

All sources of evidence on List B for criterion l but the candidate must
demonstrate that he/she increased or maintained a high level of involvement
during the evaluation period.

u.

Assumption of a significant leadership position(s) within the department,
college, university, or union (e.g.; major coordinator, department
chairperson, program director, chairperson of a committee, officer of a
governance organization. director of a program or center. SEA officer.
negotiating team, etc.).

111.

Assumption of a significant professional leadership position(s) (e.g., editor
of a journal, elected position within a professional organization, conference
chair or organizer, national accreditation reviewer, program review for
professional organizations, etc.).

iv.

Ambassadorial outreach (e.g., supporting fund raising efforts for the
American Red Cross; mentoring high school students in state competitions,
etc.) to the geographic or professional community in which SSU is directly
or indirectly represented.
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4.

v.

Preparation, authorship of reports and documents, and actively participating
in program specific or university-wide regional accreditation initiatives
and/or visits. Th.is includes attending accreditation symposia. cataloging
artifacts, compiling and interpreting data, and liaising with the program
review team and/or accreditation commission.

v1.

Program Coordinator which includes responsibilities to courses/course
sequences such as orientation of adjuncts to course expectations, labs,
electronic documentation, etc.

vu.

Other relevant documentation of candidate's increasing responsibility.

Criterion 4: Personal Responsibility, Leadership, and Attention: There is evidence that
a significant portion of service is at the level requiring elevated personal responsibility
and attention. This does not necessarily involve chairing a committee, but a significant
workload is expected. The following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate
personal responsibility, leadership, and attention:
a. List A (all are required). The candidate must include a narrative explaining how
each item meets this criterion.
All sources of evidence on List A for criterion 1 but the candidate must
demonstrate that his/her role involved substantially more responsibility than that of
other committee members.
b. List B (at least three sources of evidence from this list are required). The candidate
must include a narrative explaining how each item meets this criterion.
1.

11.

All sources of evidence on List B for criterion 1 and 3 but the candidate
must demonstrate that his/her role involved a higher level responsibility than
that of other committee members.
Assumption of a significant leadership position(s) within the department,
college, university, or union (e.g.. major coordinator, department
chairperson, program director, chairperson of a committee, officer of a
governance organization, director of a program or center, SEA officer,
negotiating team, advisory board member, etc.).

iii.

Assumption of a significant professional administrative position(s) (e.g.,
editor of a journal, elected position within a professional organization,
conference chair or organizer, national accreditation reviewer, program
review for professional organizations, etc.).

1v.

Statements from faculty, department chairpersons, or administrators
attesting to the candidate' s high-level service activities.
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v.

Candidate reports of personal accomplishments within high-level service
assignments.

v1.

Verifiable products resulting from the candidate's high-level service
appointrnent(s).

v11.

Program Coordinator with responsibilities to courses/course sequences such
as orientation of adjuncts to course expectations, labs, electronic
documentation, etc.

v111. Other relevant documentation of candidate's personal responsibility,
leadership, and attention.
Section -l: Commercialization
Commercialization is any activity in one·s academic field that generates revenue on a sustained
basis and contributes to the overall enhancement of any of the following: business. professional
practice. community or economic development. or University environment and operations.
Outside employment alone does not qualify as commercialization.
Guidelines fo r Evaluating Commercialization
l . Commercialization criteria are divided into two lists
2. Candidates applying for promotion and/or tenure under substantial contributions in
commercialization must include all sources evidence from list A and at least two sources
of evidence from List B.
3. Candidates applying for promotion and/or tenure under outstanding contributions in
commercialization must include al l sources of evidence from List A and at least 3 sources
of evidence from List B.
4. All sources of evidence included in the candidate's application must have been completed
during the period of review. The candidate must include a narrative explaining how each
item meets this criterion.

Criterion 1:
There is evidence of work at developing potential and actual levels of commercialization. The
following sources of evidence can be used to demonstrate multiple levels of commercialization:
List A (all are required)
ix.

Statements from employers. customers, or others involved in the
commercialization activity regarding the candidate's participation and
accomplishments.
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x.

Candidate generated narrative of personal accomplishments within
commercialization activities (may be included in the same narrati ve as
number I).

List B: At least two sources of evidence from thi s list are required to show· substantial
commercialization. At least 3 sources of evidence from this list are required to show outstanding
commercia li zation. All sources of evidence included in the candidate·s appl ication must have
been completed during the period of review. The candidate must include a narrative explaining
how each item meets this criterion.
1. Business Plan. including fu nding strategy. for proposed commercial enterprise to be
started in the region.
2.

Program development outside the University which encourages commercialization.

3. Obtaining grants or similar financial support (not included in Scholarship) that assists in
development of a commercial venture (includes research incentive Third Frontier Grants
in Ohio).
4. Assumption of a significant professional leadership position in a commercial enterprise
during the period of review.
5. Verifiable products or services resulting from candidate' s conu11ercialization
responsibiIi ties.
6. Organizing a student community commercialization project or club outside of normal
teaching responsibilities that requires significant commitment.
7. Organizes/hosts a commercialization conference at the international. national, state. or
local level.
8. Receives a notable commercialization award.
9. Evidence of confidential commercial scholarly activity. particularly in engi neering.
which has been verified as commerciall y impactful by the department.
I0. Other relevant documentation of candidate's commercialization acti vities.
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